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Birth Control No Solution
For Starving, Pope Says
VATICAN CITY - Addressing
the Sacred College of Cardinals,
Pope John XXIII warned against
the use of artificial birth con
trol as a solution to hunger prob-
lems in underdeveloped areas.
The Holy Father spoke at the
first of three consistories called
for the purpose of adding eight
members, including two Ameri-
cans,' to the Church's Sacred
' College.
I Prior to naming the new Car-
dinals at the secret consistory
on Dec. 14. the Pontiff listed the
joys and sorrows of the Church
in the year since the consistory
of Dec. 15, 1958. It was in this
! context that he touched on birth
control programs, calling them
a "serious cause for sorrow." |
ADMITTING THAT the prob
lem of hunger is still serious for
a great part of humanity,” the
Pope nevertheless emphatically)
re stated the Church's position on
birth control
"To remedy the serious ca-
lamity” of hunger throughout
the world, he said, "one cannot
in any way resort to erroneous
doctrines and to pernicious and
fatal methods to limit off-
spring."
Instead, he said, "the riches
which are drawn from the earth
must instead be put at the dis-i
posal of everyone—as is required
by commandment of God and byi
justice."
Offering a substitute for birth
control, he declared:
‘"There must be improvement
of the distribution of earthly-
goods; the barriers of selfishness
and self-interest must be broken;
the most suitable means that
will favor less developed nations
must be studied; and an effort
must be made to draw from the
earth itself the still hidden and
incalculable resources it can of
for for the welfare of all peo-
ples.”
AT THE END of his talk, he
proposed the eight new Cardinals
for membership. Among them
were Cardinal Muench, former
Bishop of Fargo. N D , who has
been serving as Apostolic Nuncio
to Germany, and Cardinal Mey-
er, Archbishop of Chicago.
Cardinal Muench has been
given the Titular See of Selym-
bria, a technical move which
makes it clear that he will
serve in the Roman Curia, lie
will relinquish that See within
a month on taking possession
of his titular church in Rome,
the Church of San Bernardo
alle Terme.
lie is the second American
Cardinal called to the Roman
Curia The only other was Car
dinal Strtich of Chicago, who died
iin Rome in May. 1958, before
being able to take up duties asi
Pro-Prefect of the Sacred Con-'
gregation of the Propagation of
the Faith.
Cardinal Meyer, the other new
American Cardinal, will remain
in Chicago. He has been given
the Church of Santa Cecilia in
Rome as his titular church.
ALI, THE NEW Cardinals, with
the exception of Cardinal Marcl-
la. Apostolic Nuncio to France,
were to receive their red birettas
at a semi-public consistory Dec
16. By custom. Cardinal Marclla
will receive his biretla from
French President Charles do
Gaulle.
The new _ Cardinals will be
publicly installed on Dee. 17,
receiving their red hats in col-
orful ceremonies in St. Peter's
Basilica at a public consistory.
I At that consistory, two beati-
fication causes—those of Bishop
Francois de Montmorency Laval,
first Canadian Bishop, and of
Cardinal Guiseppe Benedetto
Dusmct of Catania. Italy, who
died in 1894—will be taken up by
the Holy Father.
AT THE OPENING consistory,
the Pope listed as particular joys
for the Church in the last year
the sight of so many pilgrims in
Itome. the visits made by heads
of state and the "ad limina’’ vis-
its made by Bishops.
Expressing his gratification
over the visits from President
Eisenhower and other state
leaders whom he did not name,
the Pope said:
"To all of them, who showed
themselves inspired by a sincere
wish to work for the pacification
and welfare of nations, we give
our thanks and the wish that
their efforts be crowned by the
achievement of a peace which,
Medical Mission Post
To Bishop Stanton
NEW YORK Auxiliary Bishop Stanton has been
elected treasurer of the Catholic Medical Mission Board
The election took place at the annual meeting of the board,
a voluntary agency of Bishops, priests and doctors sup-
ported by Catholics from around the world and by Pharma-
ceutical firms.
Rev. Edward F. Garesche, S.J.,
president and director, reported
that about 364,450 pounds of medi-
cal and surgical supplies were
shipped to 300 mission stations
overseas during the year.
Rev. Anthony F. Laßau. S.J.,
assistant director, reported that
thousands of children in 37 coun-
tries benefitted during the year
from the board's increased em-
phasis on preventive medicine.
DURING THE year the agency
also shipped thousands of ban-
dages and dressings donated by
“Blue Cross Circles" around the
country. The circles are com-
posed of women and girls in
Catholic parishes who make or
buy the supplies.
According to Father Ga-
resche, the board is the only
! agency of its kind in the world.
Since it was formed In 1928 it
has supplied medical aid to
I,tM mission stations, hospitals,
clinics and maternity renters
located In this country and
overseas.
Other officers include Cardinal
Cushing of Boston and Auxiliary
Bishop Fulton J. Sheen of New
York, vice presidents, and Aux-
iliary Bishop John J. Boardman
of Brooklyn, secretary.
Orthodox Jews Lose
Sunday Suit
Is Dismissed
PHILADELPHIA (RNS)
A suit brought by five
Orthodox Jewish merchants
against Pennsylvania’s Sun-
day laws was dismissed by a
Federal Court here.
The merchants contended that
enforcement of the laws would
violate their religious liberty
since they observe Saturday as
their Sabbath. It also would re-
quire them to remain closed two
days a week, they said.
In announcing its decision, the
court dissolved an injunction
which had prevented enforcement
of the Sunday ban The court
said it was “in full accord with
the reasoning and conclusion" of
another federal tribunal which
earlier upheld the constitutionali-
ty of the laws.
The issue was first brought to
court in Pennsylvania by Two
Guys from Harrison, a discount
store chain which says it inay
appeal to the L\ S Supreme
Court "to protect its Sunday busi-
'nesi.”
CHRISTMAS CUSTOM: Tommy, 5, knows that his
mother, Mrs. Joseph R. Duggan of Bloomfield, hangs
a wreath on their door because evergreens are always
used in celebrations of the Christ Child's birthday.
This week’s special supplement describes other cus-
toms useful in teaching children about the real mean-
ing of Christmas.
Early Copy
Because of the Christmas hol-
idays, the issues of The Advo-
cate for Dec. 24 and 31 will go
to press one day early. Copy
for each issue must be in The
Advocate office no later than
3 p.m. the preceding Monday.
Chancery Lists
Investiture Dates
The Chancery Office announced this week dates for
investitures of the Protonotary Apostolics and Right Reverend
and Very Reverend Monsignors recently named by Pope
John XXIII The Papal honors were announced by Archbishop
Boland late last month.
TIIE INVESTITURES of the Protonotary Apostolics will
be as follows
Rt. Rev. Msgr. Anthony DiLuca, PA, Sunday, Dec. 20,
at 12 15 pm. in Holy Family Church .Nutiey.
•Rt. Rev. Msgr. Michael J. Mulligan, P.A., Monday. Dec.
21. at 8 pm in St. Henry's Church Bayonne
Rt Rev. Msgr Joseph M Kelly, PA, Tuesday Dec. 22,
at 8 pin in St. Peter's Church, Belleville.
THE RIGHT Reverend and Very Reverend Monsignors
will bo invested at 3 30 p m. Jan 3 in Sacred Heart Cathedral,
Newark. Named domestic prelates in November were the
Right Reverend Monsignors Walter P Artioli, John J. Kiley,
Michael J. Corr, Julian F. Sipilman. Metislaus Lankau,
William B Donnelly, Clement M. Wcitekamp, Edward J.
Begley, Paul A. Dippold, Florence C. Mahoney, Patrick J.
Maloney. Bernard F Moore, Thomas F. Curry, Joseph A.
Chmely, Eugene R. Gallagher, Thomas F. Mulvaney, Leo L.
Mahoney, Leo J. Martin, Aloyslus S. Carney and Michael
G. Kcmciis.
THE PAPAL chamberlains to be invested are the Very
Reverend Monsignors Henry J. Murphy, Eugene J. Reilly,
David J. Price, Thomas J. Tuohy, John J. Cassels and
Joseph P. Tuite.
Jewish Merchants Lose Bid
For Sunday Sales Injunction
NEWARK - A Federal Court
here, by a 2-1 vote, refused to
grant a temporary injunction
sought by Jewish Merchants
against enforcement of the
state's Sunday sales law. which
they attack on religious grounds.
At the same time, Attorney
General David Furman ruled
that telephone, orders for mer-
chandise which cannot be legally
sold on Sunday are also against
the law if the call is taken or
the store is located in a county
where the law Is in force.
Furman gave the ruling at a
meeting of county prosecutors In
Trenton where plans for uniform
enforcement of the law were
mapped.
THE FKDERAI. Injunction
was sought by Harry Morcin.
Newark furniture dealer, and
Dave and David Fasa, who oper-
ate a floor covering buslneas in
West New York Moreln was
represented by lawyers retained
by the American Jewish Con
gress.
Their salt asked fer tempo-
rary relief and thea a perma-
nent Injunction and a decision 1
that the law violates the fed-
eral coostitnUoo.
They claim to be Orthodox
Jews whose religion requires
them to be closed on Saturday.
Since the items they deal in may
not be sold on Sunday, they
claim they must close their
stores in observance of a Sab-
bath they do not recognize.
While splitting on the motion
for an injunction, the court was
unanimous in granting a stale
request for suspension of the
case until the New Jersey Su-
preme Court has had a chance
to rule on an appeal before that
body.
THE APPEAL Is from a S-u
perior Court decision holding the
Sunday sales law to tie valid
It was filed by Two Guys From
Harrison, Inc., and thann»l
Lumber Cos., who initiated the
original suit. They claim the
Legislature did not have the
right to delegate Its authority to
legislate to the people through
county-option referendums held
Nov. 3.
Rickel Bros , a third highway
chain, has joined the suit and in
a brief filed with the Supreme
Court last week argued that the
Sunday sales question as it ap-
peared on the ballot was vague
and misleading. The chain cites
the fact that the ballot called
It a "Sunday closing law" where-
as in reality the law only limits
the merchandize which may be
sold that day.
In other action involving Two
Guys, the US Supreme Court
refused to grant an injunction
against enforcement of Pennsyl-
vania's Sunday closing law. A
Federal Court had upheld the
validity of the law earlier, and
Two Guys sought the injunction
while an appeal was filed
SEMINARIANS CHEER IKE: Seminarians studying at the North American Col-
lege in Rome had a vigorous greeting for President Eisenhower when he visited
the campus after his audience with Pope John.
Bishops Accuse Bolivia
Of Favoring Communism
LA PAZ, Bolivia iNC) Bolivia’s Bishops have ac-
cused this nation's ruling party of favoring communism
while calling itself anti-Red.
They also criticized the government for mishandling
land reform and permitting a militia headed by extreme
leftists to exist outside its con-1
li 01.
At the same time the Bishops*
urged the government to give
opposition parties a chance in
the 1960 elections by granting an
amnesty to political exiles andi
prisoners.
They said they had not author-
ized any party to tall itself
Catholic and pointed out the
policies a Catholic party would |
have to pursue.
The Bishops spoke in a letter
signed in their name by Arch-
bishop Abel Antczana y Rojas
of La Paz and addressed to*
President Heman Silcs Zuazo. s
Sent to the President in October
at the end of a meeting to com-
memorate the 350th anniversary
of the founding of the La Paz
Archdiocese, the letter hat only
now been made public..
BOLIVIA now undergoing
severe social and economic dif-
ficulties marked by inflation,
high prices and continual labor
conflicts—has been ruled by the
National Revolutionary Move-
ment (MNR) since 1952. The
MNR nationalized the tin mines,
the nation's main source of'
wealth. The decline in world tin
prices is a major factor in the |
nation's current crisis
Unsettled conditions have led
to frequent outbursts of vio-
lence. In March there were
anti U-S. riots in l.a Pat. the
nation's largest city and the
seat of the government. On
Apr. 1} the rightwing Bolivian
Socialist Falange staged an un-
successful one-day rebellion In
I.a Pas In which more than
20 were killed.
During May unidentified mili-
tiamen using machine guns fired
at the offices of a Catholic-
oriented dally in La Paz. A few
days earlier a government pla-
toon had entered the convent of
the cloistered Conccptlonlst Sis
lers there after firing at the!
tower of the convent's chapel
Military men also entered the
residence of Dr Benjamin Mi-
guel, Catholic news service cor
respondent
Violence began anew on June
26 in Santa Cruz During that
uprising the Bishop of Santa
Cruz was struck with a gun butt
by a member of the militia.
POINTING OUT that the ruling
MNR calls itself anti-communist,
the Bishops declared in their
letter to President Siles that
"there are situations that con
tradict such a statement."
“Catholics have frequently
been arrested,’' the letter
noted, while “person*-with no-
torious communist affiliation!
are rarely detained."
"Recently," the Bishops con-
tinued. “communist bookshops
have been authorized
. . . which
may more properly be called
agencies for communist propa-
ganda than bookshops.
IN REGARD TO land reform
the Bishops said they cannot
condone the manner in which
the reform is being administered.
They said the government is
lowering agricultural production
l.y confiscating land and redis-
tributing it without a plan. They
also denounced “the unpunished
interference of unscrupulous agi-
tators with communist sympa-
thies who have taken properties
away from their owners and
intimidated them."
4 Schismatic Bishops
Consecrated in China
HONG KONG (NC) Four more schismatic bishops
have been consecrated in communist China, it was learned
here.
The illicit consecrations, all for Secs in Kiangsu Pro-
vince, on the north coast, bring to 31 the number of known
schismatic bishops consecrated
in violation of the express pro-
hibition against such consecra-
tions by the Holy Sec
According to the Nanking Red
paper. Shin Hau Jih Pao. the
consecrations were performed in
Nanking cathedral Nov. 15. follow-
ing the closing session of the sec-
ond congress of the so-called Pa
triotic Association of Chinese
Catholics.
Archbishop Ignacius P'i Shu-
shih of Mukden was identified as
the consccrator and Bishop Fran
els Chao Cheng-sheng of Sienh
seln was co-consccrator at the
ceremonies.
THE COMMUNIST press Men
lifted the four new schismatic
bishops as Rev. Yu Cheng-tsai for
the Diocese of Hitmen, Rev. Li
Wri-kwang, for the Nanking Arch-
diocese; Rev. Shcn Chu-meng, for
the Soochow Diocese, and Rev.
Chien Yu yung, for the Suchow
Diocese.
The new moves were seen
here as one more Red attack
on the authority of Rishop Ig-
natius Kung of Shanghai, who
has been imprisoned since Sep-
tember, 1913.
Bishop Rung is the legally ap-
pointed Apostolic Administrator
for Nanking, whose Ordinary,
Archbishop Paul Yu Pin, is in
exile In the US.
Bishop Kung is also Apos-
tolic Administrator of the vacant
Soochow Diocese, iiaimen, Su-
chow and Soochow are all suf-
fragan Sees of the ecclesiastical
province of Nanking.
Curb Free Press Abuse
9 Pope Asks
VATICAN CITY (NC) Pope John
XXIII has called lor laws to curb I he
abuse of freedom of the prees lie also
told Catholics that they have a duty to
shun publications that harm the reli-
gious and moral well being of a com-
munity.
I’ope John spoke to Italian Catholic
jurists taking part in their national con-
gress, with the theme, ••Freedom of the
Press In the Juridical Order.”
It was one of the most frankly word
ed and severely critical statements a
Pope has ever made on the press
Catholics, Pope John declared,
"should not buy or givr credit to or
favor or even name Ibe errant press."
Quoting Pope Pius Xll, he contin-
ued:
"The protection of (personal free-
dom I Is the aim of every juridical order
worthy of the name . . One would
legalize licentiousness if one allowed the
press ... to undermine the religious and
moral foundation of the life of the peo-
ple "
POPE JOHN THEN told the jurists
that a sense of responsibility should lie
an incentive "to act quickly and to act
well."
He said that "it is belter to tie ex
plieit in this matter, without regard for
fyuman respect " When he finished his
address he told the jurists that the ex
pression of deep concern regarding
press abuses had “given Us some relief,
like a person who has rid himself of a
great burden weighing on his soul ."
The Pope submitted three points
for the attention of parents, educators,
statesmen, legislators, publishers and
industrialists "trusting in the good will
and rectitude of each one of them.”
• "First, each individual must
above all keep his own conscience clear.
He must be inspired by a just balance
without being insensitive or lax ...
• "Second, this clear conscience by
Itself calls for and assumes those due
limitations which must restrain the
rights of the press In regard to respect,
order and legality . . .
• "Finally there must be clearcul
positions and a positive program "
The Pope revealed that he Is an
avid reader of newspapers and made
it clear that be bad drawn ibe im-
pressions expressed In his speech
from that fact.
POPE JOHN BEGAN his address by
saying that the problem of freedom of
the press "is one of the truly crucial
points of today's social life
" He added
that he has given much thought to the
matter for many ; cars, but especially
since his election to the Papacy.
He recalled his youth and how he
had been reared in a tradition always
open to a knowledge of the true and
beautiful
The Pope said he could not remem-
ber ever having been offended in his
youth by "disconcerting visions, words
or accounts." This he considers a tribute
to the forthrightness, honesty and deli-
cacy of the conscience of his people.
He noted, moreover, that the days of
his youth were those "tempestuous and
polemical times" following the Italian
seizure of the Papal states when condi-
tions (or many Catholics were less fav-
orable than today.
With this memory of his youth, he
asked:
"Haw caw the Pope remain indif-
ferent wbea confronted with the
spread of wews, advertising and his-
torical fiction which have nothing In
do with Instruction nr honest infor-
mation?
"Does his heart not suffer at the
thought of the poison that is administer-
ed with unconstrained detail to so many
innocent people and to youth la their
inexperience and the confusion of their
adoiescent years with accounts, exposes
and illustrations which have nothing to
do with the knowledge of- truth and the
love of what ia good and the vision of
what is beautiful, hut which indeed are
clearly excluded from them?"
He repeated the words of Christ as a
clear warning to purveyors of such a
press:
“Whoever causes one of these
little ones who believe In me to sin,
It were better for him to have a great
millstone hung around his neck, and
to be drowned In the depths of the
sea.
•'Woe to the world because of scan-
dals! For it muat needs be that scandals
come, but woe to the man through whom
scandal does come’’ (18 Matt., 6. 7).
lit SAID THAT a free press must
discipline itself and conform to the di-
vine laws which are reflected in human
laws in the same way that a free man
must discipline himself and conform to
positive precepts which forbid him doing
harm to the freedom, goods and life of
his neighbor
"It is not lawful for the press, upder
the pretext that it must be free, to assail
daily and systematically the religious
and moral well-being of humanity All
financial and news considerations must
be subordinated to these basic laws," he
declared.
While a free press must Inform
the public and even sometimes form
public opinion, he said that it cannot
be left free to "deform public opln
Ion."
He charged that "it is not the love
of knowledge, culture and truth that
guides certain pens, but the unhealthy
fire of certain passions and the immod-
erate desire for notoriety and gain which
puts aside the insistent appeals of con
science."
“CAM IT BE lawful for someone
blatantly to offer details and deacrip-
lions to a ... curiosity which should be
reserved to police laboratories and the
courts’ Is it ever lawful lo allow crimi-
nal deeds to become the occasion and
incentive to vice, when it would be bet-
ter to throw a veil of pity over these
crimes?
"Advertising itself, especially in
particular fields, following evil rules,
has assumed some disconcerting and
frightening aspects that cannot be
JusUfird except by a deliberate Inten-
tion of arousing passions and swaying
derision without concern for the
wounds left on souls.
"Attentive examination of this pain-
ful situation must therefore lead respon-
sible authorities lo a logical and dutiful
conclusion That there must be certain
limitations on the exercise of freedom of
the press. And these limitations must be
strictly determined on by law ... so that
such a delicate, Important and decisive
field for the future of every nation may
not be left to the mercy of improvisa-
tion, or feeble self control, of which SO
much has been said, or worse, to the
mercy of bad faith and deceit."
SPEAKING OK TIIK attitude of
Catholics In criticizing the press, the
I’ope said they should not be afraid of
the charge that they are scrupulous or
that they exaggerate.
The Holy father also said it is pri-
marily up to Catholics to make every
effort to create a decent press. All they
should fear in this respect is the sin of
omission, he declared
It was pointed out by one observer
of Vatican affairs that, without dimin-
ishing (he force of the Pope's words aa
they apply to the press throughout tha
work), two important facts should b«
borne in mind: First, the Pope was
speaking (o a gioup of Italian Jurists.
Second, the press with which the Pope
is moat Ultimately familiar is the Italian
press.
(Continued on Page 2)
T
if it is to be true, just and last-
ing, must first of all take care
that the rights of God are not
denied or forgotten."
Religious events which the
Pope called "motives for joy,"
were ceremonies surrounding the
return of St. Pius X’s body to
Venice, the beatifications and
canonizations during the year
and Rome's celebration of the
Feast of Corpus Christi. He also
referred to the observance of the
750th anniversary of the approval
of the Franciscan rule and his
talk to Benedictine officials after
the election of their Abbot Pri-
mate.
AMONG THE reasons for sor-
row, the Pope said, were "the
loss of human lives" caused by
so many floods, the "painful situ-
ation of so many thousands of
refugees and exiles," and the
persecuted Church.
Regarding refugees, the Pope
alluded to the World Refugee
Year now In progress and said
it Is the duty of all mankind to
help the homeless and suffer-
ing throughout the world.
In speaking of persecutions, he
particularly mentioned the plight
of the Church in China and said:
"We embrace with the most ar
dent love all those peoples among
whom God’s laws are violated
and the most elementary rights
of human liberty and conscience
■re trampled upon. We pray the
Lord urgently that lie may short-
en the hour of trial so that for
all these people the dawn of more
aerene and tranquil days may
*oon break."
$210,400 Pledged
In New Providence
NEW PROVIDENCE—Reporta
received from 200 campaign
workera of the Our Lady of Peace
building fund drive on Dee. 14 re-
vealed tbit pledge! had been re-
ceived for 90% of the announced
goal of $225,000.
General chairman Jamei Far-
rell announced that $210,400 had
been pledged by about 500 parish
families, with more than 100 still
to be visited before the general
campaign ends on Dec. IS. Of
this total. $106,000 had been
pledged in memorial gifts of $5OO
and up.
The fund drive is being held to
raise at least 50% of the cost jf
building anew church, making
a six-room addition to the school
and erecting an auditorium-cafe-
teria. Rev. Peter J. Doherty, pas
tor, had requested a fair share
pledge of $3OO from each family.
Sf. Peter’s Compiles
Alumni Directory
JERSEY CITY - The first
‘ Out-of-Town Directory" of St.
Peter’s College alumni has been
compiled by Fred Jacques, exe-
cutive secretary. It lists alpha-
betically all alumni living outside
New Jersey, greater New York
and Long Island.
Blind Tots Enact
Christmas Play
NEWARK Blind children will
act out the atory of the Nativity
of Christ at the Christmas party
at the Mt. Carmel Guild Center
for the Blind Dec. 20 at 4 p.m.
Christmas carols will be sung
by the center's Glee Club, which
will also entertain patients at St.
Michael's Hospital Dec. K.
The pageant to be presented by
the children was written by their
religion teacher. Sister Berna-
dette Maria. S.C. The party will
also feature a visit by Santa
Claus who will distribute gifts.
Festivities will follow Rosary,
sermon and Benediction at 3:30
p.m. in St. Patrick's Pro-Cathe-
dral with Rev Richard M Mc-
Guinness, director of the center,
officiating.
Helen M. Reilly, chairman of
the Mt. Carmel Guild department
for the blind, is in charge of ar
rangements. Sodalists from Mt
Carmel, Bayonne, under direc-
tion of Rev. Stanley M. Grabow
ski. will prepare and serve re-
freshments. The glee club is di-
rected by Jeannette Murphy.
IRISH EYES SMILIN’: Msgr. Thomas J. Conroy ac-
cepts scroll naming him "Irishman of the Year" from
James W. Kelly Jr., president of St. Patrick’s Guard of
Honor of N.J., left, as Bishop Stanton, speaker at Sat-
urday’s luncheon, looks on. Msgr. Conroy, Archdio-
cesan Director of Hospitals, is former AOH state chap-
lain, and frequent speaker before Irish-Amcrican
groups. Over 600 attended luncheon in his honor at
Mayfair Farms.
Gives Annual Report for
St. Mary’s Hospital, Passaic
PASSAlC—Spiraling costs have
produced sn operating deficit of
$180,271 at St. Mary's Hospital
for 1959, according to Sister
Eileen Teresa, administrator.
She gave her report at the an
nual dinner meeting of the board
of directors Dec. 10, at which
Bishop McNulty presided.
The hospital’s gross payroll, she
said, the next 12 months is esti-
mated at $1,02.868, with 417 em-
ployes as compared with 387 for
1958. During the past five years
the hospital spent over $5 million
for new construction and at pres-
ent is carrying a mortgage of
$1,750,103.
ON JAN. 17, Bishop McNulty
will bless the new Child Guidance
Center: also the hospital's new)
emergency suite, pharmacy, doc-
tors' lounge, public lobby and|
modernized main kitchen.
The new Child Guidance Cen-'
ter, which opened in September,
1959, has a registration of 32 chil -I
dren. The Retarded Childrens
Clinic, opened in 1954, now has
a registration of 1,060 children.
Both were approved by the N J
State Department of Mental
Health and Hospitals and will re ,
ceive appropriations of $38,179
as against the fiscal budget ufi
$78,188. I
In other parts of her report the
administrator reported that 8.357
patients were cared for last year,
out of this total. 1.069 were free
ward patients, the rllnirt cared
for 5.857 patients, and the emer
gency room look care of 2,548
patients.
Two new members were ap-
pointed to the hoard: Dr. Joseph
M. Keating, director, department
of gynecology : and Joseph A Ab-
bott. president of the Passaic
County Serra Club He it alto
public relations director. Federal
Telephone and Telegraph Cos.
K. of C.
Elizabeth Connell _ The new
zhrine to the Immaculate Concep-
tion erected by this council in
front of the Columbian Club was
dedicated Dec. 6 by Rev. Thomas
J. Donnelly, chaplain. The hand
carved statue was imported from
Italy. It is shielded by a grotto-
type structure of Tennessee stone
and masonry.
The idea of building the shrine
began almost a year ago when
the then grand knight Charles P.
McGinley appointed a committee
to study the project. The com-
mittee continued this year under
Grand Knight Anthony J. Carro
Past Grand Knight J Harold
Kenny was treasurer and John
Clano. John Hoffart and Eubilio
Cardone supplied the actual la-
bor. The total cost is t 1.500
which will be realized by con-
tributions of members and
friends of the council, plus ma-
terials donated by Loizeaux Build-
ers Supply Cos.. Grand Building
Supply Cos , Guiamarra Electric
Cos., and flowers by Thomas Cor-
bett.
81. Thom it More Council, Jet-
tey City More than 400 children
of member* will be enlertained
•t * Chriitmi* party 2 p m Dec.
20 at the Columbian Club. Peter
Monahan will be master of cere-
monie*. Jerry Mignone i* chair-
man.
Bishop Wlgger Council, Irving-
ton The annual children's
Christmas party will be held at 2
p.m Dec. 20, with Ray Szman-
skl and Joseph LiCausi in charge
of arrangements Members w“h
the Columblettes will hold their
own party Dec 21, and will be en-
tertained by the men's choir of St.
Paul the Apostle Irvington. The
annual collection for orphans will
be taken up during this gather-
ing
Greenville Connell The maj-
or degree was conferred upon 40
candidates Dec. 12. The class was
designated in memory of Walter
J. Bednash, deceased vice presi-
dent of the Columbian Club. Oth-
er coming events include the reg-
ular meeting, Dec. IT; Christmas
party for children, Dec 20. and
New Year's Social. Dec. 31.
New Plays
Lighting Cock— Rueful Anouilh
comedy pointing out whet a fool
the idealist appears to hard
headed self seeking moderns.
Saratoga Lavishly staged,
well-sung musical about high ami
low life in the elegant New Or-
leans and Saratoga of the IUOa.
Cana Calendar
CANA
f&te * -
Ijjtysao. it. Cans L
AA Group to Hold
Closed Retreat
MORRISTOWN Approximately 100 members of
Alcoholics Anonymous will gatherthe weekend of Jan. 8 for
a closed retreat to be held at Loyola House of Retreats here.
They are members of Matt Talbot Retreat Group No. 1
of Loyola. A A., not all of them Catholic The men will be
attending this closed retreat tc
get a better understanding of the
spiritual side of the 12 steps of
A.A.
Group No. 1 of Ixivola was
founded on May 24. 1943. and will
be sponsoring the 33rd Matt Tal
bot Retreat. From this original
Matt Talbot Retreat Group. 16
groups for men and five groups
for women throughout the coun
try are servicing more than 5,000
members
IN ADDITION to Group No. 1
at Loyola, other Matt Talbot
closed weekend retreats arc spon
sored at Carmel Retreat. Mah
wah; St Bonaventure's Retreat.
Paterson, and Queen of Peace
Retreat, Newton. Seventeen other
Matt Talbot Retreat groups spon-
sor retreats in other sections of
the country.
Any interested member of A1
roholics Anonymous wishing to
attend this or future Matt Talbot
Retreats may get information by
writing to the Matt Talbot Re
treat Movement. Inc . P O.
Box No 46, Newr York 1, N. Y.
REMEMBER THAT Christmas
is Christ's birthday.
Fr. Georges to Speak
On Blessed Martin
NEWARK - Rev Norbert
Georges. OP, national director
of the Blessed Martin Guild, will
speak to St. Antoninus Chapter,
Third Order of St Dominic at 3
pm. on Dec 20
Father Georges will show a
film on the life of Blessed Martin
dc Porres The meeting is open
to the public.
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Birth Control
Not Answer...
(Continued from Page 1)
IF YOU DID NOTRENEW
during the
SCHOOL CRUSADE
and do not live in a complete
coverage parish,
use this coupon for quick renewal
MAIL TODAY!
CIRCULATION DEPARTMENT
THE ADVOCATE
31 CUNTON ST.,
NEWARK 7, N.J.
For the enclosed $4.50 please renew my
subscription.
NAME
ADDRESS 1
CITY
. ZONE STATE
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Now Open For
SUNDAY DINNER
SERVED 1 P. M. TO 9 P. M.
Bring the Family this Sunday
ten
888 MT. PROSPECT AVENUE, NEWARK
Private Banquet Rooms Your Ho*t
Phone HUmboldt 2-5019 JCouU Suter
Dignity, beauty,
andplainly marked prices
At Leber you may be lure to find exactly
the funeral tervice to suit your desirei. Your
choice of caiket is yours to make-our con-
tribution is our ability to lighten your
burdens in time o! need.
,/ kLi.
FUNERAL
HOME
CORNER 20th STREET !■ BOULEVARD • UNION CITY
Our itrvict is availabU to evary family
regardless of financial condition
PHONE UNiM 3-1100, 1101
[EBER
■ ■ ■
Do you know that
%
■ ■
M iJ
Industry in New Jersey
IS GROWING...
thanks to Research?
Many fine “Blue Chip" industries are growing in New Jersey, the Cro«-
road* of the Eaat.
One of tiie chief reason* for thia continuinggrowth it the fact that New
Jersey ha. auch fine research center*. Over ten per cent of the nation'*
research facilities are concentrated here. There are more than 500 research
unit* in this area, long known as the “Semi-Circle of Science".
New Jersey has served a* the birthplace for many technological deve)o|>-
ments. It is estimated that expenditures for research within the state
exceed $500,000,000 a y oar.
These outstanding facilities are just one reason why industry grows atthe Gateway to World Markets.
(joa ikould It UffH/ tuulfmi to (t aput of TUio svuaf-
PVBLItffiSEKVICR
fIXPfIYINC CM I TEN Of A CHI A I sIA f I
Help Fight TV... ChrUlmu lull
A-411
BURNS & O'CONNELL, Inc.
IMPORTED and DOMESTIC GIFTS
FOR RELIGIOUS AND THE LAITY
GARDEN STATE PLAZA PARAMUS, N. J
r T
M«t» mi mm
Hr mi I tTIMATV
SCHRECK & WAELTY, INC.
27 HAGUE STREET Oldfi.ld
Jtr**y City 7, N. J. 9-4061
Rmllar • IhMt M*»*l •
THINKING ABOUT
CONTACT LENSES?
Cj! Miffed 71141
You can ask any
question* you
have, chat, ask
for literature, or
ask for an ap-
pointment to
learn how you
can see without
glasses. And
there will be ab-
solutelyno obliga-
tion on your part.
CONTACT LENSES-A WONDERFUL
NEW WAY OF LIFE: Whether you want
to see without glasses to improve your career,
social life, hobbies, athletics or your personal
poise and confidence...call this number. Find
out how you can make sure your lenses and your
prescription are perfoct-under the personal su-
pervision of a qualified person.
At The Contact Lens Center of New Jersey, you
are given personal care and attention. This will
make a world of
difference in
assuring your
complete satis-
faction. Call or
write today for
further informa-
tion.
CONTACT LENS CENTER
OF NEW JERSEY
509 ChestnutStreet. Union, New Jersey
CALL MU 7-1646
A Wedding Reception
PLAZA HOTEL
J«r»« y City. N. i.
• D>«rKM Rmmi
•It IH>
® Swpariar Cwi«tn«
• Modest pri<rt
• Carefwl afUntign to detoiH
Bridal Consultant
Oldfield 3-0100
Amp|« Parking Spo<i
Air Conditioned
fstimatot chooHully given
Start from the bottom
up . . . with now cor*
pots from KRIHM'S.
Broadlooms with last-
!■( beaut;
Honest ralua priest
Visit our NEW RUG
SELECTOR ROOM
Show room open Tusi
and Thurs. till S.
Plenty of parking
333 North Broad Street
Elizabeth, N. J.
Flanders 1-1100
Expert Cleaning and
Repairing toe.
by FARFfSA
m
the b*tt*r electric
chord organ
*149CO
Modal IA . . . 34 full ana
piano kayo. 40 chord but-
tona, baaa chord mack.
Swadiah ataal raada . . .
tHI M Modal I (ahown)
with aatin braaa flntah l»r»
. . . UNJI.
OTHER OROANS FROM $2O
ROBBIE'S
MUSIC CITY
RT. 46 EAST • WAYNE, N. J.
•' ti • ct a-tm
FRONT DOOR PARKINO
Opan 10 to 10 Daily
Solemn (lliristmus Triduuni
ST. MICHAEL'S CHURCH
172 BROADWAY, NEWARK, N. J.
SUNDAY. DECEMBER 20, 193*
TUESOAY, DECEMBER 22. 1959 - 7.30 P M.
b« b
f
KKV. JOSEPH E. >1ANTON, C.S.S.K.
(SERVED BY BUS LINES NOS. 13 - It -21 - 112)
MEAT PURVEYORS T0...
INSTITUTIONS IN THE ARCHDIOCESE
0» NEWARK AND DIOCESE OP PATERSON
WlfH ONLY THE FINEST QUALITY MEATS!
&
• CONVENTS • HOSPITALS
• RECTORIES • SCHOOLS
WE INVITE YOUR ACCOUNT
"WOTIZ" MEAT
'Still Mrvlng the family*
S2S Central Av#„ Newark, N. J. HUmbaldt 2-5700
t/GGf ST IA RG A/NS/
'St DODO I A PLYMOUTH
Lfrrovns
up to *1295
Mohr
MOTORS
•IS BIOOMMIID AVI CAlOWfll
OOObl • OOObl I) Aft f • MCA • Ntu
OUtc HU i r M
CA 6 7500
r* tut
Union Holy Name
Opposes WNTA’s
‘Play of Week’
GARWOOD Criticism of pro-
ductions offered on “The Play of
the Week," WNTA (Ch. 13) was
registered by the Union County
Federation of Holy Name Socie-
ties Dec. 13.
At the monthly meeting, held
at St. Anne’s, Garwood, three re-
cent shows were criticized:
“The White Steed,” "The Pow-
er and the Glory” and "The
Waltz of the Toreadors.”
The group wrote its views to
the station, at the same time,
commending it for presenting
Bishop Fulton Sheen.
St. Anne's Holy Name Society,
the host, was commended by
Msgr. Thomas Mulvaney, county
spiritual director, for its recent
Holy Name membership cam-
paign.
Prior to the county meet-
ing, 120 men were Inducted into
the St. Anne’s Society by Rev.
John Mcllale, St. Anne's pastor
and the Holy Name Society spir-
itual director.
Edward Carolan, federation
corresponding secretary, was pre
rented with a token of apprecia-
tion for his service.
A state-wide Holy Name Con-
vention will be held in Asbury
Park Oct. 14-16.
St. Michael’s, Union Approx-
finitely 125 men were inducted
into the Holy Name Society Dec.
1C by Msgr. Edward J. Begley,
pastor. Besides members who
had never before been formally
inducted, the group included 75
new members.
St. Paul’s, Greenville, Jersey
City—Charles J. Doerrler, ACCM
representative, spoke at the De-
cember breakfast meeting. The
meeting was also featured by in-
auguration of a Holy Name dis-
cussion group and Catholic laity's
speakers’ forum. Albert Paytas
Sr. was appointed chairman of
the annual dinner card party Feb.
29 for the Priest Scholarship
Fund. Co-chairmen are James
McGuire and Richard Morgan.
Holy Trinity, Hackensack
Louis J. Izzo is the new president
He will be assisted by Edward V.
Canale, Edward Kenney, Clement
Cull, William Bock and Michael
Dewan.
Hudson CWV
Plans Convention
JERSEY CITY Plans have
been completed for the annual
convention of Hudson County
chapter, Catholic War Veterans,
according to H. Roger Gilbert,
commander.
It will take place in Our Lady
of the Assumption parish hall
here, and is being dedicated to
Pope John XXIII. A1 Gentile is
convention chairman.
AcUviUes will start Jan. S with
the convention ball, also in As-
sumption Hall. Chris Cristaldo,
state CWV commander, will be
official host.
A convention Mass will be cel-
ebrated at 11 a.m., Jan. 10, in
Assumption Church, followed by
a luncheon at which John Lelly
will be toastmaster. The business
session will be held that after-
noon.
Bishop O’Gara to Say
Mass for Red Victims
NEW YORK - Bishop Cuth-
bert O’Gara, C.P., exiled Bishop
of Yuanling, China, will celebrate
Mass for sufferers and victims
of communism within the Church
of Silence in all persecuted lands
at 12:45 p.m., Dec. 19, in St. Jean
Baptiste Church here.
The sermon will be preached
by Rev. Robert I. Gannon, S.J.,
superior of Jesuit Missions House.
The Mass has been arranged by
the Oriel Society.
Mass at Motherhouse to Celebrate
Mother Seton Being Named Venerable
CONVENT As Mother Eliza-
beth Seton is declared “vener-
able” in solemn ceremonies in
Rome Dec. 20, Bishop McNulty
will be celebrating a Pontifical
Mass at the mothcrhousc of the
New Jersey Sisters of Charity to
commemorate the occasion.
Mother Seton, who made the
first U.S. foundation of the Sis-
ters of Charity from which grew
the Sisters of Charity of St. Eliza
beth located here, may become
the first native-born American to
achieve sainthood. Pope John
XXIII will read a decree enti-
tling her to be called "venerable”
after a proclamation is issued
by the Sacred Congregation of
Rites proclaiming that her vir-
tues were heroic.
These ceremonies Dec. 20 arc
part of the step-by-step canoni-
zation process.
BISHOP McNULTY will cele-
brate the Pontifical Mass here
at 10:30 a.m. Msgr. John J
Dougherty, president of Seton
Hall University, will deliver the
sermon concerning the life and
virtues of Mother' Seton.
Rev. William J. King, mother-
house chaplain, will be deacon,
and Rev. Leonard Cassells,
0.5.8., subdeacon.
Msgr. John J. Sheerln, Pater-
son Vicar General, will be arch-
priest; Msgr. William F. Louis,
Chancellor, master of ceremon-
ies; Rev. Leo Carey, assistant
master of ceremonies; and Msgr.
William A. Looney and Msgr.
William F. Furlong, deacons of
honor to the Bishop.
The Mass will be attended by
Sisters of Charity from th» noth-
crhousc and nearby convents,
and by a delegation of students
from the College of St. Elizabeth
and the Academy of St. Eliza-
beth.
Dental School
Receives Grants
JERSEY CITY
_ The Seton
Hall College of Dentistry has re-
ceived $19,200 in research and
training grants, according to Dr.
Merrittee M. Maxwell, dean. Dr.
John Manhold, director, depart-
ment of oral diagnosis and path-
ology, has received $5,000 for
expansion of the cancer teach-
ing program from the National
Institute of Health. This pro-
gram has now received $20,000
since its inception.
Dr. Theodore E. Bolden and
Dr. Manhold have received a re-
newal grant of $9,200 from the
Neurological and Blindness Di-
vision of the N.I.H. for continu-
ation of their studies in this
area.
The Brown-Hazen Fund of the
Research Corporation has allo-
cated $5,000 to Dr. Vincent P.
Cirillo as a grant-in-aid for his
research program involving
“Sugar Transport into the Yeast
Cell.”
Archbishop’s
Appointments
SUNDAY, DEC. 2*
12:15 p.m., Investiture of Rt.
Rev. Msgr. Anthony DiLuca as
Protonotary Apostolic, Holy
Family Chnrch, Nutley.
MONDAY, DEC. 21
8 p.m.. Investiture of Rt.
Rev. Msgr. Michael J. Mulligan
as Protonotary Apostolic, St.
Henry’s Church, Bayonne.
TUESDAY, DEC. 22
8 p.m., Investiture of Rt. Rev.
Msgr. Joseph M. Kelly as
Protonotary Apostolic, St Pe-
ter’s Church, Belleville.
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FOR IT’S ALWAYSQUALITY
WHERE YOU SET YOUR BEST BUY IH
DIAMONDS AND FINE JEWELRY
WATCHES AND CLOCKS
SILVERWARE, CHINA AND CRYSTAL
Gins AND BAR ACCESSORIES
LUGGAGE AND LEATHER GOODS
RELIGIOUS AND ECCLESIASTICAL ARTICLES
OPEN to 9 p. m.
EVERY EVENING EXCEPT SATURDAY
OPEN SATURDAYS TO I PM.
JEWELERS AND SILVERSMITHS SINCE 1908
MILLBURNNEWARK
im-91 Market Street 265 67 Mitlburn Avtnua
Amplt Parking
T\»finql in
CATERING
OwCau&ur'Gmrmi
SERVICE
.. .
Acceptedfor * generation as the finest in Cateringfor an
occasions —at home— office—club or church.
f.nonol direction of, MARTIN L HORN . *MARTy! JR. . *OON*
WEST ORANGE. NEW JERSEY REdwood 1-1300
Borgos & Borgos
Insurance
•f ail kinds
593 KEARNY AVENUE
KEARNY, N. J.
FORGIS ft BORGOS
ALBERT H. BIAZE
WIUiAM J. GIACCUM
No banking service too large or
too small for National State!
To a business man the many small
daily banking services he requires are
as important as the large demands
he must occasionally make on his bank.
National State’s ample resources in
money and manpower assure
that it can meet all your
requirements, large and small.
22 banking offices nervingEssex County communitiet
,Jft.
The ISTAMJJMtD till
NATIONAL STATE BANK
OF NEWARK
Irvington • Orange • Millburn-Short Hills
West Eaeex-Caldwell
C
-4
BONDS
Insurant*
MA 2-0300
80 Park Avenue, Newark, New Jersey
(formerly ibt Sorrmta RtilaaraaJ)
"Gratia* Diming in a ConimtnUl AimaipbtrJ’
4 Banquet Rooms
Oiarch Function! Home and Office Pan in
Communion Brrakfuts Wedding Receptioa*
Homu at am Suburban and MtlropoUtam
CaUrmg Sarviti
HU <-7200 BI 1-7000
clothing gifts for Christmas
Lobols whose talent for dressing youngsters has lured
parents for these past four decades is well named
The Children's Storc-
For here you find thefinest in clothing for every age, from
cradle to campus. Here is your magnifient selection of
misery lovelies for the new baby. Here you can find so
many, many practical gifts for the active toddlers the
fashionable fineries for your young ladies play-togs
and dress-ups for little men. And not to be overlooked
are the official outfits and equipment for
your Girl Scouts and Boy Scouts.*
Yes, indeed—Christmasshopping at Lobels is a double
pleasure: yours in finding it so easy to give the best...
theirs, the delight in the unwrapping and the wearing.
Make it a point to drop in this week ...
•Official Boy Seoul Agency at Bergen Mall and East Paterson stores.
•Official Girl Scout Agency—at Bergen Mall, East Paterson A West New York store*
YOUTH CENTERS
RIROEN MAU, PARAMUS
160 MAIN STRUT, HACKKNSACK
KLMWOOO SHOPPING CENTER, EAST PATERSON
BIROENUNE AVE., at 59tK ST., WEST NEW YORK
• PARK PL, MORRISTOWN
Establish Speech Therapy Unit
At St. Michael’s Hospital
NEWARK Dr. Nicholas A.
Antonius, medical director of St.
Michael's Hospital, announced
this week establishment of a
speech diagnosis and therapy unit
m the Rehabilitation Center of the
hospital. The unit will be under
supervision of Lourdes Marie
Woehl.
The unit will provide rehabili-'
tation for stutterers, patients i
with cleft palates, those who have j
lost speech or who have dia l
turbed speech, and for those in
whom the voice box has been
removed at operation. Lip read-
ing and training for those with
bearing losses will also be pro-
vided. Diagnostic services will in-
clude evaluation of type and ex-
tent of speech impairment, along
with a screening to eliminate poor
hearing as a factor in the -speech
disorder. Patients must be re-
ferred by physicians, clinics, or
1reputable agencies.
Pray for Them
Sister Agnes Trinita
CONVENT_ A Requiem Mass
for the repose of the soul of Sis-
ter Agnes Trinita McMahon was
offered Dec. 12 in the St. Anne's
Villa chapel here. She died Dec.
9.
! Daughter of the late Michael
and Susan McMahon of Jersey
City, she entered the Sisters of
Charity of St. Elizabeth in 1898
and was professed in 1900.
Following her novitiate she was j
missioned at St. Mary’s Hospi-j
tal, Passaic; Seton Hall Convent, j
South Orange; Immaculate Con-|
ception Convent, Darlington; St.
Joseph's Hospital, Paterson: and
St. Mary’s Orphanage, Newark. I
Thomas J. Maloney
JERSEY CITY - With' his
brother the celebrant of a Sol-
emn Requiem Mass in St. Paul
of the Cross Church, Jersey City,
the funeral of Fire Chief Thomas
J. Maloney took place Dec. 16.
He died Dec. 12.
Chief Maloney was the brother
of Msgr. Patrick J. Maloney, pas-
tor of Holy Name, East Orange.
Also surviving are his wife, Mrs.
Minnie Reuter Maloney, and
three sons.
Mrs. Edward B. Doris
NEWARK A Requiem Mass
for Mrs. Julia Doris, 81 Kenmorc
Ave , was offered Dec 10 in Sa-
cred Heart Church, Vailsburg.
She died Dec. 6.
Mrs. Doris was the mother of
Sister M. Angelica, St. Joseph’s
Hospital, Paterson. Also surviv-
ing are three sons, four other
daughters, a sister and U grand-
children.
Mrs. Mary Judge
JERSEY CITY - A Requiem
Mass for Mrs. Mary Judge was
offered Dec. 9 in St. John’s
Church here. She died Dec. 6.
Surviving are three sons and
three daughters, including Sister
Miriam. 0.P., of Clifton.
; Michael M. Mulquinn
! JERSEY CITY - The funeral
'of Michael M. Mulquinn, 77 Erie
St., took place Dec. 11 with a
! Requiem Mass in St. Mary's
[Church here. He died Dec. 8
| Celebrant of the Mass was Rev.
Francis M. Mulquinn. assistant
at Corpus Christi, Hasbrouck
[Heights, his son. Also surviving
is his wife, Mrs. Mary Fogarty
Mulquinn.
Gerald T. Burns
ORANGE Gerald T. Bums,
32 Oxford Terrace, West Orange,
died Dec. 11. The Requiem Mass
was offered Dec. 14 in Our Lady
of the Valley Church, Orange, by
his son. Rev. G. Thomas Bums
of St. Cecilia’s, Kearny.
Also surviving are two daugh-
ters, two brothers, a sister and
two grandchildren.
Paul J. McMullen
SPRING LAKE - A requiem
Mass for Paul J. McMullen, for-
merly of East Orange, was offer-
ed Dec. 16 at St. Catharine’s
!Church here. He died Dec. 13.
j Surviving are his wife, Mrs,
[Emily Hughes McMullen; two
daughters. Sister Patricia Mary
of Bayley-Ellard High School,
Madison, and Sister Miriam Au-
gustine, St. Philip s School, La-
fayette Hill Pa., two sisters and
six grandchildren.
St. Michael’s Lists
Christmas Triduum
NEWARK A Christmas Tri-
duum will be held at St. Mi-
chael'* Church here Dec. 20-22
at 7:30 p m.
The triduum will be conducted
by Rev. Joseph E. Manton,
C.S.S.R., noted New England Re-
demptorist preacher. L
God Gave His Son as Gift;
We Must Give GiftofFaith
Christmas reminds Christiana
of God’s gift of love to men. He
*ont us His Son Who redeemed
u» by His Sacrifice on the Cross.
Therefore, we should sacrifice
for the faith, by giving the faith
to the Africans, the Asians.
Through the Holy Father your
moral necessity is put in contact
with the physical and spiritual
necessity of the pagans. When
you give to the Society for the
Propagation of the Faith these
necessities correspond, and pro-
vide for the physical and spir
itual well being of all concerned.
Remember the missions at
Christmas with a sacrifice for
the Society for the PorpagaUon
of the Faith.
Spring Lake Priest
Runs Credit Union
Two years ago the people in
and around Colon. Panama, were
being victimized by loan sharks
who charged 15% to 20% every
two weeks. Since then Rev. Rob-
ert Vignola, CM., of Spring
Lake, has changed the picture
with a credit union.
' The credit union enables mem-
i hers to save their money togeth-
er. When a need arises, money
may be borrowed and paid back
at a low interest rate over a long
period of time.
Loans are granted for medical,
light, school fees, rent, dental
hills, and so forth. Loans range
from $2 to $2OO. Eighty per cent
of the loans are small ones.
Taking encouragement from
the success of the Colon credit
union, eight other Vincentian
i missionaries in Panama have set
up unions in their parishes. Fa
ther Vignola observes that "a
missionary in helping people
save their souls does more than
preach the Gospel and adminis-
ter the Sacraments.”
Saints of the Week
Sunday, Dec. 20 SS. Libera-1
lus and Bajulus, Martyrs. Little
i* known of where or when they
suffered but their relics are ven-
erated in Rome.
Monday, Dec. 21 St. Thom-
as, Apostle. A fisherman by the
Sea of Galilee, it was he who
would not believe that Christ had
crisen because he had not seen
Him. After the Ascension, he
preached in Parthia and India,
being martyred there.
Tuesday, Dec. 22 St. Fran-
ces Xavier Cabrini. First U. S.
citizen-saint, she was born in Lo-
di. Italy, July 15, 1850. and found-
ed the Missionary Sisters of the
Sacred Heart in 1880. Came to
U.S. in 1889, became citizen in
1909 and died in Chicago Dec.
22, 1917. Canonized July 7, 1946
Wednesday, Dec. 23 St. Vic-
toria, Virgin-Martyr. Refused to
sacrifice to idols or take a heath-
en as a husband and was stabbed
to death in 250.
Thursday, Dec. 26 St. Greg-
ory of Spoleto, Martyr. A fourth
century priest -of Spoleto. he was
tortured and beheaded and his
remains were thrown to wild
beasts.
Friday. Dec. 25 The Nativity
of Christ. The Son of God was
born of the Virgin Mary at Beth-
lehem in Judea.
Saturday. Dec. 26 St. Ste-
phen, Martyr. A disciple of Our
Lord, he became the first mar
tyr, being stoned to death after
the Ascension for upbraiding the
chief priests for murdering
Christ.
Father Trapasso
Honored by Deaf
Of Paterson
PATERSON Rev. Thomas
Trapasso. director for the care
of the deaf in the Diocese of
Paterson, was honored Dec. 5
at a surprise dinner in observ-
ance of his 10th anniversary in
the priesthood. The affair was
given by members of the Dio-
cesan Catholic Deaf Society.
All the speakers used sign lan-
guage They included Robert
Queenan, Clifton, president; Mrs.
Theresa Poline, Passaic, treas-
urer: Mrs Francis Roocklein,
president, Morris County Catho-
lic Deaf Society; Fred Schubert,
a past secretary; Mrs. Lucy Mor-
ba and George S. Taylor, presi-
dent of the Passaic County Wel-
fare Board, adviser of the so-
ciety and a trustee of the Cath-
olic Deaf School Fund.
John M. Carroll of Morris
Plains, past president of the In-
ternational Deaf Society, was
toastmaster.
Preaches at Novenas
NEWARK Rev. William J.
Halliwell, paator of St. Aloysius
Church here, preached three
nights of the novana in prepara-
tion for the Feaat of the Immacu-
late Conception at hit own
church; three nights at St. Rose
of Lima, Newark, and three
nighta at St. Mary's, Jersey City.
Society for the Propagation
of the Faith
Archdiocese of Newark:
Most Rev. Martin W Stanton. S.T.D., Ph.D., LL.D.
SI Mulberry St, Newark 2. N. J. Pkone: MArket !!MI
Hours: Dslly, I a.m. to 5 p.m.; Saturday. • a.m. to U.
Diocese of Paterson:
RL Rev. Msgr. William F. I-oils, J.C.D.
24 Do Grasse SC, Paterson I. N. J. Pkone: ARmory 4 04*0.
Hours: Daily. • a.m. to S p.m.; Saturday, I a.m. to IS.
Vocation Indulgences
Members of the Apostolate
for Vocations who did uot take
the opportunity to gain a plen-
ary indulgence on Ember Wed-
nesday, Dec 16, may gain one
on either Ember Friday or
Ember Saturday, Dec. 18 or 19.
Also under the usual condi-
tions a plenary indulgence can
be gained on Dec. 21. the Feast
of St. Thomas the Apostle.
On any day members. may
gain an indulgence of 100 days
for each act of charity or piety
performed for the intention of
fostering vocations to the
priesthood.
Obituary
It it a holy and wholesome
thought to pray for the dead
that they may he looted from
their tint. We recommend to
the prayert of our readert the
repote of the toul of the fol-
lowing who hat recently de-
parted thia life.
Michael M. Mulquinn.
Italy Has First
Drive-In Church
BELLUNO. Italy (NC)—lta-
ly’s first drive-in church is be-
ing built near this vacation
center in the Dolomite moun-
tains with the blessing .of Pope
John XXIII
The church, dedicated to Our
Lady of the Highway, is by the
tide of a major mad When
completed, it will be circular
and walled with transparent
glass.
DefendsReligion,
Breaks Precedent
MEXICO CITY (RNS)-Pretl-
dent Adolfo Lopei Mateot, in an
extemporaneous talk during a
tour of Queretaro, declared that
“absolute freedom of belief' ex-
ists in Mexico and “the ampin
program of the revolution can
encompass all men who art of
good will."
The President's remarks, re-
ported on the front pages of news-
papers here, marked the first
time tn 32 years that the coun-
try's Chief Executive had spoken
out openly on the position of reli-
gion in this country.
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BALDWIN
ELECTRONIC
ORGAN
WHEN ONLY
THE FINEST
WILL DO
Made with a reverence bom of 97 year* of craftsmanship,
the Baldwin Electronic Organ ii ideal for your church,
home or school.
taldwm alto fewIdt llta famaul Orgo tonic Spinal Organ
parlact lor chopnli. pportmanh and me liar homau
Halfounu
Pionos • Organs
20 East 54th Stroot, NYC, FI 3*7186 *
Open from 9 A.M. to 9 f.M.
Saturday till 6 PM.
TRY IT FREE!
IN YOUR OWN HOME
m
PLAY CAROLS
THE SAME NIGHT
...on sight!
Your family wQI enjoy Chmtmn to much more playing the
moat beautiful muiic ever written (Armae/tv* . . . limply by fol-
-1owing easy letter* and number* ihown above regular Magnus
GRAND music. They find it so easy because there's nothing to
GRAND TONE la a Christmas present in itself. It's so thrillingly
like true cathedral organ vibrato because it's produced in the
GRAND Dualtooe chamber. Doubt* tones are blended to euch
vibrant richness they linger in the air . . . producing true organ
tone, comparable to that of the mighty cathedral organ vibrato
THE GIFT 18 MAGNUS
GRAND
SAY MERRY CHRISTMAS TO EVERYONE IN THE FAMILY...
GIVE THEM A MAGNUS GRAND ELECTRIC CHORD ORGAN
USTI
far •«» cM*«c» kata
■ainw* Orass km snt
•s* MW *4 ea*n*
Aaetkar partect |Mt Maa RIO UU UOMN
Nr tmym *..ti u fayminii
MAGNUS
19095
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2 YEARinsured
savings
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IT
GROW!
4 CONVENIENT OFFICES
MACMNMCK
Main and Barry ttraat*
Opon • *0 4 daily-4 'til « on Monday
•Ltrriioi park
740 And*non Avanuo
OP4A IH4 da.ty-4 lo • on Friday
▼IANICK
Cadar Lin* at laroh Av*nu*
Op*n *to 4 dally-t lo ton Friday
PALIMDM PARK
25) Brood Ayonuo
Opon • to 4 daily-4 to • on Monday
SAVINGS
INVESTED BEFORE
THE 10th OF EVERY
MONTH EARN v
DIVIDENDS
FROM THE FIRST
S- .INGS 4 LOAN ASS S
ROBERT
TREAT
HO Til
PARK PLACE. NEWARK
COCDIAUY INVITtS YOU!
bismvations rot
• COMMUNION
BREAKFASTS
• ORDINATION
DINNERS
• WEDDING
RECEPTIONS
• OTHER SOCIAL
FUNCTIONS
Mod«m (|f tindltUntd
tfwl fncftltW* - fin*
STANIfY I. AKU«
FOn RESERVATIONS
Call MArktt 2-1000
A KNOTT HOTEL
Allan W. STB4DM. trwM.mt
LAKE MOHAWK
JOSEPH F. MURPHY
real estate insurance
PARKWAY t S2lO
• tPANTAbo* ion n i
New
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Sunday
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Box*)
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Company
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Institutional
Cleaning Supplies
ASH CANS • MATS • SOAP
POUSH » OtOOMS • StUSHIS
WAX • SPONOIS • PAILS
• TOlin PAPII
• MOPPINO (QUIPMSNT
papm • PAPtn Towns • cups
27* Wayn* Str««t
J*rs«y City, N. J.
W»t«iW 1-0471
New Movies
New film* and their Legion
of Decency ratinga published
this week are:
Unobjectionable for Adult*:
Cash McCall
Four Fast Guns
Young Have No Time
Objectionable In Fart:
Rookie
SAVE WHERE
EARNINGS
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i Dividend* Compounded
Quortcrly
?' Account! Insund
Up To SI 0,000.
ffdivod by
13»h •! month #om
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SheaHer's Newest Pen
and Pencil Cartridge Set
. . . when you open a
new account with $lOO
or more. (One.gift per
person.) Also.
FBEE POSTAGE
. . . when you tart by Mil
at Mohawk! We pay
Current
ftete 3i*
SAVINGS INSURED TO SIR,OOR
SI or more darts an account,
lust mail check. By return mail
you will receive account book
and Iree poetage envelope.
MOHAWK
SAVmoa end Lean Aeon.
40 Commerce BL. Newark J. N. J.
CLASSIFIED
Dead Iin* for Classified Ads - Monday 12 Noon
lUSINESS DIRECTORY
APPLIANCE REPAIRS
REPAIRS
RADIOS HI-FI
TOASTERS IRONS
BROILERS
and All llouaohold Electrics]
Appliances at Low Prtcos
AMHERST
APPLIANCE
OBtnaa MW
SUPPLY CO.
EAST ORANGE
RLOOMFIELD
If you aro tklaklnd •* haying tt aallnd
call
HOWELL S. COGAN
Xcgltar-tnaurancd
303 Sroad St.. Bloomfield. N. 1.
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Campaign Doubles
Northvale Income
NORTHVALE A parish development fund cam-
paign with a goal of doubling the ordinary weekly income
in St. Anthony’s parish here has been successfully con-
cluded, it was reported this week by Rev. James F. John-
son, administrator.
Primary objective of the two-
week campaign was to aaiure
fundi for erection of anew con-
vent to house the Sisten of St.
Joseph of Newark.
The secondary objective was
to maintain a sufficient weekly
income to provide for operating
costs of present facilities.
Father Johnson reported that
as a result of the efforts of the
75-member volunteer committee
and the cooperation of the par-
ishioners, the parish weekly in-
come has been more than dou-
bled. Less than 400 families com-
prising the parish roster agreed
to assure the church $1,300 week
ly. Each family was invited to
make a weekly agreement of
sacrifice for normal development
of the parish during the next
three years.
THE NEW CONVENT has been
designed by M. George Vuinovich
of Englewood Cliffs. Construc-
tion is expected to start shortly
at Franklin St. and Philadelphia
Ave. It will be a brick-faced
building with limestone trim,
matching the school,
The convent will provide living
accommodations for 11 Sisters,
including the superior. There will
be the usual facilities including
a chapel, community room, re-
fectory, kitchen, laundry, recrea-
tion room, storage and auxiliary
rooms.
FATHER JOHNSON commend
ed the parishioners for the
achievement in such a short
time. “The need for sacrifice
was apparent and although we
have just completed our school
fund campaign which required
sacrifice in giving, you have re-
sponded in overwhelming num-
bers to answer the serious prob-
lem with which we are confront-
ed. I am very proud, and I am
certain that each of you have
the same degree of pride in the
fact that we have once again
united in a true spirit of prayer
and sacrifice to improve the fa-
cilities of our parish."
Patsy Rivellese was general
chairman, assisted by Anthony
Rosencranx, Charles Wiles and
Arthur Somers. Francis Massic
headed the special gifts commit-
tee, 'with the assistance of Leo
W. Ahcara, John Quinn and
Louis Sorbanelli.
Dominican to Speak
To Newman Alumni
SOUTH ORANGE Rev.
Thomas Peterson, 0.P., will
apeak at the Dec. IS meeting of
the Newman Club Alumni of New
Jersey, at 8:30 p.m. in the li-
brary of Seton Hall Prep.
Father Peterson is associate
professor of philosophy at Prov-
idence College, R. I. His topic
will be “Catholic Philosophy and
Education."
Third Order Event
ORANGE The Third Order
of St. Francis of Mt. Carmel
Church will hold profession of
novices and a Christmas party
Dec. 20.
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IN PROSPECT: This new convent planned for St. Anthony’s pariah,
. designed by M. George Vuinovich, Englewood Cliffs.
A WONDERFUL GIFT IDEA FROM WILDEROTTERS
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SMART MODERN DECORATOR TRIO
A wonderful addition to your living room, din-
ing room, den, kitchen or patio. Moves easily on
smooth-rolling casters. Handsome cane or
jewelled effect front; sparkling brass-plated foot
rail; exclusive “PIONITE” high-pressure mar-
bleized top that resists alcohol, burns and stains.
2 spacious plastic-lined shelves. Both triangular
stools in matching, washable cover. Choice of
colors. Dozens of uses . . . ONE LOW PRICE!
95
ALL 3
1.25 A WEEK
i
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NEWARK: Springfield & 18th Aves. Bl 2-0020
OPEN EVERY NfTE TO 9 P.M. TIU. CHRISTMAS
AN ASSURED LIFE INCOME
with many spiritual remembrances by sharing In the work
W our S.V.D. Catholic Missionaries in japan and the Philippines.
Invert your money rnrougn our
LIFE INCOME MISSION CONTRACT
Nower failed an Interact obligation.
Intereet^rates depend on your age cneciu are mailed every
aix months.
You receive a reliable Income and help our Apoctollc Cause
Write For
Further Details
Today..-Te
Send eta information on your LHe Income Mission Contract
N*"* Age
Addreee
CHy Zone. State
REV FATHER RALPH SV D CATHOLIC UNIVERSITIES
{ 1 6 N VICHICAN CHICAGO 1
cßpgru 3k
FOR THE CLERGY
A SEMINARIANS
In otir Specialized De-
partment, exclusively for
the Clergy and Seminarians,
we have a comprehensive
selection of quality Cloth-
ing and Accessories.
Here's a partial listing.
They are moderately priced,
and upward.
IN STOCK:
tuns N ANDKIBCMIBf •
topcoats *poar sums
ovcaroATS iwc«tui
•mar pbonts pajamas
BASATS BOSES
• IBITT AS .IOL'HSIM JAraiTS
roll Alt
NOll
UNNBWIAB
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•LlPt NOSES
OABTVBB
■ AINCOATB
Otoiia
MUPPLaai
■I ICTBIT AMA*Baj
MATS —TAPS
I'MBBSILAS
r*Nn
•HOIS
TASUAt SMOCJ
Miprcas
lUUIU
ABCiaS
CUSTOM MADE:
CAiaocaa aurra
♦mi topcoats
TAPta oiaacoAia
•ABMBS PaaiATUI OABMINIS
Member* of tha Clergy ara alien
a 10% discount on all* pun bams
•Sola marrh>ndisa axeapead
To those who may wish lo
offer gifts to (be Clergy or
Seminarians may we suggest
a Gift Order. Just phone the
Clergy Department.
MUrrayHU124170
C<JUi W JUdLst (MU
FIFTH AVENUE, e4MN.
SAVINGS ACCOUNTS
CHRISTMAS CLUES
MOSTGAGE LOANS
PASSBOOK LOANS
TRAVELERS' CHECKS
MONEY ORDERS
PURLIC SERVICE
•111 PAYMENTS
U. S. SAVINGS
•ONDS
SPECIAL
GIFT CHECKS
FOR EVERY
OCCASION
31%
service
EQUITY
SAVINGS and Loan Assn.
w
3*3 KEARNY AVENUE
KEARNY, NEW JERSEY
WYmon 1-0101
Dolly. P-3, Thun. *o 7 p.m.
FERRI BROS., INC.
Tfc* Largest Religious Goods Store
In the State of New Jersey
OFFERING NEW JERSEY'S MOST COMPLETE SELECTION OF
RELIGIOUS ARTICLES
PRAYER BOOKS
MISSALS
BIBLES
CERAMICS
ROSARIES
STATUARY
CRUCIFIXES & SICK CALLS
HAND-CARVED
WOODCARVINGS
HOLY WATER FONTS
MEDALS AND CHAINS
MARCASITE MEDALS
CLERICAL APPAREL
SEE OUR FABULOUS
STARTER SETS
ORIGINAL HUMMELS
CHALICES AND CIBORIA
NATIVITY SCENES FOR
INDOORS OR OUTDOORS
RELIGIOUS NOVELTIES
NECKLACES AND CHAINS
AUTO PLAQUES
RINGS
BRACELETS
OTHER ASSORTED ITEMS
LUCITE EMBEDIMENTS OF
WOODCARVINGS,
CRUCIFIXES AND
STATUARY
CHRISTMAS DISPLAYS
$12.95 up
FERRI BROS.. INC.
Offering New Jeriey’i Moji Complete Selection of Religious Article*
S-124 ROUTE 17 - PARAMUS, N. J.
1/4 mile south of route 4 in Poromut (Between Bamberger'i and Modell t)
Store Hour*: Doily 9-9 Monday through Saturday to Dec. 23rd - Cloied Sunday*
BOTH STORES OPEN DAILY JO A.M. TOlO P.M.
Jersey City’s Best Known Store FORCED OUT After Many Years!
OF CALIFORNIA
Mag Off of BosJmss of Jomwel Square Store Oefyl
2847 HUDSON BOULEVARD - s,—
313 JACKSON AVENUE - a.—.
FREE PARKING atSquare Ramp Parting
GOING OUT OF
I BUSINESS!
MUST DISPOSE OF ENTIRE INVENTORY IMMEDIATELY!
Men’s Fall & Winter Clothing, Haberdashery, Hats...
up to /, Off and More...Just in Time for Christmas!
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Did Susan’s Christmas Message
Get Through to the Baby Jesus?
By June Dwyer
We don't like to disagree with
the Belleville Post Office but
we think the message to the
Baby Jesus was delivered. Not
only was it received by the
Little King who is about to
come into the world, it was
also received by thousands of
His brothers and sisters.
The message was a simple
one written by 10 year-old Stu-
san Long of Belleville. It read:
"Dear Jesus:
"I am writing to you instead
of Santa because You arc what
Christmas is. I would like to
•ay before we all forget, Happy
Birthday, and thank You for
the present of You.”
The message was signed:
"Susan, Laurie, Lynday, Kim
and Chris.” The names belong
to the Long children. Susan
and Laurie share Christmas
day as their birthday also.
WHEN SUSAN went to ad-
dress the letter she thought she
would send it to heaven. Her
father suggested mailing it to
“The Baby Jesus, Bethlehem.”
The post office had a real
problem. The only solution they
could find was to return it to
Susan with the note: "Returned
for better address.”
Then all at once a reporter
heard of the story and our
newspapers told the world
about it. The story reads “The
post office today failed to get
the message through. . .”
WE’RE NOT trying to defend
the post office and we certainly
agree that the story seems to
be true, but we still feel that
the message got through. For
today, over 1.900 years after
Jesus came into the world, the
Bethlehem of the stable and
star —of Christmas is in
the heart of each and every
Christian. Thanks to the alert
reporter who wrote about Su-
san's letter, her message has
gone right to the heart of thou-
sands.
THE CHRIST Child must ba
very happy that a little girl,
only 10 years old, would re-
member the true meaning of
Christmas day. He must be
pleased to see that she tried
in her way to keep Christ in
Christmas. He must have
smiled to know she was wish-
ing Him a "Happy Birthday,
and thank You for the present
of You.”
Maybe the Christ Child want-
ed to wish Susan a Happy
Birthday too. Maybe He is do-
ing it by taking Susan's mes-
sage and making it grow and
grow and grow.until it is read
by everyone who reads the pa-
pers. Maybe this is Jesus' way
of saying to Susan: “Happy
Birthday, and thank you for
the present of you."
SUSAN’S LETTER didn't get
through the mails and the
Christ Child didn't answer that
way either. But they don't
need the mail to reach each
other. Neither do we. Our
birthday and Christmas mes-
sages to the Christ Child can
go DP Delivered by Prayer.
There isn't any faster way.
Happy birthday, Susan and
Laurie. Thanks for giving us all
a reminder of what Christmas
is. Yes, children, your message
got through.
A Tea Toast to the Toys
UPPER MONTCLAIR Mrs. Walter F. Place of the
Essex County Mt. Carmel Guild thought it would be nice
for the workers to see some of the things that had been made
for this year's Christmas giving. What started out as a
small get together turned into a tea for about 75 persons.
Dolls dressed in their new Christmas dresses; sweaters,
mittens, dresses, shirts, pajamas and gowns for boys and
girls; gifts for children and adults were displayed. The women
had a chance to compare stitches, reconstructed dolls and
the newest knitting patterns.
Msgr. Joseph Dooling. Guild moderator, and Mrs. Thomas
Smith, Guild archdiocesan director, were present.
MERRY CHRISTMAS: SisterMaryAquinata, C.S.S.F., ofSt. Theresa's Linden, is
filling in the final papers which will give the Sisters anew car. Looking on are
Rev. Stanislaus Stachowiak, pastor, and Thomas B. Frystock, the donor.
Lives of the Saints
A Second Life
When we read the life of Our
Lord we read about a man
known as Lazarus who was
raised from the dead by Jesus.
St. John tells us in the llth
chapter of his gospel that Laza
rus was the brother of Martha
and Mary and the much-loved
friend of Jesus.
We can easily sec that Jesus
would want to bring his friend
back to life to take away the
sorrow of Martha and Mary,
but did you not sometimes
wonder what Lazarus did with
that life that was given back
to him? Certainly Jesus must
also have seen the good that
Lazarus would do in the extra
years that were given to him.
WHAT was that good? We
are told that Lazarus followed
St. Peter. They traveled far
and wide spreading the gospel
of Jesua. But at one spot they
were captured by the Jews and
Lazarus, his sisters and others,
were put into a leaking boat
and set out to sea to die.
But these people had more
work yet to do. The boat did
not sink. Instead it drifted un-
til it came safely to the island
of Cyprus. The little group
gave thanks to God and then
went about converting those
they met.
Lazarus was made Bishop
and ruled his people for about
30 years.
SOME accounts tell us that
Lazarus died quietly after
spending his "second life”
spreading the new Faith. Other
stories tell us that Lazarus
went to France, then known as
Gaul, and that he was mar-
tyred there and buried in a
cave.
We can be sure from our
accounts .of one thing, that
Lazarus used hi« “second life"
to do good and to help others.
This Christmas we should try
to start a “second life" too,
for Christ is coming to us
again. We should try to spend
our lives spreading the word of
Jesus and doing good to others.
St. Lazarus
St. Lazarus it portrayed by
James lopez of Sacred Heart
Cathedral, Newark which is
staffed by the Sisters of
Charity. St. feast day
is Dec. 17.
Celebrations
Are Planned
In Gladstone
GLADSTONE The Parent
Teachers Organisation of Mt. St.
John Academy, is planning a dual
Christmas celebration. Dec. 17
the adults will hold a party fol-
lowing the annual conferences.
Dec. 20 the moms and dads will
be on hand at 2 p.m. in Ihe
auditorium for a program to be
presented by the children.
The group has also a reference
library project. They hope to pre-
sent the computed library to the
Sisters as a Christmas gift.
Holy Angels Academy, Fort
I-ee The glee club entertained
at the Mothers' Guild Christmas
party Dec. 10. Mrs. Edwin Kay
was chairman assisted hy Mrs.
Thomas Finn.
St. Mary's High School, Ruth-
erford Sixty students were >
named at the recent meeting as f
honor students for the second j
marking period.
Consecration Held
In Jersey City
JERSEY CITY Twenty-nine
Sodalists of St. Patrick's School
made the temporary Act of Con-
secration for one year on Dec. 8.
The probation period ended at
this ceremony, and medals were
blessed and presented to each
Sodalist by Rev. Eugene J. Gil-
lece, the director.
The ceremony was followed by
Benediction.
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In Time of Need
Consult Your Catholic Funeral Director
Whose careful and understanding service is in accord with the
traditionsof Holy Mother Church
ESSEX COUNTY
JOSEPH P. MURPHY
102 FLEMING AVENUE
NEWARK, N. J.
MArket 3-0514
WOZNIAK
MEMORIAL HOME
320-22 Myrtle Avanua,
Irvington, N. J.
Conrad & Ray Woznlak,
Director*
EStax 3-0505
JOHN P. MURPHY
4SO SANFORD AVENUE
NEWARK, N. J.
EStax 3-5033
JOHN J. QUINN
FUNERAL HOME
323-329 PARK AVENUE
ORANGE, N. J.
ORanga 3-5348
FRANK McGEE
325 SUMMER AVENUE
NEWARK. N. J.
HUmboldt 2-2222
CODEY? FUNERAL SERVICE
• 77 PARK STREET
MONTCLAIR, N. J.
MOntelalr 2-0005
Dl CAPUA FUNERAL HOME
259 MT. PROSPECT AVE.
NEWARK. N. J.
HUmboldt 2-3333
OEOROI AHR ft SON
700 NYE AVENUE
IRVINGTON, N. J.
ES.ax 3-1020
REZIM FUNERAL HOME
579 Grova Straat
Irvington, N. J.
EStax 2-8700
STANTON FUNERAL HOME
561 FRANKLIN AVENUE
NUTLEY, N. J.
NOrth 7-3131
BERGEN COUNTY
CLIFFORD H. PEINECKE
1321 TEANECK ROAD
WEST ENGLEWOOD. N. J.
FRANCIS X. FAHEY,
Manager
TE 7-2332
LEIIR FUNERAL HOME
20th ST. ft HUDSON BLVD.
UNION CITY, N. J.
UNIon 3-1100
EARL F. BOSWORTH
311 WILLOW AVENUE
HOBOKEN. N. J.
Olfieid 9-1455
Olfleld 9-1456
LAWRENCE O. FALLON
157 BOWERS STREET
JERSEY CITY, N. J.
OLdfield 9-0579
jamss a. McLaughlin
591 JERSEY AVENUE
JERSEY CITY. N. J.
Oldfield 3-2255
HOWARD J. BRENNAN
5414 BERGENLINE AVE.
WEST NEW YORK, N. J.
UNIon 7-0373
UNION COUNTY
OORNY ft OORNY
MORTUARY
MURPHY FUNERAL HOME
GRACE MURPHY, Director
301 ROSEVILLE AVENUE
NEWARK. N. J.
HUmboldt 3-2600
BBtNARD A. KANE
FUNERAL HOME
39 HUMBOLDT STREET
NEWARK. N. J.
HUmboldt 3-0733
FLOOD FUNERAL HOME
Andrew W Flood, Mgr.
112 So. Munn Ave.
Eait Orange, N. J.
ORanga 4-4445
MArkat 2-2530
OORNY ft OORNY
MORTUARY
303 MAIN STREET
EAST ORANGE, N. J.
ORanga 2-2414
L V. MULLIN ft SON
976 BROAD STREET
NEWARK. N. J.
MArkat 3-0660
PETER J. QUINN
Fvinerol Director
320 BELLEVILLE AVENUE
BLOOMFIELD, N. J.
Pilgrim 8-1260
THOMAS J. DIFFILY
41 AMES AVENUE
RUTHERFORD, N'. J.
WEb.ter 9-0098
PATRICK J. CONTI
FUNERAL HOME
274 Market Street
East Paterson
SW 6-0068
SW 7-9877
HENNESSEY
FUNERAL HOME
232 KIPP AVENUE
HASBROUCK HEIGHTS. N. J.
ATlat 8-1362
TRINKA FUNERAL SERVICE
MAYWOOD - BOGOTA
LITTLE FERRY
HUbbard 7-3050
JOHN J. FEENEY ft SONS
232 FRANKLIN AVENUE
RIDGEWOOD, N. J.
Gl Ibert 4-7650
HUDSON COUNTY
PATRICK J. CONTE
FUNERAL HOME
.16 Tuert Ave., Jertey City
(rear St. Aedan't Church)
HE 5-6451
DE 3-9259
330 ELIZABETH AVENUE
ELIZABETH, N. J.
Elizabeth 2-1415
OROWNEY FUNERAL HOME
1070 NORTH BROAD STREET
HILLSIDE. N. J.
Elizabeth 2-1663
DANIEL J. LEONARD ft SONS
MORTUARY
242 WEST JERSEY STREET
ELIZABETH, N. J.
Elizabeth 2-5331
MILLER-ftANNWORTH
FUNERAL HOME
1055 EAST JERSEY ST.
ELIZABETH. N. J.
Elizabeth 2-6664
WERSON FUNERAL HOME
635 NORTH WOOD AVE.
LINDEN. N. J.
HUnler 6-4119
PASSAIC COUNTY
OORMLEY FUNERAL HOME
154 WASHINGTON PLACE
PASSAIC, N. J.
PRetcott 9-3183
OORNY ft OORNY
MORTUARY
399 HOOVER AVENUE
BLOOMFIELD, N. J.
Pilgrim 3-8400
KIERNAN FUNERAL HOME
101 UNION AVENUE
BELLEVILLE, N. J.
Plymouth 9-3503
COOBY'S FUNERAL SERVICE
69 HIGH STREET
ORANGE. N. J.
ORanga 4-7554
RIEMAN FUNERAL HOME
1914 NEW YORK AVENUE
UNION CITY. N. J.
UNIon 7-6767
WILLIAM SCHLEMM. Inc.
JERSEY CITY UNION CITY
UNIon 7-1000
NECKER-SHARPI
FUNERAL HOME
525 - 45th STREET
UNION CITY. N. J.
UNIon 7-OS2O
UNIon 7-0120
HENNESSEY FUNERAL HOME
171 WASHINGTON PLACE
PASSAIC, N. J.
PRetcott 7-0141
OORNY ft OORNY
MORTUARY
519 MARSHALL STREET
PATERSON. N. J.
MUlberry 4-5400
QUINLAN FUNERAL HOME
27-29 HARDING AVENUE
CLIFTON. N. J.
PRetcott 7-3002
( WIODINO mu* FUNIKAI DIIIONI
fW.r» T.I M ,o,h»J AnywK.™
| WASHINGTON FLORIST
SnraltO* *
U(orporof#d
Mhcka 1-M2l
*** MOA» mur, NIWAtK. N. J
IfADING FUNERAE DIRECTORS
RECOMMEND THE
NAtIONAUY ADVSRHSED
od*tf i«g clo.mi
b«#o orcfp»#d by
GOOD HOUSEKEEPING
Ad»..lli.«F U ik. SATURDAY
IVENWEG ROST, LIFE. FARM
XXJRflfrl, LADIES HOME JOURNAL.
EXTENSION MAGAZINE, »<M
CHRISTIAN HERALD.
N.n I'l4 bf
MEAD-SUYDAM
COMPANY
j.
M** o’dsit |«r|«it
M*#4*ch**r« •! ccxvat'* >«gfa.
ALBERT H. HOPPER, Inc.
MOMUMINTt
»»M1 RIN| MAP
Hoi*
MAUiOLIUM
HP AIL I MPT ON
CTOM Comotor*
MANUrACTL'RU Ok'uKMORIAU IN THE
IQ^Ot^ TojwwJTUtTOMXm SAVING! OfDIRECT
BARM BUILD MOMUMINTt
THINKS • LUGGAGE• GIFTS :
Ansae-:
A!/ BRIEF CASESt
MITCHELL
5090
>1 j.
ACADEMY OF
SAINT ELIZABETH
SICONOARV SCHOOL FOR OIRLS
Founded ISSO Fully Accredited
Siller* ef Charily
Convent. New Jeryey
JEffsrson 9-1600
CIOKCIAN COURT <
: couiGt ;
t by th« Siitari of Moroy
FOUR-YEAR COURSI 11ADINO TO '
i A. and 1.1. OIORIII |
•Wafl-lnlogratad program In liborol,
Art*, flno Art*, Sclonco, Muilc, Homo
(conomk*, loilnai* Adminlitratlon.'
'Toadior Training far Elamantary ond,
Satandory School*. fully Accroditod
Addro**, tISTIR SICRITARY
Ooorgion Coart ColUf* \
labowood. Now J*r**y
Your Neighborhood
Pharmacist "Says"
NEWARK
lens * Marttnu, Prm.
LIM* PHARMACY
Established over 30 veers
Four Registered Pharmacists
Froe Delivers Oven Every Day
From • a m. lo 11 pm.
P*e Ml. Prospect Avenue eer.
Mem als lr Avenue
HU MM
_
Newark, N. 1.
JERSEY CITY
PALMIRA PHARMACY
ArMur I. Palmer a, PtlM.
Coeiuptlce
i.rmv C^.Vr
JERSEY CITY
VALINTTI PHARMACY
Jeaepß Valenti. Re*. Phar.
_PTeecrlpiloay -Baby Needs
r City
e> Dl 3 3014
WESTFIELD
CIHTRAI PHARMACY
Micßeel J. Cermets. Res Phar.
Prescriptions Carefully
_
Compounded
t>ru *e Perfumes CoaaoeUce
lick Ream Supplies
«*4 Central Av*„ Wlstfleld 114*1
NUTLEY
■AY DRUG CO.
lames Ileal*. Re*. Pier.
Prescriptions' Promptly Filled
ORANOE
POSO » DR UR STORR
Paul DetaieL PH D
Ur
mWI. "»»i *
My Advent Calendar
Founded In 1899 by tho Sitters of Charity
College of Saint Elizabeth
Convent Station, New Jersey
CALDWELL, NEW JBISIY
CALDWELL COLLEGE FOR WOMEN
CONDUCTED BY THE SISTERS OF ST. DOMINIC
Fully Accredited - Offering A.B. and B.S. Degrees
•v Sfc.
Made with 100%
Fure Vegetable Shortening
2n|oy the wonderful flavor, nutrition and qualityof fine
BUTTERCUP BREAD every day—ln every way. Perfect
for toasting, tandwichei, recipes or just plain good
eating.
CHBISTMAS MASS FOB YOU
TO ALL OUR NEAK EAST BENE-
FACTORS. A special Midnight Mass
•t the Crib of Bethlehem and ten
other Masses at this Holy Shrina are
offered for all who hero been so good
to the poor In our Missions. This Is
oar way of saying GOD BLESS YOUmm,
“WE FORGOT JOSIE AND HUGHIE." It’s not too late. Our
CHRISTMAS GIFT CARD will reach them during the holidays
as you send, In their name, a gift to the Near
East. MISSION MEMBERSHIP brings spir-
itual benefits FOR ONE YEAR—lndividual
$l, Family $5, or PERPETUALLY. $lOO
Family, *2O Individual. There Is always the
OFFERING OF A SPECIAL MASS. Or any
of THESE GIFTS for our mission churches and chapels- Sane-
tuary Bell $5. Stations *25, Pyx $lO, Vestments *5O, Sanctuary
Lamp *l5, Clborlum *4O, Altar *75, Monstrance *4O, Mass Book
t? -
MAGIC OF THE MAGI
Our refugee children in BETHLEHEM and NAZARETH era
the CHRIST-CHILD for you If you act ai the gift-bearing Magi
For them, A BETTER GIFT than frankincense and myrrh will
be \OUR TEN DOLLAR GIFT for a GIANT FOOD PACK-
AGE. And you will receive from the HOLY Land an olive seed
rosary.
pi' -7?
THE BIG GIFT of *3.000 will do THE BIG JOB of building
A CONVENT for the Sisters AND A CHAPEL for the faithful
In KOODALOR.—THE FEAST OF THK
HOLY INNOCENTS (Dec. 28) is an ideal
time to tell SISTER INNOCENT that you
aro sending *l5O toward the *3OO necessary
for her two-year novitiate. And she has a
fr'fnd. SISTER LITTLE FLOWER, who aski
the BLESSING OF ST. THERESA for the same.—ATANASIO
and PAOLO will pray for you at THEIR FIRST MASSES if youpledge *lOO for each year of their six-year aemlnary course.
FIRST-HAND RF.ACTIONS^teII uiTthe
terrible plight of the Palestine Arab
Refugees—One woman broke Into tear*
at her first sight of a refugee camp—An-
other visitor concluded that many of Iho
children STAYED ALIVE BY LUCK.
Your answer Is A Prayer-A-Day and A-
Dollar-A-Month for one of OUR MIS-
SION CLUBS: ORPHAN'S BREAD U Just
for that; the DAMIEN LEPER FUND
opeaks for Itself; MARY S BANK gives Sisters to our children.
WILL WELL AND GOD WILL BE GOOD TO YOU WRITR
THE NEAR EAST MISSIONS IN YOUR WILL.
..
A i* EW j n°
U vMlS LEFT OVEK? Th ® **« certificate will urnthe ten del ar. SET ASIDI FOR THE NEW HAT? A grateful
thought U th. OFFERING OF MASSES for your benefactors,ece “* d relative, and friends OUR BEAUTIFUL MAM
CARD goes to the person you name. The thirty—YES, THIRTY
" ,re ‘ h " SPEC,AL GIFT for that SPECIAL
PERSON. Details upon request.
Dear Cardinal Spellman;
In gratitude for my own Chrl.tma* Blessings, I am sendli
REFUGEES Klnril
BTR,NG ifSS G,FT for lhe NE AR EAfF . i dly remember me in your prayers.
Name
Address
fntllJearfist(TCissions
FRANCIS CARDINAL SPCIiMAN, President
Megr. Peter P. Tushy, Null Wy
lend oil n—valtetlwt lei
CAWHie NEAR lAST WELFARE ASSOCIATION
480 Uxlngfrn Aw. ot 46th St. NowYn* 17, N.
With North Jersey Women
Silent Night
By June Dwyer
The last plans for Yuletide
parties are being fulfilled
throughout North Jersey wom-
en's groups as the world pre-
pares to wait in silence for the
Holy Night.
Noel
Patients at St. Mary’s Hosp-
ital, Orange, will have a day
to remember Dec. 22. The
Senior Auxiliary will trim trees
in the ward and distribute
gifts. As an added attraction
the glee club of Immaculate
Conception High School, Mont-
clair, will sing carols. Elisa-
beth Cooney and Elisabeth Dif-
fily are co-chairmen of the
festivities
. . . Children of the
school of religion of St.
Joseph’s, West Orange, will be
feted Dec. 20 by the Rosarians.
The CYO will present a play
and Santa Claus will appear.
Mrs. Allan Delaney and Mrs.
Mitchel Opresnick are co-chair-
men
. . .
Rosarians of St. John's, Or-
ange, will be in the auditori-
um Dec. 20 for their holiday
party. A play based on the
Gospel of St. Luke will be the
main attraction. Catherine Wil-
liams is chairman ... The re-
cent Christmas partying at
Assumption, Morristown, was
sponsored by the Rosary. Mrs.
John Hyler was chairman . . .
Here ’n There
Court Dolores, CDA, ex-
changed gifts at its recent
meeting in St. Brigid's, North
Bergen. The women voted do-
nations to five institutions.
. .
The Rosary of Our Lady of
Peace, New Providence, has
sponsored a sale of religious
articles and books In the
church vestibule on each Sun-
day of Advent , . .
Mrs. Michael Lanza was
chairman of the recent party
held by the Rosary of Aaaun-
datioa. Pa ram us Entertain-
ment consisted of a tableau of
Joyful Mysteries . . . The
students of Holy TriaUy, Hack*
ensack, provided the entertain-
ment at the recent Rosary
Christmas party . . .
Dora Elizabeth was speaker,
for the recent meeting of the
Catholic College Women’s
Club. The group will give its
Christmas donations to the Lit-
tle Sisters of the Poor Home
for the Aged, Newark. Eight
boxes of children's clothing
were mailed to the Alaskan
missions by St. John Nepo-
mucene Rosarians, Guttenberg.
The group held a Yule party
recently.
. .
Christmas foods from differ-
ent countries were served to
partying Rosarians of Our
Lady of lourdes, Mountain-
side, by Mrs. William Babcock
and her committee. The ladies
will meet again Jan. 4 ... More
than 350 Rosarians of St.
John's, Clark, attended the re-
cent party. A donation will be
given at St. Walburgar's Or-
phanage, Roselle.
Ridgewood Girl
In Who’s Who
IMMACULATA. Pa-Kathleen
Wettering o{ Ridgewood, a sen-
ior at Immaculata College, has
been named to Who's Who in
American Colleges and Universi-
ties.
BAYLEY-SETON: The annual luncheon of the Bayley Seton League was a happy
reunion for all of the leaders of the group. Shown seated are. left to right: Mser.
John J. Dougherty, Seton Hall University president; Mrs. Charles Garneau Msgr.James Looney, Chancellor; Mrs. Joseph Prynera, and Msgr. Thomas J. Giilhooly,
moderator. Standing are: Mrs. Frank Nolan, Mrs. Richard McDonough, Mrs. Mal-
colm Rogers. Mrs. Seymour Everett and Mrs. James Sebold.
Cardinal Cicognani Installed
As Protector of the Medical Nuns
ROME (NC) Cardinal Cicog-
nani took solemn possession of his
title as Protector of the Medical
Mission Sisters Dec. 3 and called
the society’s new Papal status the
happy outcome of “more than 30
years of a bold experiment**
The congregation, founded by
Dr. Anna Dengel in Washington
in 1925 as a “pious society," was
granted pontifical status by Pope
John XXIII last June. It recently
moved its general motherhousc
from Philadelphia to Rome.
Austrian-born Dr. Dengel. who
as superior general became
Mother Anna Dengel, has guided
the community through its early
years when canon law still
barred Religious from practicing
medicine through to its pres-
ent pontifical recognition.
MOTHER Dengel was present
to kneel before the Cardinal and
offer obedience in the name of
the society to Us new Cardinal-
Frotector.
As the society was generously-
assisted in its beginnings by
Rev. Michael Mathis, C.S.C.. su
perior of the Holy Cross Foreign
Mission seminary, the Holy Crass
Fathers were represented at the
ceremony by Rev. Edward L.
Heston. CS.C., who gave Bene-
diction. Father Heston Is procu
rator general of the Holy Cross
IFathers.
! DURING the ceremony. Cardi-
nal Cocognani was enthroned in
the ehapel of the society's gener-
al curia. The document appoint-
ing him protector was then read.
Ifollowing this. Mother Dengel
| knelt before him and presented
the Cardinal with a copy of the
•ociety's constitution and a bell,
symbolic of the protector’s pow-
er to call Sisters.
In his remarks which followed
this brief ceremony, the Cardinal
reviewed the history of the so-
ciety and compared it to the work
of Christ who prepared men to
receive the Gospel by first curing
their sick.
The Cardinal expressed grati-
tude to Pope John XXIII and
voiced praise for the U. S. in
w-hich the society was founded
and “nourished its growth.”
Seven Nuns Jailed
In Czechoslovakia
VIENNA (NO Seven nuni
who»* communities h»d been
bro Ken up by the Red*. have been
aenlenced to jail term* in Ciccho-
tlovakia.
According to the Prague news-
paper Svobadne SJovo. received
here, the nuns were in a group
ol 11 women given prison term*
of from one to five year* for
participating In "activities hos-
tile to tha
St. Elizabeth’s College
Evaluates Progress
CONVENT A college should know its mision, rec-
ognize its commitments to society, and be able to com-
municate this con9ciousnes to those who can aid it in the
attainment of its objectives, according to the 1959 annual
report of the College of St. Elizabeth, just published.
“The needs of our times,” ac-i
cording to Sister Hildegarde Ma -
rie. president, "impose heavy I
and inescapable responsibilities j
upon institutions of higher educa-1
tion, their boards of trustees,!
presidents, administrative offi-l
cials, faculty, alumnae, and stu-j
dents.”
“Each college,” the report!
states, “should have a clear con-'
sciousncss of its own particular
mission, of its own goals and
commitments, of its own contri-
butions to society. It should com-
municate this consciousness to
others, especially to those who
can aid it in the attainment of
its objectives.”
CHIEF among events reviewed
in the report are those in con-
nection with the 60th anniversary
of the college, and the centennial
year celebration of the Sisters of
Charity of St. Elisabeth.
“The year 1938-59,” the report
explains, “provided special op-
portunity to the college to re-
examine its traditions, evaluate
its present status, and to plan in
a practical way for future de-
velopments.”
PLANS for the near future in-
clude erection of a science and
academic building.
Included also in the 28-page
illustrated report, are the sutia-
ticson enrollment, faculty, and
admissions.
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DRY CLEANING
HUmboldt 5-5500
PILGRIMAGE
TO
THE NATIONAL SHRINE OF THE
IMMACULATE CONCEPTION
Seventh largest and Mott Beautiful Church In the World
WASHINGTON, D.C
AND OTHER POINTS OF NATIONAL INTEREST
sponsored by
BLESSED VIRGIN SODALITY
of Holy Trinity R. C. Church
Passaic, N. J.
A Spiritual Director will <KCOmpany pilgtimoga and will My Mall on
Sunday morning at main oJtor of Our lody * Shrmo.
LEAVE SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 13th
RETURN SUNDAY, FEB. 14th
For Information and Reservations.
MISS PATRICIA GEIGER
213 Parker Avenue Clifton, New Jersey
Phone: GRegory 3*2063
AT YOUR
GROCERS
NOW
MONTNSW
MONKS' BREAD
go )
•» en M•< *• {
Trapoists hive been famous for
thwTtiomtrtio e-mide bread for can-
turils... Monks’ Bread brings
back a long lost satisfaction—-
the simple joy of eating sub-
‘ ‘
Rich in-stantiil, hearty bread,
(redients, skillful kneading,
and great cart in bakir* give
this bread its rare, superb
flavor. Monks' Bread, tall and
slender, firm in texture, brings
an exciting new discovery in
honest good eating to your
family table.
<(f i, ENGRAVING
24 HOUR SERVICE
• up-. - cv
D-oquCl -r-f--- r \ r»Qf***«
to o'd<? ’
SAMUEL SACHS
'
/<<//*/>«<» /. ,!,//>! ,
5»! <Ua> «.***, and-«
M mi- ; s j
m.
CATERERS
im wist S4iit mm
(off Blvd.) BAYONNI, H. J.
FACILITIES FOR
* WwMlnfi * Showara
• Banquet*
* Communion Br*akfa*H
• Office and Plant
Luncheon*
AT OUt OWN
FREE HALLS
•»
ANY HALL YOU CHOOSE
- * -
rw. rioMt FmO
DINNERS
. . .
from $1.75
•»
HI-HAT
HI 6-2187 - FI 6-1671
FREE PARKING
It’* MiJnrii l*f h
I* M Mtb «W .
Ni Mo4*n»tnhow
looking ■ nr«tio| *1
ikroagb fmlUS?at
ItuiM h hnlnn
I bat U. bntuUr 700.
Bar V*|mm lUIS
Ik'
Not tonal wltma
tor outstondtng
tumMvir*
mW
modernaire
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PORTRAITS
From Ufa or Photo
G«nuin« OHt on Canvas »ISO
ARDEN STEELE
CEntor 9-0820
*» *•■ PrflHd !»., Vtrona. N. J.
ABBEY
NURSING
HOME
•6 VAN NESS PLACE
Off Clinton Avo.
Bigelow 3-0303
MALE and FEMAIR
AGED. CONVALESCENT, and
CHRONICALLY 111
llcanud by Slot* of N. J.
PARKING AREA
NEWARK
iB/sms, ...if you've been waiting forQUALITY STEREO at LOWER PRICES!
NEW
1960WEBCOR
STEREO 'BUYS
all-in-one hi-fi stereo
EAST TERMMi
95
TWM aft
1053
• Duel-dnaoel stereo M-
pfcfttf!
• Nichel-plelld found con.
Uct hiogts pess sound la
speeksrs without wiui.
Hi2 spetktrs hi sepsrste
clumbers!
3 se pints controls, includ-
ing tone control!
4speed chenger ploys
iteroo end moniuril!
Autometic shut ott!
Btuet-whrte or gny-X-
-white cise!
LIBERAL TRADE-IN
AUOWANCE
for YourOld Fonograf!
puyad »i lelf con
andstirio lono-ottimd l o-or
MPirtli thi spoikirs with
bwilt-is iitißsioo cords
•or even liner stereo!
fWyi«X
All-In-One 3-CHANNEL
HI-FI STEREO with BFD
Wwbcor “AtUnuwt''
Satf-Cantaiewd Console!
i/995
EASY TERMS!
Bf D (Bra r i>nrart pest/l-
bulion) lot 3-cluewel sound!») t r 3-c hisssl
3 speakers. 14-wntt srrptr-
tier, 4 controls, MtOSSStIC
shut oB!
4-spssd chisgsr piny s
•tern ind nnoeursl!
Mihoissy. (VsUnt er
Urals, a*or MiMOl
ftff SERVICE! You C«t WEBCOR
FACTORY SERVICE AND WEBCOR RE-
FtACEMENT FARTS at Wsbcor Au-
thorized Service Depots Throughout
Factory War rooty Period I
u^rP a^nd dml-track
HI-FI TAPE RECORDER
Easy-to-Carry
Wsbcor "Regent"!
i5995
EASY
termsr
• Records ind plsys beck tnoaiauily!
• Openles in horizontal or twrtialpodtion!
• l-wstt smpk/ier, widnfngs spetker, 101 l
Mehty recording heed!
• Brown or ebony cess!
i* ' -
'
-
LOWEST PRICES ANYWHERE!
AMHERST
APPLIANCE & SUPPLY Cos.
495 CENTRAL AYE. EAST ORANGE, OR 3-7939
St. Mary's, St. Benedict's Seem
Headed for State Basketball Titles
ELIZABETH Of the eight North Jersey Catholic
high schools not involved,in league play this winter, two
appear headed for championships anyway when state
tournament time arrives this March.
One of these is St. Mary’s (E), the perennial contender
for NJSIAA “B" honors, while
the other is St. Benedict's, the
defending champion in the Inde-
pendent Schools ‘‘A’ - group. The
Hilltoppers appear to have one
cf the strongest clubs in A1 Lo-
Baibo's 10-year reign there, while
the Bees have a solid, if not
spectacular team.
It would not be surprising if
St. Mary's went all the way to
the mythical North Jersey Cath-
olic all-groups title this season.
They will certainly have the op-
portunity, as they play In the St.
Peter's Christmas tournament,
with SC Benedict's. St. Peter’s
and Trenton Catholic also in the
field.
From the remaining six teams.
Immaculate Conception seems
the only one which will develop
into a tournament contender and
it may still be a year away. Se
ton Hall certainly is, for gradua-
tion wiped out last year's club
and left only JV graduates. Bay-
ley-EUard, St. Patrick’s, Our La-
dy of the Valley and Essex Cath-
olic all have problems which will
keep them from the top.
(There follows a team-by-team
rundown of the prospects, with’
the 1958-59 record and players’
heights in parentheses):
BT. MARY'S (E) (17-4) -
This team appears to have ev-
erything: plenty of height and
experience, slick ball handling
and the strong defense which al-
ways marks a Loßalbo team. The
vets are Advocate all-star Jim
Manhardt (6-4), Bob Halleck (5-
10), Vin Kazalonis (6-3) and Phil
Mishinski (6-2), with big Guy
Sakawicz (6-4 1/2) the fifth man.
Reserves are John Moffitt (6-0),
brothers Richie (6-1) and Mike
(5-11) Burke, unrelated Jerry (6-
2) and Dennis (5-7) Brennan,
Jerry Coyle (5-9) and John Sat-
kowski (6-1). With no Vinnic
Ernst around to spoil things, this
should be a big year at the Hill-
top.
ST. BENEDICT'S (18-3)—Size
may be a bit of a problem here,
but speed should make up for it,
particularly in the prep school
lesgue. Joe Locascio (5-10), John
Brogan (6-2), Frank O'Brien (6
0) and Don Miceli (5-11) saw
varying amounts of action last
year, with Ljcascio being the
scoring leader. Tom Lenny (6-0)
has moved into the first club,
with Jeff Szem (6-2), Hank Rog-
ers (5-10), John Mulvihill (5-10)
and Frank Delaney (6-0) in re-
serve.
SETON HALL (14-9) Coach
Frank Tracey will spend the
year rebuilding and may have
something by March. John
Gausepohl (6-2), Richie Dec (4-
2), Robert Robinson (5-11) and
William Cummins (5-B) are all
juniors, with Mike McMahon (6-
2) the lone senior in the starting
group. The subs are Bill Lennon
(5-9), Tom Stocker (6-2) and foot-
baller John Insabella (5-8).
IMMACULATE (9-13)—Three
fine juniors brighten the picture
here for another two seasons.
They are Frank Desmsnd (5-10),
Tommy Gleason (5-11) and Bob
Brennan (6-3). Senior starters
are Bill O'Dowd (6-1) and Gary
Stanton (6-0), with soph Bruce
Brodbeck (5-10) the sixth man.
Ray Finnerty (6-0), Ray McCar-
thy (6-0), Joe Carter (5-11), Bill
Hollar (6-0) and Paul Gannon (6-
1) are on the bench. This club
could give St. Mary's its chief
competition in “B" ranks.
BAYLEY-ELLARD (14-4)—Aft-
er five fine major sports seasons
in a row (total record 48-12),
coach Pat Russo may be in for
a letdown this winter. John Ko-
pas (6-3) is only veteran, other
starters are Ed Marks (6-2),
Mike Conroy (6-0), Joe Kaminsky
(5-9) and Frank Majorossy (5-9).
In reserve are Joe Giordano (5-
11-1/2), Mike Malone (6-0) and
John Lafferty (6-0).
VALLEY (14-12) Big prob-
lems here are no home court and
no height. Asa result, veteran
team may be slow in starting.
George BouUlctte (6-1), Paul Let-
tini (5-11), Joe Lanfrank (5-8)
and John Colaiacavo (5-10) all
have solid experience and soph
Tony Cuccolo (6-3) may help
with backboard weakness. Tom
Finneran (5-10) and Gerard Hug
(6-2) are the reserves.
ESSEX CATHOLIC - First
varsity season with no senior
class. Coach Hugh Doherty saw
charges win first start, then get
clobbered by Holy Family. Start-
ers are Marty McNish (5-10), Pat
McGinley (5-11), Ron Del Mauro
(8-0), Ray LaCara (5-11) and Pat
L« nch (8-1), with Jack McCarthy
(8-1), Dave Ross (5-11) and John
Kielty (5-8) on bench.
ST. PATRICK'S (M)—Fresh-
man John Kupchak (5-11) has
scored 69 points in first three
games. He will have to keep up
this pace for Steven Motches (6-
1) is the only veteran. John
Noonan (5-8), James Kendra (5
8) and Stan Sanick (5-9) are the
other starters, while BUI Morris
and Pat Jfangarter are the
bench, aU of it.
ADVICE FROM HONEY: John (Honey) Russell. Seton Hall basketball coach, gives
a few pointers to co-captains Jack Rowley, left, and Hugh Dunnion, right. Russell
is in his last year as Pirate mentor this season.
St. Aloysius-St. Mary's Game to Settle
Division Lead in North Jersey Loop
RUTHERFORD The first crucial game of the 1959-
GO basketball season comes up this week as St. Aloysius
visits St. Mary’s (R) with leadership in Division A of the
North Jersey Catholic Conference as the prize.
Both clubs took their opening assignments last week.
St. Aloysius tripping Walsh, 46-43,
and St. Mary's overpowering
Holy Trinity, 61-50. Since Walsh
dropped St. Mary's (JC), 61-59,
this left the Aloysians and Gaels
tied for first place with 1-0
marks.
Since Frank Fodor, St. Aloy-
sius 6-5 center, is temporarily
sidelined with scholastic difficul-
ties, St Mary'* will enter the
game with a great height advan-
tage. With the added boost of
playing at home, the Gaels will
be favorites to draw first blood
in the home and home series.
IN DIVISION B, St. Anthony’s
got a jump on the field with close
victories over St. James. 62 54,
at home and St. Michael's (N),
68-66, on the road. These v/cre
the only three clubs to see league
action as of Dec. 13, but Sacred
Heart and St. Cecilia's were due
to debut Dec. 15 against St.]
James and St. Michael's respec-
tively.
St. Luke’s and Don Rosco Tech
took the lead in the Passaic-
Bergen Catholic Conference, the
former tripping St. Joseph's (P),
61-48, while the latter belted the
same club, 72-47. St. John's, one
of the loop favorites, had a Dec.
15 date with Don Bosco and
warmed up by trimming St. An-
thony’s, 59-52.
The Tri-County Catholic “A"
Conference opens Dec. 22 with
St. Joseph's at Pope Pius. To
date, Bergen Catholic, Queen of
Peace and Don Bosco are unde-
feated in non-league play, while
St. Joseph’s and SL Cecilia's have
lost two apiece. Pope Pius has
not played.
AMONG THE independents and
mixed league teams. St. Bene-
dict's and Immaculate Concep-
tion are off to a fast start with
two victories each. Both have
stem test* coming up this week,
the Bees at Orange on Dec. 18
and Immaculate at St. Mary's
(R) on Dec. 20. Seton Hall
dropped its opener to Irvington
and St. Mary's (E) has its first
game at Bayonne on Dec. 18.
St. Peter’s, St. Michael's (UC).
Holy Family, and Our Lady of
the Lake all looked impressive
last week as they tuned up for
their league debuts. The Petre-
ans, who face Lincoln in a Hudson
County tilt on Dec. 20, annihilat-
ed St. Aloysius, 93-43, in the most
startling score of the week
| St. Michael's debuted with an
82-49 rout of St. Cecilia's and
i Holy Family picked up wins over
| Essex Catholic and Maris: in
j workouts for the North Hudson
| rare which opens next month
Delbarton got its first Ivy League
| win with a 48-22 rout of Mont-
clair Academy and also tripped
j Blair, 67-50.
A 57-47 victory over St. Ber-
nard’s opened Our Lady of the
Lake's schedule. The Lakers
meet Morris Catholic in the open-
ing round of thfc Northwest Jer-
sey Conference Christmas Festi-
val on Dec. 21 at the Sparta
school's court. This is the first
of the many holiday festivals
which will occupy the schedule in
the next three weeks.
Pre-Holiday Defeats Put
Damperon CollegeClubs
SOUTH ORANGE Much chastened by the events j
of the past Hall and St. Peter’s have just one
appearance left apiece before the annual pre-Christmas
shutdown of collegiate basketball activity in the area.
The Pirates, who fell before Western Kentucky, 78-69,
at Madison Square Garden on
Dec. 10, should have little trou-
ble as they host Rider on Dec.
19. But St. Peter’s, a 95-80 vic-
tim of Georgetown on Dec. 12,
could get some rough moments 1
in its Jersey City Armory Ult!
with Colby, also slated for the
19Ui.
Scton IUII not only suffered in
the score against the Hilltoppers.
but also had Jack Rowley and
Hank Guntrr, iu two tallest op-
eratives, sidelined by injuries.
Both were out of the lineup when
the Pirates rebounded on Dec 12
for a 74 -64 victory over Scranton.
ROWLEY'S INJURY was a vit-
al (actor In the West Kentucky
game. He had been doing a good
Job on Hilltopper star Al Ellison
when he was forced from the
lineup with Seton Hall only one
point behind Ellison promptly
started pounding the nets and the
visitors soon drew away to a
comfortable lead.
Against Scranton, the Pirates
trailed through the first half and
well into the second. Poor foul
shooting (14 for 32) almost doom-
ed Seton lUII. bnt a combina-
tion of Ken Walker. Al Senavitis,
Hugh Dunnion. Frank Besson
and Art Hicks finally caught fire
and exploded to a 68-52 lead with
five minutes left to play.
Hicks continued to give Seton
Hall the type of steady scoring
that was missing the last two
seasons. Art has 84 points for
the first four games—not a re-
markable average in this day
and age—but it is worth noting
that bis range has stayed be-
tween 18-24 points in each con-
test.
POOR SHOOTING in rst
half ruined St. Peter's es
at Georgetown. The Peai 4 hit
on only eight out of 36 shots and
trailed by 12 points at intermis-
sion. Bill Smith had just four
markers, the worst first half of
his career. He added 21 in the
second half, but St. Peter’s never
got closer than nine points to the
Hoyas. who got a 16-point per-
formance from former St. Mi-
chael's (UC) ace Paul TagUabue.
The Peacocks had picked up
their second win on Dec. 9 with
an 83-49 rout of Loyola, in which
Smith scored 27 points A 32-8
lead after about 10 minutes of
play put this one in the bag and
really raised St. Peter’s hopes
for a great season, hopes which
were somewhat dampened by
the Georgetown excursion.
Seton Hall (P) had a rough
week of it. dropping an 83 4C de-
cision to Millcrsville, and a 76-
64 verdict to Jersey City State.
John Kbner had 25 points in the
former contest. Seton Hall Divin
ity had more luck, opening its
bid for the Metropolitan Semi-
nary Conference title with a 68-
49 rout of New York Cathedral
Pope Pius Wins
‘A' Grid Crown
TRENTON Pope Plus was
named the North Jersey Cath-
olic ‘‘A” football champion (or
the 1050 season at a meeting
of the New Jersey State in-
lerscholastic Athletic Associa-
tion on Die. I*.
The nomination of the Eagles
proved a mere formality as
they were the only “A” team
eligible (or the award, a fart
pointed out In The Advocate
two weeks ago. The NJBIAA
requires at least a 4-2 1 record
from 1U champions and all
other contenders finished with
a 4 3 mark.
This was the first time Pope
Pins had ever won the "A"
title, the school having moved
into that gronp only a little
over a year ago. The Eagles
finished the season with a 7-1
record under the combined
coaching of Boh Nork and John
HoUls, who replaced Nark when
the latter suffered a heart at-
tack at mid-season.
In the North Jersey **B" div-
ision, Phillipsburg Parochial
received the nod over Bayley-
KHard, chiefly an the haals of
Ua 21-14 defeat ef the Bishops
In the opening game of the
season.
No champion was crowned
in the “C" division aa there
were no active gridiron teams
In that gronp thin year.
Übhaus, Carleton Place
At Loughlin Track Meet
NEW YORK North Jersey Catholic Conference
runners broke a lot of finishing tapes at the Bishop Lougtv
lin meet on Dec. 19, but only Johnny Übhaus of St. Peter's
and Dennis Carleton of Holy Trinity brought any hardware
home to show for it.
Übhaus easily won his section
of the open 600-yard run in 1:16 8.
hut the time was only fast
enough to place him third in the
final. Carleton also picked up a
third in the novice 880-yard run
after winning his section in 2 -
08 4.
Not so lucky were the Seton
Hall relay team which won its
section of the two-mile event in
8:31.7, the St. Peter's Prep nov-
ice team which placed second in
its heat of the 880-yard relay in
1:40 6 and the St Michael's (JC)
freshman team which was sec-
ond in its section of the freshman
relay in 1:47.1.
TOMMY ZIMMEKMAN o|
Holy Trinity coasted to an easy
win in his section of the novice
one-mile run, but. again, his time
of 4 53 7 left him unplaced. Ger-
ald Krumeich of Essex Catholic
got to the final of the novice
200-yard run and finished fifth.
In the open mile—the major
event of the meet—Al Adams of
St. Michael's placed fourth. Dave
Hyland of St. Peter's (NB) was
fifth and Kevin Hennessey of St.
Aloysius sixth behind John Por*
tee of Irvington Tech, who i«
being trained by Essex Catholic
coach Ed Cryer. Portee broke the
meet record at 4:24.
This week, the teams will be
active at the Mt. St. Michael's
relay meet in the Bronx on Dec.
19 during the afternoon and some
will also enter a relay race that
night at the 168th St. Armory at
a meet conducted by the Met-
ropolitan A.A.U.
CYO to Back
FootballGame
JERSEY CITY - The Hudson
County CYO will assume spon-
sorship of the liudson-Esscx
Scholarship All Star Football
Game in 1960, it was revealed
this week by game director
James McManus
A dinner will be held for play
ers m the 1959 game on Dec. 29
at the Hi-Ilat Club in Bayonne,
at which they will be presented
with jackets.
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CIOUO WfOMfIOAYS
BEE CAREFUL: Fred Konz of Franklin Lakes, winner of ’’Most Outstanding Ex-
hibit” plaque at CYO Hobby Show, shows some of his bee-keeping equipment to
Sister Marion and Theodore H. Swenson, president of CYO adult advisory board
at St. Elizabeth’s, Wyckoff, where Fred is enrolled.
PATERSON PARLEY: Bishop McNulty chats with leading figures at the first an-
nual Paterson Diocesan CYO Convention on Dec. 8. With the Bishop, left to right.
are Catherine Ljungquist, CYO chairman; Jerry Molloy toastmaster at the con-
vention banquet; Patricia Smith, diocesan CYO Queen, and Msgr. Francis Murphy,
diocesan director.
Shrine Subject of Bishop's Talk
CLIFTON Over 430 dele-
gates, adult advisors and mod-
erators attended the first annual
diocesan convention of the Pater-
son CYO on Dec. 8 at St. Philip
the Apostle.
Bishop McNulty celebrated a
low Pontifical Mass at 5 p.m.
and spoke to the group on the
recent dedication of the National
Shrine of the Immaculate Con-
ception at Washington, pointing
otft that the CYO convention it-
self was dedicated to Our Lady.
Panel discussions on all as-
pects of CYO activity occupied
the afternoon portion of the pro-
gram. Msgr. Francis Murphy, di-
ocesan director, addressed a
pi' nary session on the history
of the CYO. A dinner followed
the Mass, at which Jerry Molloy
was master of ceremonies.
At the dance which concluded
6CO, Patricia Smith of St. Bona
venture, CYO Queen, crowned
the statue of the Blessed Virgin.
Her attendants were Laralne Ko-
Diane Kolb of Immaculate Heart
tella of St. Brendan's, Clifton;
of Mary, Wayne; Kathy Mg-
Manamy of Our Lady of the
Lake, Sparta. Loretta Young of
Mt. Carmel. Bonnton; Catherine
Ljungquist, chairman uf the con-
vention, of St. Philip's, Clifton;
and Elaine Pasquariello of Our
Lady of Pompeii, Paterson. Ann
Baer and June Burke provided
musical selections.
Receive Awards
SOUTH ORANGE Marian
awards were presented to eight
member! of Troop 127 of the
Girl Scouts at special ceremon-
ies conducted by Rev. Lester A.
McGuinness, moderator, on Dec.
14 in Our Lady of Sorrows
lChurch. A Communion breakfast
[followed.
Bee-Keeper Wins
At Hobby Show
JERSEY CITY - Fred Kooi.
a 15-year old bee-keeper from
Franklin Lake*, won the out-
standing exhibit award at the an-
nual Newark archdiocesan CYO
Hobby Show, Dec. 10 at the Jer-
sey City CYO Center.
A junior at Ramapo Regional
High School, Konz belongs to the
junior CYO at St. Elizabeth’s,
Wyekoff. His display consisted of
a bee hive, helmet and netting,
heavy gloves and other equip-
ment, along with a jar of honey
supplied by his “pets.”
Over 100 entiles were received
from all corners of the Archrio-
ceae. Blue-ribbon winners includ-
ed:
John Hayez. St. John's. Hllladalo,
dr* win*; Dennis Thompson. St. Paul of
tho Cross. Jersey city, patntlns; Thomas
Pore. St. Matthew's, Eldsefleld. oho-
St. Elizabeth’s. Linden, stamps: Philip
Goeualdo. 81. Lucy’s. Newark, metal
work: Doustas Wain. St John’s. Hills-
dale. leatherrraft: Donald Lucy. Blessed
Sacrament. East Oranae. furniture.
NeU Sheehan. Holy Trinity. Coytea-
yiUe. scroll saw: Raymond Atkinson.
St. Catharine’s. Olen Rock, model
Plane: Carl Tomaaello. Sacred Heart.
Lradhurst. model auto: Jerry Van Ma-
ter. St. John’s. Leonla: Thomas Adams,
St Joseph's, Roselle, miscellaneous; Bob
Morey. St. Phillip. Saddle Brook, paint-
In*: and John Beese. St. Joseph’s. Ro-
seUe. leathercraft.
Mary Skora. Christ the Kin*. Hill-
aMe. block print In*. Diana Barberu.
St. Elizabeth's. Wyckoff. silk screen:
Mary Ann KulpinskJ. St. Elizabeth’s.
Linden, draerln*: Barbara LI pert. St.
Patrick's. Elizabeth, palntins: Judy
W'alah. 84. John's. Hillsdale, coins: Mary
Ann Weber. Madonna Fort Lee. shells:
There ss Prevlte. St. John's. Linden,
stamps: Mary Ann Valenti. St. Aloystua.
Newark, crochetlnc Nina Terranova. St.
John's. Oran**, embroidery:
Francis Bores. Our Lady of Mercy.
Park Rtd*e. knltttnc Maureen MlUer.
Epiphany. Cllffalde Park, sewlna: Kath-
leen Smith. St John’s. Hllladsle. russ:
ChrlsUne Ryan. Blessed Sacrament.
East Oranie, wesvtn*; Marsaret Ander-
son. , St. Patrick’s. Elizabeth, dolls:
Kathleen Smith. St John's. Hillsdale,
miscellaneous: Diane Selek. St Philip.
Saddle Brook, knlttln*; Beverly Ann
Klley, SI. Matthew’s. Ridaefleld. sew.
In*.
Christmas Concert
DENVILLE—The Morris Cath-
olic Glee Club will present a
Christmas concert under direc-
tion of Sister Marie Thtreso,
S.C.C., at the Dec. 20 meeting
of the Parents' Association in the
auditorium.
CHRISTMAS SING: Members of St. Vincent’s Acad-
emy Glee Club tune up for Dec. 20 Christmas Pageant
at Essex Catholic High School. Sister Jude Miriam
has prepared a series of tableaux and narrations, de-
picting Christmas customs and scenes in many lands,
acompanying which the girls will sing French, Italian
and English Carols under direction of Sister Mary
Concetta.
Gala Holidays
At St. Peter's
JERSEY CITY - Christmas
activities at St. Peter's College
will be featured by the appear-
ance of the Peacock Chorale,
glee club of the evening school,
on Dec 111 at the American Le-
gion Hall, Bayonne
The Christmas party tor chil-
dren of the lay faculty members
will take place on the afternoon
of Dec. 19, while Rev. Leo Mc-
Laughlin, S.J., dean, will host the
Jesuit faculty and the lay faculty
and their wives at a party on
Dec. 20.
Members of the Sodality are
winding up three months ol spir-
itual. social and apostolic activi-
ties by soliciting funds for Christ-
mas presents to be given to pa-
tients in the Geriatric Ward at
the Jersey City Medical Center.
Morris Seniors
Plan Meeting
MOUNTAIN LAKES - A gen
er»l meeting of the Morri* Coun-
ty senior CYO will be held Dec.
20 at 8 p.m. at St. Catherine of
Siena school.
Chief business will be to draft
a constitution, which will be
voted on at the January meeting.
Plans will also be completed for
the Christmas dance on Dec 26
at the V.F.W. Hall. Morris
Plains.
A group of carolers will en-
tertain at the meeting In a
warmup for the Dec. 21 visit
to the Welfare Home at Morris
Plains.
Snow Queen Deadline
MONTCLAIR
- Dec 16 is the
deadline for entries in the ltfO
Snow Ball Queen contest.
Orators Qualify forNationals
NEWARK Four more young
orators qualified for the National
Catholic Forensic League finals
as a result of competition in ori-
ginal oratory on Dec. 7 at St.
Benedict's Prep.
Toni-Lee Cerulli of Mt. St.‘
Dominic Academy, Thoms/
Cleary of St. Peter's Prep. Wil
liam Weber of St. Cecilia's,
Englewood, and Jean Garrigan of
St. Mary's, Rutherford, were sur-
vivors of a competition involving
all schools in the North Jersey
district. Next competition U at
Seton Hall in February.
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INVITE YOUNS MEN TO BTUOV
EON THE SACNEO PRIESTHOOD.
LACK OF FUNDS NO OSSTACUE.
write, DIRECTOR Or VOCATIONS
FRANCISCAN FATHERS
nnmmnnnmmnnn
HOLUDAYSBURO 6, FA.
m ilium iiiiimimiimiiiiimiiiimiiiiiimiiimiimMnimmiiiiiiimu
THE
THINITAHIAN FATHERS
offsr an opportunity lo young msn and boyt of Grammar
School and High School to bscoms a pristt or a Brother
In ths Trinitarian Ordsr. Lack of fund* no impediment.
Write toi
VOCATION DIRECTOR. O.S.S.T.
Ho* 5742, Baltimore B, Maryland
lUMiiwiwtmiiautiHMimiiuiiuimmliiiiuimiimiiiiiiiuiimiiuiiii
Visit
St Joseph’s
Shrine
Stirling,
Now Jersey
Never Enough Missionaries!
MISSIONARY SERVANTS
OF THE MOST HOLY TRINITY
WELCOME
PRIESTHOOD CANDIDATES
BROTHERHOOD CANDIDATES
Writs Father Matthew, M.S.SS.T.
Trinity Missions Silver Spring, Md.
Will l/ou Also
Bring Christ To Africa?
Thr Society ot African
IS M.A ) is dedicated to the convey-
sion of Africa snd of Nefroee tn
(eneraj Over 100 years servine Cod
on the West Coast of Africa snd la the
TODAY over 1300
priests are active la
this work of saviag
souls, but maiiy
more are needed.
We need YOU tee!
Let us send you
k. t.Mw
“ore deuiU. Well
•or ItltMindlieeck** M, ** r yowr P*" o ®* l DRG*«R •*•*»!
Write te: REV. JAMES Him S.MJL
Vocation Director
SOCIETY OF AFRICAN MISSIONS,
Qefe at Apoetlee SeeUeery Dedkaas, BW
AAA SPORT CENTRE
CHRISTMAS GIFT SUGGESTIONS FOR ALL
553 BROADWAY
between 25th A 26th St».
BAYONNE
HIGH SCHOOL
SWEATERS
Nkfcaaa. fm On. r»dr*4
CHENILLE LETTERS EXTRA
BAYONNE HIGH
MARIST
HOLY
'
FAMILY
n
SNYDER
ST. MARTI M.S.
ST. DOMINIC'S
ST. AIOYSIUS
DICKINSON
R»». SIl.*S
*8.45
*•1 SIS.tS
$9.45
»•* SIS.tS
$ 10.95
R.g. SlitS
*11.95
R.«. $27.00
$ 16.95
VEITONA
WARM
PLAID
SLACKS
Sim 10 »a 20
Ra*. S7 tS
*3.89
WOMEN'S. ROYS' aad OIRIS'
CORDUROY
CAMPUS COATS
Iffr Sty1*
Hinyw>l|lil
Quilt lined
I.H.S. Moroon.
H.F.A. Dark
CfMn, Moritt
Royal
Chare. I. u and Oth., C.Un
NICKNAME FREEI
CHENILLE -FTTIRS EXTRA
sras *11,94
REG.
$10.95
MISS OR WOMEN'S
ALL WOOL FLANNEL
Tapered Slacks
*5.99
Sint 10 It 10
Charcaal. Slack,
light Cray
GIRLS' and CHILDREN'S
Polished cotton, flannel lined
DUNGAREES
Rag. SJtS
$2.49
GIRLS' and WOMEN S
WINTERWEIGHT
Corduroy Slocks
Slock, Gray. Twrgwaita,
Royal and Other Calory
REG.
$5.95 *3.89
WOMEN'S
HI-BULK-KNIT
SWEATERS
Cardigan - Slipover - Cowl
and Boat Neck
Values to $14.95
*6.95
FUR
EAR
MUFFS
58c
Black Wool Police Style
EAR 00.
MUFFS tOC
Fur Lined to Black Wool
EAS 43CMUFFS
All Wool
Hoavy
Shaker
Turtle
NECK SWEATERS
4, Navy. WHita
*12.95REG.$15.95
AR Waal llghtwaight
TURTLE NECK
SWEATERS
REG.
$5.95 $4.88
MEN'S ALL WOOL
Sport Cardigans
REG. 9.95
*7.45
Gray
MEN'S BULK KNIT
Heavyweight Orion
CREW or BOAT NECK
SWEATERS
»5-”a«y.«
All Wool Navy Bluo
•f Oen.in. Amy „ Marina
Watch Caps
Reg 69c99c
DOUBLE THICK
HOOD
SWEAT
SHIRTS
BOYS*
Rag. *2 81
*2.49
»ag. $4.4]
MEN'S
*3.49
ALL POPULAR COLORS
INCLUDING WHITE
MEN S- BOYS' - OIRIS'
WINTER
HATS
Knits
Skulls
Campus
Skis
AND
OTHERS
79c-*l.OO
*1.49-*1.99
9
f
HEAVY ALL WORSTEDS
Extra Long and Wide
100% PURE WOOL
SCARFS
In Popular School Color
True Value
to 5.95
*2.95
*3.45
*4.45
Maroon, White,
Green and Tan
Blue and Gold
WOMEN'C
ALL WOOL TURBANS
Many
Colors
$2.00
VALUE
58c
CHRISTMAS GIFTS for FISHERMEN
This Is your last chance to buy FISHING TACKLE at these Crazy Discounts, our entiri
tackle Dept, will be sold out by January. All merchandise subject to prior sale, first
come will get best choice.
FRISH WATIR
BAIT CAST
SPINNING RODS
ARI TOO MANY
TO LIST. WI
OFFIR THESI
AT 50% OFF
All Sales Final, No Exchanges
BAIT CAST LINES
10 M SO Yd. .
12 M. SO Yd.
IS h. $0 Yd,
SS«
to.
u<
MONOFILAMENT
OF FINEST GRADE
DUONT NYLON
50% OFF LIST
IXTRA SFICIAI
1 10 ft FOOLS OF
30 TO 50 Lb. TEST
MONOFILAMENT
Rog.
29.00 *12.99
tFOOlft AVSRAGI
*OO ro ISM YDI.
•ALT WATIR
UNIR ar NYLON
FISHING LINES
T.. 1
27 fc
34 k.
Yd. U.I ft# la
.ISO_ 75c
I 70_ 85.
41 k >0 1.84
OTHER TltT SON OFF
9U
TROT LINES
FOR TNI RIO
CATCHER!
50% OFF MFOR.UST
RIAD THESE
FRICKS OF
FISHING RODS
AU FIBRI GLASS
SALT WATER
SPINNING RODS
444
40
414
424
SM
13*0
1140
LIST
15*4
11*4
. 11*4
. 1484
34.*4
. 11*4
40*4
14.85
1484
SAll
$ 7 88
S 4.48
$ * 88
$ 748
*17.48
$ 8 48
$lO 48
$11.48
S 8 48
AND MANY OTHERS
CAN'T LIST All
FIRRI OLASS
CONVENTIONAL
SURF RODS
LIST
_4lB 84
l7Bl
(All
SB.RB
St 8*
Fill! GLASS
BOAT RODS
REO. LIST OUR SAll
485
484
7 84
ISO
1.84
884
10.84
11 85
11.84
13.84
14.81
14.84
17 81
*2 48
S3 44
ftl 84
$4 14
*4 44
$4.84
ftl *4
*5 84
t 4 44
*4 84
*7 44
*7 84
ft* 84
AND MANY OTHER!
AT 40N OFF
RIG. I.B* LEATHER
BUTT REST
FOR tURF FISHINO
*1.29
H B*U Salt ar Fresh Wafer
THOMIN BICOID
Spinning Reel
RFOULARLY 18 84
*9.99
Vo Refunds On This Merchandise
OCEAN CITY SALT
WATER REELS
RIO. 2340 RU-IFORT
H RALE HEAVY DUTY
Spinning Reel
*8.99
RIO 11 00 CADILLAC
(ALT WATIR
SPIN REELS
*11.99
RIO >7 40 SALT WATIR
CENTAURE
PACIFIC
*18.99
RIO 44 00 8U JIT
Spinning Reel
*16.99
RIO 34 00 SFIN RIELS
RU-MER &
RU-PACIFIC
*17.99
RIO. 314* AMU SW
SPIN REELS
*13.99
MO 1340 AMU 8 W
SPIN REELS
*6.99
RIO SM
FOIDINO
TROUT
NETS
*1.99
RIO 3*4
FRISH
WATIR
CREELS
*1.69
69c
OPKN
KVIRY
NITK TIL
CHRISTMAS
We Mu it Raeerve
Rlfht Te limit Qwanfitiet
Ta Try and Pleata Iveryaae
When Una It PvrtKated With
Any Reel* el Your Chana
Yaa May Purchase Any Quantity
Penn Salt Water Reels
N. IlyU Yd.. U.I Sal
74 ftaatcawt . ISO ft 4.00
78 Saa.ca.t 100 4 40
IS Saabay 100
I*o lM<hm.,t«r iso
*0 Lang kaach 180
13S taathmall.r 100
ISSM iaafhmatt., 140
*S Lang SmA US
** Lang 4«.<h ISO
47 Lang ftaach 300
100 Jig M.ittr 100
*4 Lang ftaath 374
100 (ad Matt., 100
I*o lgvlddar 100
1/0 Sana!., ISO
4/0 Sanatar 300
4 83
830
10 83
10 40
1140
11 SO
14 83
1730
1130
1300
13 00
17.00
1740
I 14
4 1.1
ft 2.1
ft 4J
I 14
I 1.2
ft 17
ft 0.1
ft 74
ft 14
4 4 7
ft 8J
ft 74
»11J
ft IJ
*I4J
ANY FOFULAR IRANO
FISHING REELS
50% SS
lOMI 1.1-3 OF A KINO, SOMI
Mill AT *7% lAVINOI
J. A. COXE
SALT WATER REELS
* 111* 110 1484 llftT I
* 414 110. 14 84 III! U
* *4O 110 I*B4 HIT 44
SPECIAL CLOSEOUT
FISHING LURES
AND OTHfI HEMS
FUU SHOW CAtl VALUiI TO 104
YOUR
C HOICI
29* -
TACKLE BOXES
IN STOCK
33Va%»40%
OF* OO* LIST
AAA SPORT CENTRE
533 BROADWAY (between 2Sth and 26th Sts.)
BAYONNI
LAYAWAY
NOW
FOR
CHRISTMAS
The Cost of Christmas
B«cord* show tjiat more people are em-
ployed and that more people are (pending more
mooey for Christmas then ever before. That to
many people are willing to spend so many mil-
lions for gifts at Christmaitide is a good sign.
It implies that humans are generous, that they
delight in giving, that they are willing to spend
not only money but a good deal of time and
thought as well to choose the appropriate gift
for the object of their concern. All this giving
almost makes it seem like Christmas, or Easter,
or Mothers’ Day or any day on which Ameri-
cans empty their purses ... but it doesn’t make
it seem like Christmas alone. Indeed, this gen-
erosity which accompanies every national holi-
day is a cheap sort of thing since there is plenty
of money with which to buy and plenty of things
to purchase. Buying and giving has been made
easy; it has been made cheap; it has been
stripped of the splendor of hardship and sacri-
fice.
How this belies the true spirit of Christmas!
How this dilutes and dissipates the essence of
Christmas which was once pent in the arms of
the Woman and sheltered in an outcast stable!
Christ came and fashioned Christmas by His
coming. The only gift He brought was Himself.
There were no jeweled baubles in His out-
stretched hands, only graces immeasurable;
there were no shining, promises of sugar plums
in His glances, only an infinity of love and sym-
pathy and compassion. The mind is staggered
at the worldly treasures He might have brought
. . . since He was their Creator ... the power,
the prestige, the gold, the gems, the perfumes:
He brought only Himself, and that Gift tran-
scended all others.
Christmas, the first Christmas, was marked
by the gift of God to the world, a gift promised
in the morning of creatioe sod withheld to a
moment when the world had been readied. This
was a costly Gift, worthy of the Divine Giver.
Now men give trinkets, cheap symbols of that
real Gift of Christmas. The cost of CMstn
is measured in ribbon and wrappings.
. This need not be. Christ can be given as a
gift today. The spirit and the way of Christ can
be given by man to man. The original Gift of
Christmas can be renewed. The gifts win be
costly and bard to come by. They win be un-
usual and rare, but they will restore the es-
sence of Christmas to a world that has almost
forgotten it
A word of kindness, an hour spent with
someone old and alone, a moment of compas-
sion for someone 01 and forsaken: These are
the gifts of Christ. Costly because they cannot
be bought, they restore the Spirit of Christ to
Christmas. A gift of understanding for someone
unfortunate, a gift of sympathy for someone
desolate, a gift of pity for someone sunk in
wretchedness. These are the gifts for Christ-
mas. These restore the Gift of the first Christ-
mas. When Christ gave Himself to the world,
He gave all these things, kindness, compassion!
understanding, sympathy, pity. The cost was
staggering for, while it began in a cave, it
ended on a Cross.
For us too. the cost of sympathy, and kind-
ness and compassion, of pity and understanding
may well be immeasurable. The spirit of
Christmas demands this, however, gifts that are
not cheap and easily come by, but gifts that
are so costly that only God can give them
. . .
gifts that can only be given by those who are
close to Christ.
Caution on the Highways
It is a startling reality that each year the
heaviest highway toll in New Jersey is paid
between Thanksgiving Day and New Year's Day.
Last year during the holiday season 95 people
were killed and over 8,000 seriously injured on
our streets and highways by reason of automo-
biles. This Is an appalling figure when we real-
ize that the holidays should be days of peace,
joy and happiness. Yet they are now marred by
the ever increasing death tolls on the highways
and accidents on our thoroughfares. As often as
we are told about the increasing amount of fatal-
ities it doesn't seem to stop the slaughter on
our highways. Our Governor has made an es-
pecial plea for safety during the holidays. He
has proclaimed this period of the year as holi-
day safety time and calls upon us to use more
than usual care in observing traffic laws.
There are two areas which need special
mention in order to reduce our accident rate
during this holiday time of the year. They are,
first, teenage driving, and driving under the in-
fluence of intoxicating alcoholic beverages.
About teenagers, it is necessary lor them to
realize the seriousness of being a driver. They
have an obligation before God to exercise due
care and consideration when they arc driving.
It is admitted that by reason of their youth and
their marvelous reflexes they can be and should
be good drivers. However, if they lack a sense
of moral responsibility to their fellowmen, then
all of their abilities, no matter what they might
be, are of no avail in protecting the public
against their irresponsibility.
About drinking while driving: Need we re-
mind such a driver that he becomes a potential
murderer in attempting to drive a car which can
be an instrument of death and he with his re-
flexes impaired by his drinking becomes a killer.
Paying heed to the plea of our Governor re-
garding the holiday safety time is an obligation
on the part of every citizen of New Jersey. It
is a serious obligation. HU appeal U based on
the commandment of God, Thou shalt not kill.
His appeal U based on good reasoning that we
should consider our neighbor not only in the liv-
ing room or on the street we live on, but also on
the highways when we are driving a car; that
we should show courtesy, consideration and
thoughtfulness of our fellowman. It U horrible
to think that a Christmas tree or tinsel can be
the shroud of any man, and yet the holiday
season seems to make many of our citizens in-
different to their responsibilities to God and
their fellowmen.
This appeal of the Governor should be ac-
cepted by each one of us as something per-
sonal. Each of us should be especially careful
during the holiday season so that we do Dot con-
vert the happiest season of the year into a
bloody, mangled and distorted season of past
years.
The spirit of Christmas U the spirit of giv-
ing. Therefore give thought and consideration to
your fellowman on the highways of the state
during the holiday season.
‘Faith in Focus’
We reluctantly announce to our readers that
last week’s installment of the column. "Faith in
Focus,” was the last in the series. We sincerely
hope that it will be continued at a later date.
For rfight years, beginning With the very
first issue of The Advocate, Msgr. George W.
Shea, professor of dogmatic theology at the Im-
maculate Conception Seminary, has given our
readers the fruits of his brilliant theological back-
ground. He has presented the dogmas of our
faith in such a practical and readable way that
the column has enjoyed great popularity.
In his first installment, Msgr. Shea express-
ed the purpose of the column: "To convey a
riper and more precise understanding of what
Catholics believe and why.” And 416 weekly
columns later we can attest to the fact that this
purpose has been achieved.
In the name of the countless readers of
"Faith in Focus," whose religious education has
increased and whose faith thereby has been
strengthened, we express our gratitude to Msgr.
Shea. Perhaps in the not too distant future,
when the pressure of his other duties has lighten-
ed, his "Faith in Focus" will again appear.
In the place of Msgr. Shea's column will ap-
pear one written by an outstanding Catholic lay-
man, Frank J. Shecd. Mr. Sheed's name is a
familiar one. and his writings have been enjoyed
by many. The opportunity of reading his weekly j
column, "Theology for the Layman," should \
prove appealing as well as instructive.
While we are genuinely sorry to lose "Faith
in Focus,” we are most happy that we are
able to present a worthy substitute in "Theology
for the Layman."
Huxley the Huckster
Within the past few weeks an old bugaboo
has made its appearance in the press. At the
Darwinian centennial celebration held in Chicago,
Sir Julian Huxley, grandson of Thomas Huxley,
friend and early supporter of Charles Darwin,
mounted the podium, and speaking like some
sacrosanct high priest, made the solemn pro-
nouncement that “in the evolutionary pattern of
thought there is no longer any need or room for
supernatural beings capable of effecting the
course of events. The earth was not created—-
it evolved." This was in effect putting God and
religion on Ihc shelf of souvenirs of a bygone
day. The caption on the news item in one met-
ropolitan daily put it this way: "Huxley secs
all religions fading away."
Some over-anxious souls may have been
frightened when they read it for the first time.
Perhaps they even envisioned a time when reli-
gion would become an unnecessary luxury, and
churches would be converted into something
more practical, such as museums and labora-
tories.
When we delve a little more deeply into Sir
Julian's thinking, we discover a few flaws and
oversights With all his pomp and solemnity he
la still far afield on a few important issues.
At the same convention. Rev. J. Franklin
Ewing, S. J., of Fordham fired a few shots at
Mr. Huxley where he was most vulnerable
in the field of pseudo-science where the experts
step out of bounds: "God is the Creator of man."
he said, "body and soul. Whether He used the
method of evolution for the, preparation of the
human body, or created it from unorganized
matter, is not of primary importance. In either
ease He is the Creator. Currently more and
more theologians are showing themselves favor-
able to evolution."
When we reduce this apparent conflict to
simple facts and language, it means that Mr.
Huxley is simply peddling an old product that
was weighed in the balance and found wanting.
The world at large would not buy it.
A century ago, when Darwin's book, "The
Origin of Species," was first published, religion
was supposed to wither away and die in a
lecade. But today there is a religious revival
ill over the free world, with all denominations
lartlcularly prosperous in the United States.
A hundred years ago some of these pseudo-
scientists started intoning the “Requiem" for God
and religion before the patient had died. And
today we have the spectacle of modern scientists
ef'the same stripe, making plana for the em-
balming and burial of a corpse that ia not in
evidence and cannot he located.
There always has been a segment of sci-
entists who were inclined to wander off the reser-
vation, and delve into the mysteries of super-
natural religion, that they could never fathom
with their test tubes, slide rules and formulae.
Mr. Huxley continues to make the mistake
of predicating a great battle between two giants,
where a conflict does not even exist. If we look
the stand, which has not been scientifically
proven, that the entire universe evolved from a
single cell, it would not be a denial of God,
nor would it be the outlawing of all religion, so
long as we accept the basic truth that God was
the Creator of the first cell. . . the First Cause
of everything that exists.
Mr Huxley is speaking as a scientist who
does not have all his facts straight. He is shout-
ing "Fire run for the exits." when there U
no conflagration. He is trying to sell a product
that is too expensive at any price.
Order of Love
Domestic society being confirmed, therefore,
by this bond of love there should flourish in it
Out "order of love." as St. Augustine calls it.
This order includes both the primacy of the hus-
band with regard to the wife and chi'-dren. the
ready subjection of the wife and her willing
obedience, which the Apostle commends in these
words: "Let women be subject to their husbands
as to the Lord, because the husband is the head
of the wife, as Christ is the head of the Church.”
This subjection, however, does not deny or
take away the liberty which fully belongs to the
woman both in view of her dignity as a human
person, and in view of her most noble office as
wife and mother and companion, nor dors it hid
her obey her husband's every request if not in
harmony with right reason or with the dignity
due to wife; nor, in fine, does it imply that the
wife should be put on a level with those persons
who in law are called minors, to whom it is not
customary to allow free exercise of their rights
on account of their lack of mature judgment,
or of their ignorance of human affairs But it
forbids that exaggerated liberty which cares not
for the good of the family; it forbids that in this
body which Is the family, the heart be sepa-
rated from the head to the great detriment of
the whole body and the proximate danger of
ruin. For if the man Is the head, the woman Is
the heart, and as he occupies the chief place in
ruling, so she may and ought to claim for her-
self the chief piece in love.—rtns JO. Kacycttcal
“On Christian Marriage." Dec. at, m
A Sign Unto Us
Theology for the Layman
'Why Study Theology?
You Are Not Obliged To!'
By Frank J. Sheed
A couple of yean ago I went
into a Catholic bookshop. The
manager said the wgs coming to
my lecture that evening, and
then asked what was to be
about. I said, •'The Blessed Trin-
ity.” She said,
“Ob,” and then
after a distinct
pause, sighed
“Ah, well.” In
other words, if
her Bishop
wanted her to
listen to a lec-
ture on the
Blessed Trinity,
she would listen
t 6 it: She hoped, doubtless, that
I she would do even harder thing*
it her Bishop called for them.
The one thing that emerged
most definitely was that she ex-
pected no joy. And in that she
represented any number of mil-
lions of her fellow Catholics. As
a body, we hope to go to heaven,
which means spending eternity
with the Blessed Trinity, and wc
expect the experience to be whol-
ly blissful; but in the prospect o(
spending an hour with the Bless-
ed Trinity here below, there is no j
anticipation of bliss.
The incident took me back 30
years I was a boy, and I had
remarked to a theologian how
sad it was that a layman could
not get a course in theology. He
said, “But why should you study
theology? You arc not obliged
to." In my new excitement over
dogma, I was quite incapable of
giving any lucid answer to his
question. I mumbled something
to the effect that the truth would
make me free, and I wanted to
be free. I shall try now to an-
swer that question of 30 years
back.
IN A WAY I am still hampered
now as I was then by a feeling
of the strangeness of having to
make a case for anything so ex-
citing and so joy-giving. But the
joy and excitement of theological
knowledge is like the joy and
excitement of any other love—it
cannot be explained to one who
has not experienced it; it need
not be explained to someone who
has.
I shall keep, therefore, to the
plainest of reasons. Truth is
good and truth is light.
“Not on bread alone doth man
live,” said Christ Our Lord, quot-
ing Deuteronomy to the Devil.
Everybody knows the phrase,
and moat people tend to eomplete
it according to their own fancy
of what is most important to the
hungry soul of man.
But it had its own completion
in Deuteronomy and Our Lord
reminded the Devil of that too—-
“but by every word that proceed-
ed from the mouth of God."
Revealed truth, then, is food.
Now it is a peculiarity of food
that it nourishes only those who
eat it.
We are not nourished by the
food that someone else has eat-
en. To be nourished by it, we
must eat of it ourselves.
TRUTH IS light too. Not to see
it is to be in darkness; to see it
wrong is to be in double dark-
ness. The greater .part of reality
can only be known if God tells
us: doctrine is what be tells:
lacking it, we lack light.
To be stumbling along fas the
desk, happy la the knowledge
that our guides can see, la not
at all the sans thing aa walk-
ing in the light. It Is immeas-
urably better than stumbling
through the dark with blind
guides bet it is poverty all the
same.
*
-
/
It will be said that no Catholic
can go wholly unnourished, for
there is the Eucharist, or wholly
in the dark because of the truths
that the Church does manage to
get through to the least interest-
ed of her children.
As to the Eucharist, this is
most gloriously true, though even
there a man will be helped by
going as far into the doctrine as
the Church can take him, that
he may know better by what food
his soul lives.
BUT AS TO the truths, I am
not at all so sure. Some mon-
strous shapes flit about the Cath-
olic mind: I remember an edu-
cated Catholic who was asked
how God could be In three Per-
sons and answered, “God is
omnipotent, and can be in as
many persons as He likes”; and
another who, having broken his
fast and wishing to go to Com-
munion, thought it would be all
right provided he went to con-
fession first; and having kept no
record, I cannot tell the number
of times I have beard the phrase,
“The poor Holy Ghost; He is so
neglected”—that is, He does not
get much of our attention and
must make out as best He can
with the company of the Father
and the Sonl
Le< us not laker this. A Cath-
olic, thank God, never can be
wholly unnourished or wholly
in the dark. But be may be
living an undernourished life
In the half-dark, and that is a
Pity.
Latin America Drive
Heads Red Projects
By Louis F. Budenz
Unless the U.S. stops acting
like the yokel who bought the
Brooklyn Bridge, as we did when
we welcomed Khrushchev, wc
are in for a series of major ca
la mi ties.
We can as-
sume, for in-
stance. that the
following will
result out of
more agree-
ments for So
viet cultural
exchanges and
summit confer-
ences: In LaUn
American lands
in particular our embassies will
be wrecked, our envoys manhan-
dled. and our soldiers killed or
kidnapped.
That is a prediction that I
make, out of the present commu-
nist discussion of Moscow's
“peaceful competition" plans,
under which A I Mikoyan with
our blessing has opened the way
for Soviet invasion in trade and
espionage into Latin America.
While he is at work there, the
comrades in Cuba lay scheme*
for spreading "the new rev-
olution," including violent an-
ti-American demonstrations to
be held throughout South Amer-
ica.
Fortunately, we can help halt
this process by letting our Con-
gressmen know that the Ameri-
can people do not favor a sum-
mit conference carried on in the
"spirit of Camp David.”
WE HAVE AT HAND myriads
of material from Kremlin-Peking
sources to testify to the stagger-
ing blow given the US by the
Khrushchev visit. In the New
Times from Moscow, for esample,
we read:
“Khrushchev's UJi. visit
dealt a crushing blow U anti-
Soviet propaganda. For years
reactionary UJi. circles piled
up mountains of lies about the
life of the Soviet people, the
situation in the Soviet Union,
its plans and ambitions. Bor-
rowing from Goebbcls
... the
‘experts’ on Russia and ‘world
communism' methodically poi-
uooed the minds of millions of
Arne tie ana.”
The linking of Goebbcls with
Americans who want to protect
this country is ■ thin device to
| further the idea that the U. S.
is playing the role of Hitlerite
I Germany.
IT IS SIGNIFICANT that the
New Times goes on Immediately
to depict the repercussions from
the Khrushchev visit In Latin
America. This is summed up in
an article quoted from the Mexi
can magazine Sicmprc of Oct. 10,
in which Lombardo Toledano
writes:
"Besides all else, Khrushchev's
U.S. visit made it possible to
show the North American public
the true nature of communism.
In that country, where only a
few years ago the word ‘com-
munism’ was taboo and it was
enough for a man to be suspect-
ed of sympathizing with the so-
cialist doctrine for him to be
flung into prison, the presence
of the leader of the Soviet gov-
ernment and his sincere and lu-
cid utterances evoked the respect
of the majority and the sympa-
thy of the workers for him per-
sonally and for the Soviet Un
ion."
It is upon the basis of this
pro-communist wave that Lom-
bardo Toledano, working hand
in hand with Soviet agents in
Havana, induced the Cuban un-
ions to break their affiliation
with the anti communist Inter-
national Confederation of Free-
Trade Unions.
Toledano and his Soviet allies
got the Cuban group allegedly to
join a local Latin American “rev-
olutionary federation." This act
prepares the way for final entry
into the communist-controlled
World Federation of Trade Un-
ions
THOSE WHO OPPOSE this
process in the U. S. will shortly
be accused of being “faaclsta”
and “witch hunters," just as the
same hyaterla was successfully
initiated in the “battle against
McCarthyism." For instance, Po-
litical Affairs terms ail those who
criticized the Khrushchev visit
and who are skeptical about a
summit conference “the reaction-
ary acum of our society . . .
remnants of the McCarthyitea
and professional anti Sovleteers.”
It remains up to ua to rescue
our country from the appease-
ment which is bringing Soviet
rule closer to the shorn of our
country.
THE QUESTION BOX
Mott Moo. WolOor W. Cmrtk, 76 Brood Su. BloomfioU, NJ,
it tditor of Tbo Qtmtioo Bom. Qotttiooi tooy ko tokmittod to kirn
for omturor m tbit colmotm.
Q. Newspaper headlines make
it appear that Princess Soraya
win become a Catholic in order
to many Prince Orsini. Is this
tree?
A. I have no more knowledge
of the intention* of thete two
parties than any one else. How-
ever, there is considerable mis-
understanding of the Church law
in the case. An explanation of
these laws will help our under-
standing.
What prevents the Princess
from marrying the Italian Prince
Raimondo Orsini without becom-
ing a Catholic? Does her former
marriage; or does the fact that
she is not a Catholic and in fact
is not even baptized?
Not the marriage. Because the
Shah of Iran was married before
he attempted the marriage with
Princess Soraya. their union was
not really a marriage at all. He
was bound by his former mar-
riage and thus was not free
marry Soraya. This is as true of
the Shah of Iran as It Is of your
next-door neighbor.
In the eyes of the Church So-
raya is not a married woman but
an unmarried womaiw-Hence her
former union docs not prevent her
entering into a marriage with
Prince Orsini.
But does the fact of her non-
baptism affect the matter? It
does; just as it would in the case
of any girl down the block from
yourself.
Catholics are forbidden to mar-
ry those who are not baptized. In
fact, such an attempted union
would not be a valid marriage
unless the Church first gave a
dispensation from her law forbid-
ding this kind of marriage. Such
a dispensation can be obtained
for an adequate cause.
Thus it is not really necessary
that the Princess become a Cath-
olic in order to marry Prince Or-
sini in the Church. He docs need
a dispensation from the prohibi-
tion or impediment to any mar-
riage of a Catholic with a non-
baptized person. With this dispen-
sation they could marry and she
would (till not be a Catholic.
Of course, if she does become a
Catholic they will both be Cath-
olics, and no dispensation would
be needed.
From this explanation you can
understand two things that have
been misstated in the press.
It has been stated that if the
Princess becomes a Catholic the
Church will consider her mar*
riage to the Shah as no longer
binding. This is not tros. The
CLnrch at the present time, while
Princes* Soraya is not a Catholic,
would consider her as unmarried
since the Shah was a married
man at the time he wed her,
since his true wife was still alive.
Therefore, there is not to be ap-
plied here the law of the Paulino
Privilege. That privilege starts
from a true marriage. The Shah
and the Princess in Catholic law
would not be considered married
to start with.
Therefore it is not necessary
that the Princess become a Cath-
olic to marry again. She could
marry tomorrow; she could mar-
ry anyone. Catholic, Protestant or
pagan, and the Church would con-
sider that marriage a true one.
Thus to marry Prince Orsini
she needs cither the dispensation
granted him to marry one who is
not baptized; or she may remove
the obstacle by becoming a Cath-
olic.
We hope she chooses to become
a Catholic for this is the true re*
ligion. Besides, happiness is best
found between married partners
who share the same true faith.
We can assure our friends who
are not Catholics that the Prin-
cess does not have to '.tecome a
Catholic to marry; ,nd In fact
that no priest would accept her
into the Catholic Faith until she
has been instructed in the truths
of that Faith and under the gift
of Faith has accepted these as
the true teachings of Christ, and
the Catholic Church as the one
true Church.
In this she is not different from
any girl that you may know who
is not baptized and wishes to mar-
ry a Catholic boy The Princess
gets publicity because newspa-
pers have a false set of values;
but the law of the Church is no
different for her than for any
other girl in the world like her.
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In YourPrayers
remember these, your deceased
priests:
Archdiocese of Netcark
Rev. Walter Rolbiecki, 0.F.M.,
Dec. 19. 1957
Rev. Camillus Mondorf, Dec,
21, 1914
Rev. Charles A. McCarthy,
Dec. 21. 1920
Rev. William A. Brothers, Dec.
22. 1913
Rev. Peter Kramer, O.Carm.,.
Dec. 23, 1951
Rt. Rev. Msgr. Frederic C.
O'Neill, Dec. 24. 1951
Rev. Matthias J. Boylan, Dec.
24, 1956
Diocese of Paterson
Rev. George J. Crone, Dec. 19,
1957
Rev. Francis X. Daisey, Dec.
21, 1943
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The Wise Men: Who
, When, Where, Why?
By Ed Grant
ND THEREUPON certain Wise Men came
out of the east to Jerusalem,who asked,
‘Where is he that has been born, the
King of the Jews? We have seen His
star out in the east, and we have come
to worship Him’ ” (Matt. 2, 1-12, Knox
translation).
1 Among the human and divine mys-
teries which surround Christmas, few
have produced more varying and pic-
turesque legends through the centuries
th»n that of the Wiae Men.
What were they, who were they,
from where did they come, how
die they make their Journey,
▼ ben did they arrive and, moit
important of all, why did they
come?
It is a mystery which has
oc- upied Fathers and Doctors
of the Church, and Scriptural
experts for more than 2,000
years. No one pretends to know
all the answers Ic a story told
in a dozen brief veraes in the
second chapter of Matthew's
Gospel. Distinguished scholars
disagree on the time of the
\isit and no one is sure of the
number or names of the visi-
tors.
Taking the above questions
in turn, and using the Catholic
I ncyclopedia, the Gospel Story
of the late Msgr. Ronald Knox
and Rev. Ronald Cox and Rev.
Trancis X. Weiser's Christmas
Look, as references, we shall
attempt to somewhat clarify
the mystery.
• What were the Wise Men?
—The Magi (or Wise Men)
were probably a priestly caste
r.f Persia, rulers of that coun-
tiy for a short period before
Darius. They continued to
flourish after their political de-
ft at, and were highly esteemed
for their scholarship in
religion, natural sciences, med-
icine, astronomy and astrology.
None of the Fathers of the
Church held the Magi to be
kings, though early ChrisUan
tradition so identified them.
The probable reason for this
v»» a Biblical prophecy
which described the conver-
sion of the pagans. "The
kings of Tharsis and the is-
lands shall offer presents;
the kings of the Arabians and
oi Saba shall bring gifts.”
(Psalms 71, 10).
Nor were they magicians,
though the common Biblical
irterpretation of the Greek
word "magi” is magician.
Their religion was that of
Zoroaster and forbade sorcery.
They were, however, skilled in
astrology and it was their in-
terest in this pseudo - science
which was an occasion of their
trip to Bethlehem.
• Who were the Wise Men?
—Though tradition commonly
lists three Wise Men and
names them as Caspar (Kas-
per), Melchior and Balthasar,
actually there is no evidence
as to what their number was.
Early Oriental Christians had
the tradition of 12 Magi, early
Christian art showed various
numbers (two, three, four or
eight).
There are two major rea-
sons why tradition eventually
settled on the number three.
First, that was the number of
gifts presented to the Child
and named by Matthew: gold,
frankincense and myrrh. Sec-
ond, there was an early leg-
end that they represented the
three great races descended
from the sons of Noah: Sem,
Cham (Ham) and Japbet.
The names of the Wise Men
i ppeared in an early Martyrol-
egy, with St. Caspar's feast
on Jan. 1, St. Melchior on Jan.
0 and St. Balthasar on Jan. 11.
At Arian . legend of the sixth
century is responsible for the
story that they were, in later
life, baptized by St. Thomas,
later became Bishops and were
reunited toward the end of
their life.
• From where did they
come?—Beyond the
notation that they came from
"the east" nothing is certain.
However, it is known that only
Media, Persia, Assyria and
Babylonia had magian priest-
-1oods at the time of Christ's
birth, so it seems they came
ftom part of what was then
the Parthian empire, uncon-
quered by Rome.
• How did they make their
journey?—Since a good part of
tiieir route lay over deserts,
the journey was no doubt made
by camel. They crossed the
Syrian desert to Damascus and
took what later became the
great Mecca pilgrims' route,
staying to the east of the Sea
of Galilee until they crossed
the ford near Jericho.
• When did they arrive?
—The liturgical celebration of
the visit is Epiphany (Jan. 6),
tut it aeems certain that their
arrival was more than a mere
11 days after the birth of.the
Child. More than likely, it was
after the presentation and, ac-
coiding to Matthew, just be-
fore the flight into Egypt.
Probably, the visit took
place between three and 13
months after Christ’s birth.
The Jenraey itself canid have
taken three to 11 months by
camel and there Is no way
o' knowing whether the star
rppeared before, at the enact
time of, or )nst after Christ-
mas,
Certainly it was less than
two years after the birth, as
the slaying of the Holy Inno-
cents would prove. Only one
early monument represents the
Child as still in the crib while
the Magi adore—in all others,
He rests on Mary s knee. The
time spacing of the liturgical
dates proves nothing: In the
fourth century, the Oriental
cnurch. celebrated Christmas,
rdoration and baptism all to-
gether on Jan. 6.
• Why did they come?—
This question must have two
answers: the human reason
r&d the Divine reason. As to
the former, the Magi were, as
mentioned above,, astrologers.
Their own philosophy, though
erroneous, led them to the
journey. It postulated a heav-
enly complement to man’s
earthly self to make complete
the human personality.
They were also familiar with
the Messianic prophecies from
the Jewish population still re-
maining in Babylon since the
days of the Captivity. At the
time of Christ’s birth, there
was general unrest in the Ro-
man Empire and expectation
ot a golden age and great de-
liverer.
All of this, coupled with the
sudden appearance of the star,
led to the journey. (Nor must
the possibility of a Divine reve-
lation that the star meant the
birth of a King who was very
Cod be ruled out.)
That the star itself was
mlracnloas Is almost certain,
despite modern attempts to
explain it assay as a conjunc-
tion of two planets. Its an-
usaai behavior—moving con-
stantly la the sky, disappear-
ing and then reappearing—-
cannot easily be explained.
As to the Divine reason for
the visit, this can, of course,
not be fully known to anyone
in this life. But it is reasonable
to say that, just as the shep-
herds at the crib were the
authentic representatives of Is-
rael. so were the Wise Men
the representatives of all those
legions beyond the Hebrew na-
tion itself to which He came.
Jnst what did happen to the
V.ise Men after they obeyed
tLe warning of the angel to
rclurn home by another mute
and avoid Herod is not known.
The legend of St. Thomas may
or may not be true. It is also
said that their burial place was
at Sewa, and it is claimed that
relics of them now lie in the
cathedral of Cologne relics
discovered by St. Helena and
b» ought by her to Constanti-
nople, transferred to Milan in
the fifth century and to Cologne
in 1163.
One last point. The gifts
which the Magi brought to
the Child were in keeping
with Oriental custom. St.
Bede (735) recorded an early
legend which had Melchior
give gold as to his king,
Gaspar incense as homage
dne divinity and Balthasar
myrrh prefiguring the death
of the Son of Man.
Whatever their significance,
these were the first Christmas
gifts.
Bonus
This page is an extra Christ-
mas bonus for you, reader. A
whole section on Christmas cus-
toms for your home follows.
Because of the Christmas
Supplement some regular fea-
tures of The Advocate have
been held out this week.
MADE AT HOME: The creche is the most popular way of retelling the story of the
Nativity. Above Mrs. George Belrel of Maplewood arranges ceramic figures she
made herself in a stable constructed by her husband.
CHRISTMAS STORY: Ma-
ny families have a tradi-
tion of reading the story of
the Divine Birth on Christ-
mas Eve as Mrs. Harry
Callaghan of Orange, cen-
ter, is doing here for her
children, Betsy, 6, Kathy,
10, Dorothy, 3, Patricia, 15
months, Anne, 2 t Mary El-
len, 11, Danny, 4, and
Eileen, 7.
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In the spirit of the
wise men,
come let us adore Him
... lifting our
hearts with the joyous
promise of His
message.
360 Central Ave., Newark
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SAVE MORE
EARN MORE
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PAID ON EVERY DOLLAR*
STARTING JANUARY 1960
TVn»t Company of New Jersey offer* you bi|(er reasons to
Start inf January Ist, “TC" Savin*s Accounts will
••Ta at the rata of 3% a yaar—credited and compounded semi-an-
aoally. ‘And remember...interest U paid on tvery dollar on deposit
•ben your be lento is 110 or more.
Coma in to any of our 12 office*. Open your "TC” Savinf* Ac-
count with aa little aa 11, aa much as you please. You can open an
account In your name alone - in your name in trust for a child or
adult in two names aa a Joint Account. AU deposits are insured
up ta 110,000 by the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation.
10 CORA INTtRUT DAYS IN JANUARY
•*eee» as esses* la a ”TC~ IsSup Account on or before January 10th trill
asm Momrt hem January Ist
Z 2
'llrust (£. ompany
oi New Jersey
“stnscr . gjcgUm
A'**** M ii iccaucus
ics£U««4tL “waana?" 4 -
Thomas ORGANS
PRICES START AT $599.50
• More Fun
• More Features
• More Organ
for your money
2 MANUAL ORGAN
from $799.50
CHORD ORGANS
from $119.50
The Family Gift for a
Merry Christmas
SEE-HEAR-PLAY • TERMS ARRANGED
a PIANO mahes an
ideal family gift for a
JVIERRY.
CHRISTMAS
TO ALL
Styles and finishes
for every taste.
KNIGHT • ESTEY • YAMAHA
The Finest Piano’s In the World!
You can see and hear the superb quality yourself.
Come in and make your selection NOW!
FOR CHRISTMAS DELIVERY
wtcio s595" TUMIAMANOID
LORD PIANO CO.
650 Eagle Rock Ave., West Orange RE 1-3310
Open Daily 9 A M. - 9 P.M.
ONE TRAFFIC UGHT WEST OF PAL’S CABIN
RELIGIOUS
GIFTS
BIBLES
FOR MISSALS
CHRISTMAS ROSARIES
STATUES
CRUCIFIXES
MEDALS & CHAINS
NATIVITY SETS
CATHOLIC BOOKS
Jerome J. Stanley
♦ CHURCH GOODs *
,*/A 7-5071 N. v. i■ i N J
evyOuuathuu
From
NUTLEY SAVINGS
May w« cxttnd our warmest wishes for o cheerful end
joyout Christmas for oil. And especially to the thouiands
of old friends wHom good will and confidence we Karo
treasured over the yeon. and tKe counties* new friends we
Kore mode this year.
Anticipated
lUR' Account! Ini
0 On Your
>»ortin| January lot, It4o
t*H Inturod Up It 110.000
244 CHESTNUT STREET NUTIEY N 1
itnstia?
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ASSORTED BUTTER COOKIES, ANISE DROPS,
CRISP DELIGHTFUL MACAROONS, SPICE
DROPS. CHOCOLATE, COCONUTSPINGLES
ALL KINDS OF CHOCOLATE DIPS
Baked, Dipped and Packaged by GRATZEL'S
Our own recipe for batter and icing anurei you of quality
holiday cookie*. Attractively packaged in tin*, u*eful container* or
gaily decorated boxet, our cookie a»*ortment» make an ideal
ho*te*s gift or remembrance for relative*.
OLD FASHIONED GINGER BREAD HOUSE
Gift packed . . . Sturdy containers available
which offer protection during transportation.
ALSO
GINGER BREAD MEN or SANTA CLAUS
•V
EVERYBODY LIKES OUR
FHUIT CSKE
Packed in Decorative Gift Boxes
lt'» chockful of fine fruit* and nut* and it delicately
flavored to give that delightful taste which make* you
(mack your lip*. Keep tome of our Holiday Fruit Cake
on hand to »erve to unexpected guetti
...
for Sunday
evening (upper , . . Buy it In tpecial holiday package*
for u»e a* gift*.
GRATZEL’S
474 CEDAR LANE TEANECK
TEaneck 6-4049
CLOSED EVERY SUNDAY & CHRISTMAS DAY
c
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JUST 7 DAYS TILL CHRISTMAS!
Packard's open every night thru December 23rd
—4 excitinggift-ladenfloors toshop! (Closed Sun.)
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LUXURY CASHMERE SWEATERS
Comp, values to fZt.OO! Heavenly
soft the very sweaters she’s
always coveted. Classic cardi-
gans. pullovers all full-fash-
ioned. Beige, green, grey, blue,
black; sizes 34 to 40.
Sportawear • Second Floor
10.99
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Men's INSULATED CHUKKA BOOTS
Comp. 5 H Value! Great gift for the.
outdoor man— foam rubber padded’
thruout: Wavy nbbed rubber soles
•cuff and water-resistant uppers.
black or wine; 6V4 to 12.
ISra'i SWi • Second Floor
3.99
b
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Mm's $5. LEATHER WALLETS
group including cow-
hides, pigskins, luxury Moroccos!
With currency compartments, “win.
dowt'* lor burin— cards, pictures.
Brown, black; excellent gift!
2”
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MISSES' LUXURY SLACKS to $7.95
Gift-perfect for her leisure hours
nicely tailored slacks in plaids, solids
—some machine washable. 100%
wools, wool-blends in the group. Sizes'
10 to 18.
Sportswear • Second Floor
4.99
r
"DUTCHESS 11 LUSTRE PEARLS
Comp. 13.00 values! Her favorites
single row necklaces to 5-row bibs . . .
matching button or shower-type earrings
at 89c pr. Magnum-size—makes an “ex-
tra-special”gift.
Jewelry • Main Floor
1.39
.
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Men's FINE LINEN HANDKERCHIEFS
Usually ft a box! Pure Irish
linen hankies —; always a
favorite with men of dis-
cerning tastes. Attractive
TV gift package. At this low
price you’ll want several.
Moa’s Shop « Mala Floor
BOX OF
3 for j.39
1
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LOVELY $5. GIFT HANDBAGS
Christmas is “in the bag” with these
beauties! Many shapes incl. carryalls,
top-handle and envelope types. Some
with inside zippers, leather lining,
•Plus tax.
. Accessories • Main Floor
4.44
$11.95 CURON-INSULATED SKATES
Arena-type for teens, women; whitei
elk uppers, plaid lining. 4 to 10. Men’s'
Sc big-boy’s figure skates in black,j
sizes 6 to 12. Both with quality Cana*"
dian steel blades.
Shoes • Second Floor
8-88
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MEN'S $5. FLANNEL PAJAMAS
One of America’s most-famous brands.
Sanforized cotton flannelette pajamas^
—popular coat and middy styles.
Blue, grey, brown; B-C-D sizes. Look
for the famous labels!
Men's Shop • Mala Floor
3.99
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MEN S "NAME" SLIPPERS to $6.99
Special Purchase! We cannot mention
the famous maker’s name— but the
label is in every slipper! Choice of
scuffs or step-ins; finest leather up-
pers Crepe or hard soles. 7 to 12.
Men’* Shoes • Second Floor
3 .99
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BOYS' 2.59 FLANNEL PAJAMAS
A really warm gift! Sanforized cotton
flannelette that's wash-fast Coat or mid-
dy-top style. Attractive patterns; sizes
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SHRINE: A statue of the Infant Jesus, a candle into whose base are carved color-
ful figures of the Holy Family, and a snowy poinsettia to recall the Star of Beth-
lehem, are given a place of honor in a home, and little Maggie Karas, 2, of East
Orange, learns something about Christmas
Cover Design
Is Exclusive
The cover of The Advocate's
1*» Christmas Supplement is
an origin*! piece of art done
especially for The Advocate bjr
Virginia Broderick, noted Cath-
olic artist of Wisconsin.
The portrayal of the Holy
Family is designed to keynote
the theme of the 1959 Christ-
mas Supplement, presenting as
it does ideas for bringing the
holiness of Christmas vividly
into the homes of North Jer-
sey families.
The teat is composed of Gos-
pel descriptions of St. Joseph,
the Blessed Virgin Mary, and
the Child Jesus.
,
The figures of 20th-century
people silhouetted In the lower
left section of the layout sug-
gest the liturgical participation
in the mystery of the Incarna-
tion which is possible to us.
Mrs. Broderick is also the
artist of the lettering on Page 1
of this issue, which is also an
exclusive to The Advocate.
This Christmas issue marks
the second time The Advocate
has used color plates. The first
was the 1958 Christmas issue,
which also featured original art
by Mrs. Broderick.
Families Are Urged
To Live the Liturgy
A workshop on “Liturgy and Family Life” at the 19th
North American Liturgical Week held in Cincinnati Aug.
18-21. 1958, reached these conclusions:
“1. Quasi-liturgical practices in the home are exter-
nal acts which make spiritual ideas real and vivid. The
external ii easily aeen and en-
joyed but rnuat often be referred
back to the spiritual idea which
is its cause.
"Because of the involvement
of the whole person, these prac-
tices can be an excellent means
of education.
“2. Liturgical practices of the
Church year in the family add a
fullness to Christian life and
make the soul ready for the par-
ticular grace of the season.
“I. Participation in the family
devotions is worship in a private
limited sense but ss such csn be
m source of grsce. The home
practice reflects the feast in the
Church snd becomes an occasion
for prayer and praise of God.
“4. For more sdult families,
prsyers centered in the official
liturgy of the Church wen rec-
ommended. This would then de-
velop understanding and appre-
ciation for the Psalms and Scrip-
ture readings thst are used in
the official worship.
“It Was concluded unanimously
thst we all need a practical liv-
ing out of the liturgy both in
the home and the religious com-
munity so that we may come to
celebrate the official liturgy
more fully.”
The report of the workshop,
printed in "The Church Yeat“
published by The Liturgical Con-
ference, Inc., Elsberry. Mo.,
also stated:
“It will do little good to preach
liturgy unlen it b« carried out
tint and laat by the family. The
private devotion* and practice*
of the family prepare and edu
cate for deeper participation In
the official liturgy of the Church.
“Before the very email child
can be plunged into the 'public
minion' of Chriit he need* prac-
tice and exerciae in preparation,"
the Liturgical Conference add*.
“After the family ha* experi-
enced the action of the liturgy,
it la again in the family that the
•live out’ their aacrifkce."
THE BISHOP'S CHAPEL: Bishop McNulty contemplates the shrioe in his private
chapel which tells the Nativity story with the statue of Mary and the figure of the
Infant Christ swathed in satin and surrounded by snowy polnsettias, a tall candle
and fresh evergreen trees.
THE ARCHBISHOP’S CRECHE: Archbishop Boland prays before the traditional Nativity scene in the chapel of
his home during the Christmas season.
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Little Church
HE HOME has long been called “a little
church.”
It is said that the entire Church
year can be acted out right in the home.
But how? And what does “a little
church” really mean?
This 1959 Christmas Supplement
to The-Advocate is an attempt to show
how Christmas can come alive in the
home, how points of the liturgy can be
dramatized for the education of children
and the inspiration of adults.
All the customs described in this Christmas Sup-
plement are enacted in Catholic homes of North Jer-
/ sey. There- are many, many more families here who
use these and other customs to create a kind of home
liturgy for Christmas.
Many of the customs are ancient ones, some re-
vived intact and others adapted to modern use and
to the individual family. Other customs are new,
some of them original with the particular family.
Some are based directly on the liturgy, incorporating
readings ftom the Mass and prompted by the Church
calendar. Otfysrs are simple childlike expressions of
faith in the momentous mystery of the Incarnation.
In many cases it has been the children who have
created the customs. When children tingle with an
awareness of the meaning of Christmas it is natural
for them to want to act out the Bethlehem story, to
~
sing "Happy Birthday” to the Christ Child, to move
the figures of Mary and Joseph closer to the creche
as Advent wanes.
Once upon a time every Christian home was busy
with Christian ritual. Home customs kept pace with
the liturgical year; certain foods on the table on cer-
tain feast days prompted discussion of the virtues of
saints; even games hinged on the seasonal cycle of the
Church to bring playtime also into its proper focus
in the Christian life.
Hardly by coincidence, that time was not afflicted
with the scourge of pagan materialism, as is our time.
So, it is the fear of what modern materialism can
do to them that is sending families back to the old way
the way- which wrapped a gentle mantle of
Christian atmosphere around the total life of every
member of the family and kept him warm and secure
in the life and love of God.
This Christmas Supplement Invites you to visit
some of the families who have caught the spirit and
are trying to build their own ‘‘little church."
Perhaps you are building too . . . and will dis-
cover in these pages some can use.
That was the hope of The Advocate as we plan-
ned this Supplement—our Christmas gift to you.
DOLLARS or
SENSE?
The eye physician offers
a knowledge the value of
which cannot be computed
in dollars or ceVits.
And with KEEGAN the
Guild Optician who renders
a complete eye care service
that is unsurpassed. You
don't gamble.
Take our advice, consult
your eye physician for all
iye conditions.
SHOULD YOU NEED
GLASSES COME TO US
The Optician
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Christmas Lasts 12 Days
By Joe Thomas
HE SON of God became man and gave the
Church one of its greatest and most
beautiful mysteries, the mystery of the
Incarnation, divinity clothed in flesh.
Theologians have plumbed the
depths of the mystery to the extent
that a human mind can comprehend
any supernatural mystery for cen-
turies. But children are not theologians
and so modern parents face this dilem-
ma;
How beit to present the mystery so that it can be grasped
by children while the world about them seeks to obliterate the
very essence of Christmas the Nativity, the birth of Jesus.
THE ROBERT J. VOGELS are among the parents who
are finding the answer in the symbolism and liturgy of Christ-
mas adapted to Christmas customs. Step by step they are build-
ing their own ritual, based upon the liturgy of the Church, the
newest phase of which will be a set of customs for the 12
Days of Christmas to begin this year.
Gina Vogel sat easily in the spacious living room of their
Glen Ridge home, explaining what she and her husband
and their six children have done in the past, what they
hope to try this year.
As she told of the Advent wreath, the manger that lies
empty until Christmas Eve, the family ceremony at which Dad
blesses the Christmas tree, the impression filtered through that
Christmas is nevertheless a happy, carefree time at 163
Ridgewood Ave. not a period of formalistic pious ritual
mandated by stuffy parents.
'THESE CEREMONIES HAVE to be informal, natural
rather than forced, or we discard them,” she explained.
And the informality has proved contagious. For many
years the children Mary Elizabeth, 11; Christine, 9; Bobby,
8; Gina, 6; Mark, 4; David, 2-1/2 have "staged,” without
prompting, their own Nativity play for an Invited audience of
two Mom and Dad.
Mary Elizabeth and Christine are the "producers," Mary
Elizabeth having organized the first production when in kinder-
garten. Assigned to play the Blessed Mother in a class play
at Sacred Heart School, Bloomfield, she was so fired with
theatrics that nothing would do but she organize her own
troupe among the smaller Vogels.
Each year since then all the children have been given a
role to play, usually the same part they are to take at school.
Their dialogue is somehow worked in to make a whole that,
while amateurish, Mom and Dad can't wait to see unveiled.
There are other customs night prayers before the
manger followed by a caroling session with Mary Elizabeth
providing the piano accompaniment; erection of the tree its
blessing and lighting being withheld until Christmas Eve, the
symbolism of the latter ceremony explained by the fact that
Christ is the “Light of the World.”
THIS YEAR SOME new customs will be tried as the Vogels
attempt to make their Christmas celebration coincide even
more with the story of the Nativity as mapped out in the liturgy
of the Church.
“The real Christmas feast," Gina outlines, "is only begin-
ning on Christmas. It continues right up to Epiphany and in
the past we've been missing much of the symbolism.”
This year she and her husband hope to rectify th^t.
TO START WITH, the Vogels won't place the Three Wise
Men in the manger on Christmas Eve, but will spot them
elsewhere in the house. With the children doing the navigation
the Vogels will see that the journey carries the Three Kings
through the 12 days before arrival at the crib with their gifts.
The Vogels also hope to introduce something from the
Proper of each day's Mass, probably the prayer preceding the
Epistle, into their daily Christmas celebration. Right now the
plan la to have Mr. vogel read the selected part following
grace after meals. Then the youngsters can ask any questions
the prayer prompts in their minds.
“We hope by this to encourage the children to think about
the prayer and to express themselves,” says Gina. She thinks
the Feasts of St. Stephen and St. John will provide particularly
good opportunities in this regard.
THE MOST AMBITIOUS of the daily customs will center
w the Feast of the Holy Innocents, Dec. ttl. This was chosen
because the Holy Innocents are the patrons of children and
the Vogels felt this would make the moat lasting impression
on their own children.
After supper that night, the Gospel for the feast will be
read and the story of King Herod's cruelty in ordering the
death of all children under two will be told.
A Urge red Christ candle, which will first be Ut on Christ-
naa Day, again symbolizing Christ, the “Light of the World,"
will be used as a centerpiece. Six white candles will be ar-
rw*f*d •™ uad W and after Grace and the reading of the Goepel
will take a candle, lighting It from the Christ
wutitJ TM,B * lh * ir ~tber wlu explain the sym
•huM* of the ceremony. "We want to gat across to them the
idea that as each of them received their life from Christ
they should live for Him and possibly even die for Him asthe Holy Innocents did,” Gina explains.
Later, after evening prayers arc said around the manger,
again with the Christ candle lit. Bob Vogel will give each of
the children his blessing. Gina secs this pracUce strengthen-
ing her husband's authority in the family and expresses the
hope that it will lead the children "to ask for their father's
blessing each evening."
Again she stresses that the custom “can't be forced, it
must be natural to be effective."
For the Vogels, former chairmen of the Archdiocesan
Cana Committee, all these customs have a two-fold purpose
One is to give honor and glory to God. The other, explains
Gina, “la to teach us all a litUe bit more about the
Incarnation.”
A BLESSING FROM DAO: Bob Vogel gives the tradi-
tional father’s blessing to Ms oldest son, Bobby, on
the Feast of the Holy Innocents. Waiting their turn for
the blessing are Mark and David in front row, Gina
Christine and Mary Elizabeth, from left, behind them,
The blessing affirms dad’s headship of the home.
LIGHT AND LIFE FROM CHERIST: Gina Vogel, center, helps David light his own candle from the large red
Christ candle, symbolizing the Light of the World.” The other children, from left, are: Gina, Mary Elizabeth,
Bobby, Christine and Mark.
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Our Own Imported Nativity Set
This set Is the work of skilled Italian craftsmen. Eleven
5-inch high figures reproduced in glowingcolors, meticulous-
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and animals. It’s an inspiring Christmas gift complete with
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NIGHT PRAERS: Mary and
Joseph reach the desk on their
journey and the Bradshaws say
eveningprayers there. From left,
John, Tom Sr., Tom Jr., Mary
Ann and Joan with Julie Mary.
Children Like to Make the Journey
To Bethlehem With Mary, Joseph
By June Dwyer
T TAKES four weeks to walk around the
Bradshaw house in Jersey City this
time of the year. Not that the rooms
are so large; it is just that the journey
has been planned to last through the
weeks of Advent and end on Christmas
Eve at the stable on the living room
table.
It has all been a wonderful adven-
ture. The first night of Advent, the
Bradshaw children took the statue of
St. Anne down from the little
•hrine they have erected on
the dining room chest. (The
ihrinc is changed each month
during the year, and the fam-
ily gathers here to say night
prayers.) The little Nativity
figures of Mary, Joseph and
the donkey carrying his load
of twigs were placed in the
ahrine.
After the Advent wreath
candles had been lit and the
prayers had been said, the
children picked up the statues
and moved them to the end
of the chest. It was the start
of the journey to Bethlehem
that would take the figurines
from table to bookcase to stool
until, on Christmas Eve, they
and the family would be at the
crib.
• WE ARE TRYING to show
the children that Christmas
isn't something that just hap-
pened,” said Joan Bradshaw,
better known as Mom. "This is
like a play. The children seem
to understand better when they
can act it out.”
There isn't any problem yet
as to which of the children
will move which statue. Little
John Christopher, 3, was com-
pletely captivated by the little
donkey which he holds close to
him each night as he moves it
toward the stable.
Mary Ann, 5, naturally has
the honor of holding Mary,
and Thomas Michael, who Is
the big brother at 4, proudly
carries Joseph. Eight-month-
old Jnlie Mary just sits on
her father’s knee and
watches.
On Christmas Eve, after
Tom, as head of the house,
has prepared the stable. Joan
will have the honor of placing
the Christ Child in the manger
—for she is the Mary of the
home.
The custom was brought to
the attention oi the family in
an article in a Cana news-
letter. "Other families move
the figurines down staircases,"
Tom Sr. explains, "but since
we live on one floor we thought
we’d try It this way.”
"We had to remember too.”
he continued, "that with small
children crawling around, any
objects on the floor would be
a big temptation."
"Yes," laughed Joan, "we
wanted to make sure that
Mary and Joseph arrived at
the stable in one piece.”
ANOTHER CUSTOM that
came into use in the Bradshaw
family this year is the placing
of straw in the manger. Each
night following prayers each
child may place as many
pieces of straw in the Babe’s
bed as he has made sacri-
fices or done good works dur-
ing the day.
"We're not so sure yet how
this is going to work out,”
Joan Bradshaw admitted. “We
don't want this to turn into a
competition. But we're trying.
It is a way to show the children
that they can really do things
for the Baby Jesus.”
The spirit of sharing with
others is also carried out by
the elder Bradshaws during
the year. Tom is a teacher at
Snyder High School and finds
time to teach too in the parish
Confraternity of Christian Doc-
trine program.
Christmas customs abound
in the Bradshaw home. The
Advent wreath has been lit
and the Advent prayer faith-
fully said each night by the
family. The story of the star
and the stable and the shep-
herds has already been told
and retold. The traditions
will grow and grow as the
children are able to accept
them and as the Bradshaws
feel they can adapt them Into
their own family.
Christmas at the Bradshaws
lasts a long time; not only as
long as the needles on the
Christmas tree, but longer in
the little minds that are so full
of the journey to Bethlehem
that they took wit • Mary,
Joseph, the little donkey and
their own family.
JOURNEY: Each night Mary and Joseph move closer to the stable. Above, Mary
Ann Bradshaw with figurine of Mary, Tom with Joseph, and John Christopher with
their donkey.
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Clifton Children Find the Christ Child in Their Midst
By Anne Mae Buckley
NINE-year-old named
Carol-lights a white
candle and begins
to walk slowly
, through the rooms
; of a split-level
home, her face
) aglow above the
dancing flame.
Behind her is
her brother, Billy,
9, erect and aerinua, bearing a small
plaster figure of St Joseph.
Next Raymond. 12. gently cradling
the statue of the Virgin Mary in hands
more used to tying scout knots and
fielding baseballs.
Then Donna. 6, carrying another
candle and smiling at the figure of the
Infant Jesus in the hands of Claire,
2-1/2, who has been given the honor of
carrying it this Christmas because it is
her first year as a member of thr pro-
cession.
~
Last is Anita Ccsaletti, their moth-
er, who is carrying the crib in which
the Infant will repose, and whose eyes,
as they watch the other members of
the procession, arc just a little- bit
moist.
"Silent Night” gets still another
rendition by clear young voices. And
the Christ Child is once more placed in
His manger—this time on the mantel
in the living room of the Raymond
Cesalettis of Clifton.
This is the Christmas Eve tradition
at their house. Each year the order of
procession changes to give each child
a chance to carry a different figurine—-
and to admit newcomers. Next year
little Jean, nine months old, is sched-
uled to join the group.
WITH THE HOLY Family safely
Installed in the waiting stable which
has graced the mantel since the First
Sunday of Advent, the children, one by
one, present to the Christ Child the
token of their Advent preparations—-
their paper candles studded with gum-
med gold stars, one for each kind deed
done for someone in the family to
honor Him. This is an adaptation of an
old German custom called Christkindel
(Christ Child).
The stars may represent the mak-
ing of brother's bed, dishes washed
when it was sister’s turn, breakfast
prepared for Dad. But at the moment
of presentation at the stable, each star
la a precious gift for the God-Man
fashioned lovingly by a devoted sub-
ject.
r
NEXT MORNING, when Christmas
dawns, the Cesaletti clan is off to Mass
at St. Philip’s, and Christmas Com-
munion (those who are old enough) and
then home again for the Birthday
Breakfast for the Child Jesus. Another
large candle burns at the breakfast
table, sweet buns give a festive touch,
and “Happy Birthday, Dear Jesus,” is
sung as it would be at the birthday
of anyone else who lives there.
Then, and only then, do the chil-
dren approach the Christmas tree in
search of their Christmas gifts. Every-
one knows the gifts are just a post-
script to the really important rituals
of Christmas.
“WHEN WE BEGAN our Christ-
mas customs six years ago," Anita
Cesaletti recalls, "I never dreamed
they would work the way they have.
I thought the children would be just as
materialistic about their gifts as
ever ...”
Since then the young mother’s
eyes have widened in surprise on a
number of occasions, and a lump has
come into her throat more than once.
Sitting quietly reviewing the activities
of one Christmas day, after the chil-
dren had gone to sleep, Anita Ccsalct"
was enveloped in a sense of peace she
had never known before.
“This is it,” she said to her hus-
band, Ray. “This really works.”
THE CESALETTIS begin to pre-
pare for Christmas even before Advent
starts.
A session at the kitchen table
turns sheets of colored construction
p.per into candles—one for each mem-
ber of the family, graduating in size
from the tiniest for Baby Jean to the
largest for Mother and Dad. These are
decorated with crayon (“There is al-
ways some tearing up and starting
over,” Anita Cesaletti notes) and taped
to the mantel.
Each week there is a drawing of
names—when Carol draws Billy's name
she knows that Billy will represent the
Christ Child for her this week, and she
will do all she can to help him by her
own small sacrifices. Bat Billy will
not know—unless he guesses when he
finds his bed made, or his room tidied
—whose Christkindel he is this week.
Meanwhile, he may be busy helping
litUe Claire with hef daily chore, pick-
ing up the toys in the dining room be-
fore supper, because he has drawn her
name and she is the Christ Child for
him this week.
For their mother it may be a little
more difficult to perform her services
for her Christkindel because of the ne-
cessity of avoiding a feeling of favor-
ites. But someone will get one hug ex-
tra—or one “wack” less, as circum-
stances may dictate—when Mom has
drawn his name as Christkindel for the
week.
EACH EVENING each member of
the family pastes to his candle a littll
gold star for each act of kindness done
to another in the name of the Christ
Child. At the end of Advent the can-
dles are smothered with gold.
“I can't explain the peace and
beauty this custom brings to our home
during this time of year,” Anita Cesa-
letti says, with still a little edge of
surprise to her voice. “Seeing these
evidences of spiritual growth in my
children is my Christmas present
every year.”
AT THE START of Advent the
Advent wreath takes its place encir-
cling the statue of the Blessed Virgin
in the dining room. Before it the fam-
ily evening prayers are recited. It was
while the family knelt saying the Ros-
ary by the dim light of the Advent
candles one evening that Felix Sandri,
Anita Cesaletti's father, arrived with a
visitor from Italy. The visitor wept at
the sight, in gratitude, he said, for the
knowledge that Americans are not as
materialistic as they are made out to
be.
Also at the beginning of Advent,
the Bethlehem stable is erected on the
mantel—with Mary and Joseph and
their donkey just beginning their jour-
ney off at the edge of the book case.
Each day the holy couple are moved
a little closer, until finally on Christ-
mas they are carried in the poignant
little procession around the house and
placed inside the stable.
THE STABLE NESTLES against a
range of rocks gathered by Raymond
Jr. and Billy. Billy finds tiny sticks
for a campfire for the shepherds. Ani-
ta pastes a silver star on the wall
above the stable.
“Anything the children think of to
add to the Nativity scene or to other
Christmas traditions at our house—we
do it,” Anita confides. And one of her
greatest joys comes when one ot the
children will anticipate her in carrying
out a Christmas tradition. This story,
for example:
“ONE MORNING I came down to
find that the Magi bad been moved
into the stable from their spot some
distance away,” she remembers. "I
sild, ‘Well. And who might have dooe
that?’
“Billy grinned and said: ‘WeB. to-
day’s the day they arrived, isn’t it.*
It was, of course, Jan.
“RAISING CHILDREN is a con-
stant, never ending business of train-
ing and educating,” says vuung, pretty
Anita Cesaletti. "Ob, I know they are
being trained in school, but that
doesn’t mean that I can let up for a
minute.”
That is why Anita takes every op-
portunity to teach her little brood—-
sometimes she will read to them from
a spiritual book during dinner, some-
times she wiU lead them In prayers
aloud, and during Advent she will often
sit down with her children and talk to
them about the Birth of Christ and
what the feast of Christmas means to
each of them.
"And the way they respond is an
inspiration to me," she says. “Since
we’ve had our Christmas customs I
have learned a great deal with them
and from them. It has helped me to
be a more peaceful person.”
THEN SOMETIMES. Anita will
look on as one of her older children
explains something about Christmas to
one of the little ones—Billy telling
Donna why the Wise Men must be in
the stable on Jan. 6 for example. And
this is the best part of all, because
this sort of thing gives a mother a
kind of vision into the future.
“I’m thankful because I know my
children will never forget all this,"
she says. “When Christmas comes
someday and I'm not nearby, they’ll
know what it means. Materialism will
never choke Christmas out of their
lives.”
The first time she watched her
children skirt the gift-laden tree with
disinterest on their way to Christ’s
Mass on Christmas morning, Anita
knew that. .
OFFERING: Claire Cesaletti
brings to the Christ Child her
candle studded with a star for
every time she was an extra good
girl while preparing for His
Birthday all during the season of
Advent.
MOTHER EXPLAINS: Mrs. Cesaletti retells the Christmas story
for benefit of Claire, Carol and Donna.
CHRISTKINDEL CUS-
TOM: The Cesaletti chil-
dren, who have spent Ad-
vent doing kind deeds for
each other, survey the
candles on which their
deeds are recorded. They
are, from left, Billy, Carol,
Claire, Donna, Jean, and
Raymond.
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A PERFECT GIFT FOR EVERYONE!
FINEST NAME BRAND QUALITY
MEN'S - LADIES' - CHILDREN'S
HATS AND CAPS
Low Factory Price*
Men'* Finest Genuine Fur-
FELT HATS
>4.00
Reg. 7.50 to $2O
Latest Colors and Styles
Porkies • Ivy League
Shaggies * Precrease
BEAUTIFUL
LADIES' SAMPLE
HATS
>5.00
-at
Large Selection * Latest Styles
Imported Velours * Beaver * Satins * Flowers
Other Fine Hats $2 to $6
IF YOU ARE NOT SURE OF SIZE AND COLOR
BUY OUR GIFT CERTIFICATES
MODERN HATTERS
313 THIRD ST., JERSEY CITY Oldfield 9-9300
A
JANUARY Ist, 1960
COMMERQALTRUST CO.
of New Jersey
WILL INCREASE THE
RATE OF INTEREST
PAID ON
Savings Accounts
To 3 %Per Annum
Nine Convenient Office*
COMMERCIALTRUST CO.
of New Jersey
★ 6 JERSEY CITY OFFICES *
Main: IS Kichanfa PUca 729 Barg— Ava., at Pairtnount Ara.
MO Naw ark Ava, at Plva Carnata 1M Naw ark Ava, naar J array A»a
Ul Grova It, naar Nawark Ava. 113 Jarkiaa Ara, at Wood lawn Ava.
★ S BAYONNE OFFICES ★
129 Broadway, at 9th Btraat
m Broadway, at ISth Btraat 179 Broadway, at 41tt Btraat
ALL BRANCH OFFICES OPEN MONDAY EVENINBS, 7 to S
' SAFI DIPOtIT VAULTS
kUIlt fIBMAL lUUVI • VITIM AMO NMMI MPOMT MIIMOAMOI CMA
FOR CHRISTMAS...
Give the-Pdcture-in-a-Mlnute
Polaroid*Land Camera
Give the Copy-in-a-Minute
Polaroid*Print Copier
\
The gift that makes!
a gift a minute!
With the Polaroid Land Camera, you click the shutter wait 60
seconds —and pull out a great picture for the family album.
And now, with the new Polaroid Print Copier, you can make a copy
for each person in the picture in 60 seconds, too.
Two great gifts. This Christmas give both.
It
AS MIN 11. I
lifel
kCOMPLETE POLAROID GIFT OUTFITS with
NEW 3000 SPEED FILM NEW WINK LIGHT
NEW CARRYING CASE
.00
AS LOW AS DOWN*lO
BUY NOW WHILE STOCKS ARE STILL COMPLETE
...SAVE MORE FOR CASH...
SCHAEFFER CAMERA
89 HALSEY ST., NEWARK, at ’JjJJSjJ
OpenKvtry NightTUI 9 P.M., Sat. Till 5:30
The Feeling for ‘Giving'
A Straw for Every Sacrifice,
Some Buns for an Advent Saint
F AN Advent evening in the Sdmeekloth
home on Bergen St. in Plainfield 8-
year-old Jeffrey tells his 13-year-old
sister:
'TU do the dishes tonight, Kath-
leen, even though it’s your turn. You
have an awful lot of homework.”
It’s not the sort of thing a little
brother is expected to do, of course.
But later as Jeffrey emerges from the
kitchen wiping dampish hands on his
trousers an explanation be-
comes apparent. He approach-
es the creche in the corner of
the room and from a little tin
box he removes a bit of straw
which he places In the empty
manger.
Eight-year old boys can look
like angels when they are do-
ing a thing like that.
BILL AND JEAN Schneek-
loth have nine children; Kath-
leen. 13 Billy, 12, Charles. 9,
Jeff, g, John, 6, Nancy, 5, Pe-
ter, 4. Mary Ellen, 2 and
Michael, 3 months. All but the
smallest have a share in filling
the manger with straw to
cushion the body of the Babe
Who is laid in it on Christmas
Eve.
Each straw represents an
act of kindness or a prayer
or a visit to the Blessed
(Sacrament. In a sense, each
atraw represents a mortifica-
tion, too, because misbehav-
ior daring Advent brings on
the disgrace of having to re-
move a straw from the crib.
The Bethlehem stable is set
up on the first Sunday of Ad-
vent with the Uttle crib empty,
as a reminder to the youngsters
that this is the time to prepare
for the coming of their Redeem-
er. The custom can be
varied to give each child his
own manger, In which he will
find his own Infant on Christ-
mas morning.
“WE TALK often during Ad-
vent," says Jean Schneekloth,
"about the need to do some-
thing for Christ to make our-
selves better in time for Christ-
mas."
"The custom of straws in the
manger has made quite a
change in the children," says
Bill. "It helps take them away
from the idea oT always ‘get-
ting’ and helps inculcate in
them the feeling for ’giving’."
The custom will seem to
many Americans anew one
for Christmas, and one es-
pecially valuable In this land
of plenty where children are
often defenseless against the
onslaught of materialism. Ac-
tually, the straws-ln-the-man-
ger tradition is very old
and French.
Among the Slavic peoples it
takes a different form, though
still closely associated with the
idea of cultivating virtue in
preparation for Christmas:
children sleep on a pile of hay
on Christmas Eve to remind
them of the humble circum-
stances into which Our Lord
chose to be born.
THE SCHNEEKLOTIIS, who
are a German-Irish mixture
(Jean’a maiden name was Gor-
man), have borrowed another
of their pre-Christmas customs
from Sweden. This one is the
traditional ritual for the feast
of St. Luey, Dec. 13.
Mrs. Schneekloth and Kath-
leen hake up a batch of SL
Uwy’a Cats buns made ac-
cording to an oU recipe. Then
Kathleen, as the eldest daugh-
ter of the house, dons a crown
of candles and serves the
buns to the others from n
tray.
Someone else besides the
family gets to enjoy the de-
licious buns: by tradition, some
St. Lucy's Cats are always
toted down to St. Mary's Con-
vent to Sister Lucia on her
feastday.
ST. LUCY, or Lucia, was a
Roman girl of the late third
and early fourth centuries, who
vowed virginity at an early
age. Her mother, howeves,
tried hard to get Lucy to ac-
cept a certain suitor, and only
relaxed her pressure when she
was cured of hemorrhage after
following Lucy's advice to pray
at the tomb of St. Agatha.
Lucy, thereupon, gave her
dowry to the poor, and pre-
pared to live a dedicated life
as a virgin. But the outraged
suitor exposed her as a Chris-
tian before the governor, and
she was martyred by the sword,
after an attempt to bum her
was unsuccessful.
Lucy Is the patron of
schoolgirls, and is also often
invoked by those afflicted
with eye ailments. The latter
stems from several sources,
among them the fact Lucy’s
very name connotes light or
Illumination (and this is why
the honored maiden' wears a
crown of candles on Lucy’s
feast.
Another of Lucy’s connections
with the faculty of sight is the
legend that depicts her goug-
ing out her own eyes and send-
ing them to an admirer who
had been distracted by them.
Sometimes her statues repre-
sent her holding a plate on
which rest the two eyes. The
legend concludes with the mi-
raculous restoration o{ her
eyes.
NO ONE SEEMS to know
just why St. Lucy’s buns are
made in the form of cats. Per-
haps the ancients associated
the cat's remarkable gift of
night sight with St. Lucy’s pa-
tronage of the eyes. . .
Other enstoms of the feast
are easy to trace: usually it
is the prettiest girl in the
family or the town who is
chosen to portray the much-
admired Roman maiden; she
wears a flowing white gown
to recall Lucy’s parity; she
serves buns and coffee to the
family, hr the townspeople, to
bespeak humility.
As St. Lucy’s Day inaugu-
rates the Christmas season, it
becomes also the traditional
Swedish holiday houseclcaning
day. Again the reference is ob-
vious: no dust may sully the
rooms in which honor is paid
to the pure young saint.
JEAN SCHNEEKLOTH’S rcc
ipe for St. Lucy's Cats is print-
ed upper right on this page.
Her ingenious idea for tho
crown of candles is a construc-
tion of aluminum foil which
can be bent and twisted into
the desired shapes and gar-
nished with evergreen.
Maybe you wonder how a
busy mother of nine (who is
also active in the Cana move-
ment, having formerly served
as key couple with her hus-
band in St. Mary’s parish)
finds time to painstakingly
enact such customs In Qer
home.
But Jean Schneekloth feels
that if her children can be
dramatically reminded of the
virtues of a saint, or of the
real meaning of Christmas in
their own lives, the extra time
the ancient customs take Is
well spent.
ST. LUCY’S DAY: Kathleen serves “St. Lucy’s Cats’’ to Mrs. Schneekloth, Jeff,
Nancy and Johnny according to a family Advent custom. Impersonating the
Saint, who is patroness of school girls, and whose name signifies “light,”Kathleen
wears crown of laurel with foil candles.
FILLING THE MANGER: Johnny takes a bit of straw from the little silver box
and places it in the manger, as a symbol of a good deed he’s just performed. Man-
ger is filled this way during the four weeks of Advent by the nine Schneekloth
children.
CROWN: Kathleen’s St.
Lucy crown was easily
made by twisting alumi-
num foil into candle-
shapes, garnishing with
laurel
Make St. Lucy’s Cats
2 pkgs. dry yeast
1/2 cup luke warm water
1 cup milk
1/2 or 1/4 cup shortening
1/2 cup sugar
t tspn. salt
2 or 3 beaten eggs
5 cups flour
Raisins, currants, citron or'
nutmeats
Sprinkle yeast on luke warm water. Stir until dissolved.
Scald milk. Add shortening, sugar and salt. Cool to luke warm.
Add milk and eggs to yeast mixture. Add flour, mixing
thoroughly. Add raisins, currants or citron if desired.
Turn out on board and knead until satiny. Place in greased
bowl and let rise until double in bulk. Knead again.
Make a small and a large ball and a thin cylinder for
each bun. Shape into cat like forms on greased baking sheet:
the small ball becomes the cat's head: the large ball becomes the
body: and the cylinder, the tail. Use raisins for eyes.
Cover and let double and bake in hot oven for 15-20
minutes. Makes 18 to 24 buns.
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“Peace on Earth, Good Will
to All Men," the angels sang
and Wise Men came to worship
a Holy Babe. May the
infinite joy of Christmas
abide in our hearts.
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Brisk As A Brook
. . . Delightful As A Dale
Delightfully Brisk
. . .
ED B-5757
222 Sylvan Road, Bloomfield, N. J.
JAMES J. O'SHEA. Salea Manager
The age old story takes new meaning each year
as we wish you . . .
A Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year
JAMES F. CAFFREY & SON
"A Recognized Service Since 1899”
71 Pennsylvania Avenue 809 Lyons Avenue
Newark, N. J. Irvington, N. J.
Jtimes F. Caffrey, Jr. James F. Cajfrey, 111
May the oft-told talc of the Birth of our Saviour bring
inspiration and happiness once again to you and yours during this
Holy Christmas season.
May we express our sinccrcst wish that it be a truly
Merry Christmas . . . bountifully blessed with His gift of
Faith and Hope, Peace and Good Will for allMankind...
OKANOK SPRINGFIELD HACKENSACK POMPTON
A 'Birthday Party' Makes
Christmas Story Vivid
By Anne Mae Buckley
HE wonderful time has arrived on Lyle-
wood Drive, which if a trte-lined itreet
of neat young homes in Tenafly. From
more than a dozen holly-decked door-
ways small figures dressed in Sunday
best emerge and hurry toward No. 103.
It is Christmas Eve afternoon —but
the cause of excitement is not Santa
Claus; it is a birthday party.
The tots about 20 of them, be-
tween 2 and 6 are greeted by Joan
Ranleri, 2-1/2. and her brother
Drew, 6, host and hostess at
the birthday party. Their mom-
my. Mrs. Carl Ranieri, and
two older brothers, Gref, 12.
and Bob, 9, are there too, and
sometimes Mr. Ranieri if se
can get home in time, though
of course they are too big to
be really guests at this party.
THE RANIERI HOUSE fiTafl
done up for Christmas: there’s
the tree, and the Holy Family
on an end table, and the big
foil Madonna that Mr. Ranieri
makes for the bow window.
The. party begins when Mrs.
Ranieri sits at the piano and
begins playing ‘ Silent Night"
and "0 Come All Ye Faithful”
and other carols and the par-
ty-goers gather round and sing
and sing.
Then the guests file toward
the dining room table, arrayed
with a large white cake deco-
rated with the Madonna and
Child and Christmas greens
and the words, ‘‘Happy Birth-
day, Jesus” in yellow icing.
Each little reveler has his own
small angel-shaped candle
which burns before him as he
sings wondrously, “Happy
Birthday to You
.
.
. Happy
Birthday, Dear Jesus, Happv
Birthday to You.”
The candles are blown out
with a big ‘‘Whhooo"-of
course, it’s a birthday party.
And cake and ice cream are
consumed.
NOW IT IS STORY time,
and Mrs. Ranieri trots out one
of several delightful books.
Maybe it la the one about the
little statues of the Holy Fam-
ily coming alive in the house
of a poor family—Mary sews
Utile doll dresses for the poor
children, and Joseph makes a
boat (one little boy will want
to know "Was it like my
boat?").
Or the story might be "If
Jesus Came to My House" in
which the Child Jesus becomes
a real little boy Who is their
friend, and with Whom they
share their toys. ("I’d give
Him my Suzy doll." “He could
have my tractor.")
The story happily ended, and
the last question answered by
Mrs. Ranieri. the party moves
on to crayons. From Christ-
mas drawings suppUed by Mrs.
Ranieri, each child fashions a
Christmaa card for his parents.
Mrs. Ranieri has explained:
"Your mommy and daddy are
always giving you things: now
it is your turn to give some-
thing to them."
THE FINISHED master-
pieces are displayed around
the fireplace until the reluc-
tant departure, when they are
scaled in envelopes. There are
no prizes for the best, nor are
there favors (except a tiny
ItaUan carved angel for each)
because Mrs. Ranieri likes to
think of the party as “their
•favor’ for God."
Then they go home, and par-
ents of varying religions hear
excited descriptions of how the
Christ Child’s birthday has
been celebrated. And with a
little glance of gratitude toward
No. 103, each set of parents
admires a colorful original
Christmas card.
"WE’VE BEEN HAVING the
party for about eight years,"
Connie Ranieri explains. “It
started as a family thing de-
aigned to make Greg and Bob
realise that Christmas is Jesus'
birthday. When they got old
enough to go out and play they
would tell their little friends
about the birthday party, and
when the neighborhood chil-
dren showed interest, Greg and
Bob asked if they could invite
them.”
Interest has not ebbed over
the years Jesus’ Birthday
Party continues to star the
Christmas calendar for the
neighborhood tots. Parents
have approved it heartily
“and not just because it's a
kind of baby-sitter for the chil-
dren for two busy hours on
Christmas Eve,” Connie Ran-
ieri assures us.
There was the time a father
of Jewish background over-
heard his three youngsters hav-
ing a row over who “would be
Lord Jesus.” When be question-
ed them he got the story of the
birthday party, and be became
so interested that he asked if
he himself might attend that
year. He did, and loved it
CONNIE INSISTS that stag-
ing the party U not an ex-
hausting business st all. (In
fact, we have a theory about
who enjoys it most of all, but
we're not saying.) “I do the
shopping right along with my
regular Christmas shopping,”
sbe says. “Actually It’s just
the candles and drawings to
color and the crayons that
have to be bought specially
for the party. It gets easier
each year.”
She makes the cake herself,
and the artistic skill which
made her an art major at Col-
lege of New Rochelle and an
art teacher after graduation, is
employed lavishly in its decora-
tion.
(Four pastel portraits of the
children in the liv-
tng room are her work, and in
Mt. Carmel rectory hang her
portrait of Our Lady and her
husband’s of Archbishop Bo-
land.)
“Of course the party means
that our house has to be all
decorated the day before ...
That's all," Connie says.
SHE MAKES SURE that the
party doesn't run beyond two
hours, because a tot of three
might easily lose the spirit-
ual mood if festivities were
prolonged. “I can't see includ-
ing the traditional party
games,”-she says. “The way it
is, there is no activity that
does not pertain directly to the
real meaning of Christmas.”
One activity, in fact, had to
be discontinued because it
threatened that mood. Thi* wa*
the procession in which one
child carried the statue of the
Holy Family all around the
house to its resting place on
the table. Discord began to
rear its ugly head among
the babes, when the decision
of who should carry the statue
arose.
THE PARTY. Connie Ran-
ieri feels, "takes Santa Claus
out of Christmas” and the at-
tendant acquisitiveness of chil-
dren as well at least for a
little while. These little ones
are getting instead “some-
thing about Christmas that isn’t
going to change as they get
older the way Santa Claus
will when they get to school and
stop believing in him.”
"My children still get all
wrapped up in the tinsel of
Christmas,” she admits. “But
1 keep talking to them about
its real meaning, and the birth-
day party, along with the fact
that they open no gifts until
after Mass Christmas morn-
ing, helps.”
After the Christmas Eve
birthday party and supper, the
Ranieri tots are ready to turn
in. The last thing they do is to
place a glass of milk and a
piece of bread and an apple
on the kitchen table "for the
Holy Family if they should stop
at our house.”
LATER, WHEN CONNIE
herself is ready for sleep, the
last thing she docs is review
the happenings of the day. She
pictures again the solemnly
happy little faces around the
dining room table and hears
in her heart "Happy Birthday,
Dear Jesus." "It makes you
kind of feel the party was a
little birthday present you’ve
made up for Him yourself,” she
says shyly.
And in the morning, the milk
and bread and apple are gone.
CAKE TELLS A STORY: Joan Ranieri
studies the lovely cake for Jesus’ birth-
day party, as Mrs. Ranieri explains
why the tiny figures of Mary, Joseph
and the Babe adorn it.
BIRTHDAY PARTY: Tenafly tots sing “Happy Birthday, Dear Jesus” at the
festive table arranged by Mrs. Carl Ranieri on Christmas Eve. Birthday party-
goers, from left, are: Diane Ebenstein, 3 1/2; Peter Hanabergh,2; Joan Ranieri, 2 1/2;
Drew Ranieri, 6; Leslie Thomas, 4 1/2; Doug Kirkhofer, 5; and Allison Klenk, 5.
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FIDELITY UNION
T«O*T COMPANY
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In tht spirit'of friendship and good will
that is Christmas . . . we thank out many
customers for their continued patronage!
To all, our smear a wishes for holiday joy!
Frank A. Mcßride Company
Mechanical Contractors
Plumbing, Heating, Sprinklers,
• Air Conditioning
75 SPRING STREET
PATERSON, NEW JERSEY
Established61 Years Phone ARmory 8-1234
WEEK-END RETREATS
FOR THE IAITY
VEND A WEEKEND WITH GOO
For: MEN, WOMEN,
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The brightest light of the Christmas season is the op-
portunity to express our thanks for your confidence and
loyalty and to uisb to each of you the many joys of a
Merry Christmas . . .
BERNIE GOLDWEBER’S
AAA SPORT CENTRE
553 BROADWAY
GUNS
JACKITI
SWEATERS
UNIFORMS
FISHING
IASIBAII
SOFTBALL
GOLF
TINNIS
NAMI TAMS
TRACK
Bot. 25th & 26th Sts. BAYONNE
• BOWLING
• BOXING
• TROPHIES
• BASKETBALL
• FOOTBALL
• RINK SKATES
• ICI SKATES
• DART BOARDS
• ARCHERY
• LUGGAGE
• AMMUNITION
BE AMERICAN - BUY AMERICAN - DON'T SHOP ON SUNDAY
C.Y.0., INDUSTRIAL, CLUB AND SCHOOL OUTFITTERS "Everything for the Sportsman"
Phono: FEderol 9-7800
©i), come, let uet
abore JMml’
*
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Today, a* of old, the promise of
Peace and Good Will Inspire* man-
kind with new hope at Christmas-
time approaches. May the bless-
ings of the season be yours
Merry Christmas to alll
[SSIMII
[Minn
company
345 PLANE STREET
NEWARK 2. N. J.
MArket 2-2336
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Blessing of Christmas Tree
Climaxes a.‘Picture Story’
OW COME we put up a
Christmas Tree?" Win-
nie is only 3 and there
are so many questions
she must ask before she
can really get the drift
of the things that go in
in her house. She some-
times asks her sister,
Mary Beth, who is much
older she’s nine.
“We have a Christmas tree because Our
Lord was born on Christmas'' Mary Beth
explains with a great show of solicitude.
She likes explaining things to Winnie —and
to anyone else, for that matter. And be-
cause she herself asks many questions, she
adds anew bit of information: "And a long
time ago people made the tree stand for
Our Lord.”
"
"But why do I always get presents on
Christmas?” Winnie asks then.
"Because the Three Kings came to the
stable where Our Lord was bom and
brought Him presents of gold . . . and . . .
and something that begins with an 'm' and
incense," Mary Beth offers. "And that’s why
we give each other presents on Christmas.”
"How do you know?” Winnie wonders
in admiration.
“I guess Mommy told me," says Mary
Beth.
MOMMY LS Vera Kelly and Daddy is
Ed and they do as much "telling” about
Christmas as they can. Vera calls their
method "a kind of picture story.”
The appearance of the Advent wreath
at the appointed time, for example, re-
minds Maureen, 13, Billy, 11, and Mary Beth
that "you've got four weeks to get ready for
Christmas." The explanation is Mary Beth's,
and she explains that "getting ready” means
going to confession and Communion more
often and trying to do nice things for other
people
Winnie ii too young to comprehend the
meaning of the Advent wreath, but Mary
Beth declares her readiness for the first
question about it. Meanwhile, she and Billy
are eager to explain it to anyone who visits
the Kelly home.
And Maureen values the custom so high-
ly that on the first Sunday of Advent three
years ago when she was nine and Mrs.
Kelly was in the hospital for the birth of
Winnie she called up a neighbor for di-
rections and made an Advent wreath all by
herself.
Very Kelly was deeply impressed to dis-
cover it on her return with the new baby,
“even though Maureen had used auch tiny
stubs of candles that we never could light
them for fear of burning down the house."
THE KELLY CHILDREN'S prodigious
knowledge about the real meaning of Christ-
mas feeds on the running "picture story"
which includes the erection of the creche at
the start of Advent and the moving of the
figures of Mary and Joseph a little closer to
the stable every Sunday. The crib la empty
until Christmas, Billy explains, because Ad-
vent is the time when you have to wait for
the coming of Our Lord.
Then there is the lovely custom of bless-
ing the Christmas tree which has all the
children agog, and impresses them with the
importance of their dad who officiates "I
never knew your father could bless things"
Billy marveled the first time.
THE FORMAT the Kellys use for the
blessing of the Christmas tree is a dramatic
one culled from the Old Testament and the
Gospels. (They learned about it through a
leaflet published by Conception Abbey Press,
Conception, Mo.) Perhaps you would like to
use the formula in your own home. Here
Is how it goes—
FIRST Ed Kelly, his place as head of
the family graphically demonstrated in the
whole ceremony, begins by reciting the
Antiphon:
"Let all the trees of the forest sing
for Joy, for the Lord has come."
THE KEST of the family aniwcra with
tha beginning of Pialm 83:
“Sins to the Lord anew tons; »ing
unto the Lord, all the earth."
The singing Joy of the psalm la then
enunciated with Ed and his family reciting
alternate verses, this way:
Eather: "Sing to the Lord, bless His
name. Proclaim His salvation day after
day.”
family: "Declare His glory among
the nations, His wonders among all
peoples."
Esther: "For great is the Lord, and
highly to be praised, to be feared above
ell the gods.”
family: “for all the gods of the
heathen are vain Idols; but the Lord
made the heavens."
Father: "Majesty and beauty are be-
fore Him: Power and splendor are in His
sanctuary. Ascribe to the Lord, O fami-
lies of the peoples, ascribe to the Lord
glory and power; ascribe to the Lord
tha glory due to His name”
Family: "Offer sacrifice, and enter
His courts. Worship the Lord in holy
attire."
Father: “Tremble before Him, all
the earth. Proclaim among the nations
‘the Lord is king.' Ha has established the
world that is not moved; He rules the
people with equity. Let tfce heavens re-
joice and let the earth be glad; let the
sea and all that it contains resound. Let
the fields exult and all that is in them.”
Family: "Then shall the trees of the
forest rejoice before the Lord for He
comes, for He comes to rule the earth.”
Father: "He will rule the world with
justice. And the people according to His
faithfulness. Glory be to the Father, and
to the Son, and to the Holy Ghost."
Family: "As it was in the beginning,
is now, and ever shall be, world without
end. Amen.
Father and family then repeat the
Antiphon;
“Let all the trees of the forest sing
for joy. for the Lord has come.”
The Mother now becomes the focal point
of the home-liturgy, and Vera Kelly de-
monstrates her role as a teacher of her
children. She reads;
"After the fall of our first parents
the earth was bare and desolate; the
world stood in the darkness of sin. But
when the Savior was bom our earth
shone with anew brightness; the glory
of the Almighty had renewed the world,
making it more beautiful than before.
This tree once stood dark and empty in
a cold world. But now resplendent with
lights and bright adornments in its new
glory, this Christmas tree reflects the
new beauty that God brought to earth
when the Word was made flesh and dwelt
among us. By a tree the whole world hsi
been redeemed, and therefore, with great
joy we celebrate the glory of this tree."
The children of the family are
represented by Maureen, the eldest, who
reads the Gospel of St. Luke:
“At that time it came to pass that
while Mary and Joseph were at Bethle-
hem, the days for her to be delivered
were fulfilled. And she brought forth
her first-born son, and wrapped him in
swaddling clothes and laid him in a
manger, because there was no room
for them in the inn. And there were
shepherds in the same district living in
the fields and keeping watch over their
flocks by night. And behold, an angel of
the Lord stood by them and the glory
of God shone about them and they feared
exceedingly. And the angel said to them,
‘Do not be afraid, for behold, I bring
you news of great Joy which shall be to
all the people: for there has been born
to you today in the town of David a
Savior, who is Chirst the Lord.’ And sud-
denly there was with the angel a mul-
titude of the heavenly host praising God
and saying:"
Then all answer with the angelic Gloria:
“Glory to God in the highest, and on
earth peace to men of good will. We
praise Thee. We glorify Thee. We give
Thee thanks for Thy great glory. O Lord
God, heavenly King, God the Father Al-
mighty. O Lord, the only-begotten Son,
Jesus Christ. O Lord God, Lamb of God.
Son of the Father. Thou who takest away
the sins of the world, have mercy on us.
Thou who aittest at the right hand of the
Father, have mercy on us. For Thou
only art holy, Thou only art the Lord.
Thou only Jesus Christ, art most high.
With the Holy Ghost, in the glory of God
the Father. Amen.”
The blessing now brings the doctrine of
the Mystical Body before the family.
The father prays: “Christ is the tree
of life.”
The family answers: “In the midst
of the paradise of delights."
Father: “He is the tree."
Family: "We are the branches."
Father: "In Him was life."
Family: “And the life waa the light
of men."
Father: “The Lord be with you."
Family: “And with tby spirit."
Ed Kelly then reads the concluding prayer,
during which he may sprinkle a bit of holy
water on the Christmas tree, and Vera and
the children may do the same.
Father: "Let ua pray; Bless, we be-
seech Thee. O Holy God. Father Al-
mighty, this noble tree which we have
adorned in honor of the new birth of
Thy only-begotten Son, and do Thou so
adorn our souls with the manifold beau-
ties of Thy graces that being Internally
enlightened by the splendor radiating
from this tree, we like the wisemen may
come to adore Him who la eternal Light
and Beauty, the same Jesus Christ, Thy
Son, our Lord.”
The family answers: "Amen."
And all during the Christmas season, the
glittering tree stands as a holy symbol re-
minding the Kelly children of the feaslday's
central Figure.
“LET THE TREES SING FOR JOY”:
As father of the family, Ed Kelly reads
the Joyous ant phon which begins the
family ritual of blessing the Christ-
mas tree. His wife and children give
responses.
“TREE REFLECTS GOD’S BEAUTY”:
Vera Kelly demonstrates her role as
teacher of the family as she reads the
lovely explanation of why a decorated
tree is appropriate to a celebration of
the mystery of the Incarnation.
"...
THE GLORY OF THE TREE:” Using dramatic words from the Old Testa-
ment and the Gospels the Kellys ask a blessing on their Christmas tree. From left
are Vera and Ed, the parents and Winnie, Mary Beth, Billy and Maureen, their four
children.
Christmas Tree Has
Roots in Church
F ALL the trimmings of Christmas, the
tree is one of those most firmly rooted
in the church.
Back in the Middle Ages, when
the world was younger and in many
ways simpler, the mysteries of the Faith
were acted out for the people in what
were called appropriately, mystery-
plays. Sometimes these were per-
formed in the village square in front of
the church; sometimes in the church.
THE PERENNIAL mystery
play dealt with the fall of Adam
and Eve in the Garden of Para-
dise, and of course, had to in-
clude a tree on which the fatal
fruit would crow. An evergreen
tree decorated with apples was
used, and, surrounded by light-
ed candles, it was dubbed the
Paradise Tree.
Often the mystery play about
the fall of our first parents
would conclude with a Nativity
tableau, to show that the Re-
deemer bad come to repair the
damage done to the divine-
human relationship by that first
sin. In this way the Paradise
Tree became associated with
Christmas.
LATER, WHEN the Paradise
Tree came Into use in homes,
it became a symbol of the long-
awaited Redeemer. The idea of
bringing a living tree indoors
lent Itself effectively to the
symbolism of the God Man
bringing new life to the world
The apples remained as dec-
orations for the Paradise Tree.
Gradually small wafers, resem-
bling the Eucharistic Host, add-
ed a reminder of the means
available for our salvation.
Then cookies in the shape of
Christmas symbols stars, an-
gels, flowers were added.
THE PARADISE TREE
didn't get lights and become
the Christmas tree until about
300 years ago. Until then in
Germany a pyramid of shelves
held Christmas candles and or-
naments. The transfer of the
candles and baubles from the
tree-shaped device to the tree
itself was a natural.
America was probably the
first country to adopt the Christ
mas tree from the Germans.
In the early 1700s German im-
migrants brought it here. It was
at least 100 years later that
the tree found its way into
Prance and England.
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All that it
good In the world, springs
from the great message
of love and peace
that Christ first spoke.
ifannotCd
FLOOR COVERING HU 5-4343
380 Broad Street (Corner Bth Avenue) Newark
M
let u 8 rejoice notp. (or tbe prince
of JJeate is born again, bringing
uf a renewal o( (aitb and tjope.
Lobbato
SCIENTIFIC SHOE FITTER
*74 Meemfield Ave. Bloomfield, N. J.
A joyous Christmas and a happy
Neti> Year to the
Church Societies and all the
faithful of the Archdiocese of
Newark.
320 Grove Street, Jersey City, N. J.
Merry Christmas, Friends...
and thankyou for your
kind patronage this past year
ANDERSON
DOES IT!
IF THERE'S AJOB TO BE DONE
t
, iSi
CARPENTRY, MASONRY
PAINTING, ROORNG, SIDING
* Insulation
1 Bathrooms
* Plastering
• Waterproofing
• Kitchens
• Violations
Iron Work
Cement and
Brick Stoops
Removed
Porches
Tiling
as low as
par month
* Modernized • Room Additions
Enclosures * Finished
* General Repairs Basement
* Floors A Steps * Stuccoing
A
CALL ANYTIME OR 2-0888
J Efts non 9-0606 IVES.: OR 5-6093
ASK FOR 808 ANDERSON*5
ANDERSON CONSTRUCTION CO.
274 CENTRAL AVE. ORANGE. N. J.
For many many yean
Organ* have been a part of
Church ceremonial* throughout the
world, for *olemn and joyou* occasion*.
For more than 100 years Allenburg Piano House
ho* been servicing the Churche*, Rectories, Convents,
Institutions and laity of the Archdiocese of Newark and
Diocese of Paterson. And we gratefully acknowledge the patron-
age and confidence placed In us and wish one and all a . .
MERRY CHRISTMAS AND A HAPPY NEW YEARI
)
I XM
ALTENBURG f
PIANO HOUSE. INC
Ist. 1147
1150 E. JERSEY STREET. ELIZABETH
FLandert 1-2000
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Loneliness Began It
For Christmas Eve: Prayer
For Christmas Day: A Visit
T IS Christmas afternoon and the church
is dim and silent. The people of Morris-
town have paid honor to their Newborn
King in the glory of the Christmas
Mass. Now they are in their homes
and He is in His, alone.
Suddenly at the rear of St. Mar-
garet's Church there is a rustling and
the sound of muffled voices. Children
appear in the aisle and begin walking
toward the creche in front of the side
•Itar There arc nine children,
and their mother and father.
And each child carries a toy.
THEY ARE THE Bcyrent
children, paying their tradition-
al Christmas afternoon visit to
the Christ Child, and bringing
their favorite toys to show Him.
The Beyrenls have had this
tradition for 14 years How-
ever since Nora and Frank,
the parents, moved to Morris-
town from Eansford, Pa. And
if their custom banishes the
lonely atmosphere of the
church for a half-hour each
Christmas, it was their own
loneliness which gave the
custom its beginning.
"On that first Christmas in
New Jersey it years ago we
were very lonely," Nora re-
members. "We had been used
to spending Christmas with our
families and friends, and now
there were just the four of us
(Nora, Frank and the first two
children, Christian, who was 2,
and Anita, a baby).
"We knew the only thing that
could make us happy." Nora
continues, "was to make a
visit to church on Christmas
afternoon."
THE VISIT has been an un-
broken ritual ever since. Some-
where along the line, one of
the children said. "Can I taka
my toy to show the Baby Je-
sus?" When a child grows up
in a home like the Beyrcnt's,
where the spiritual is as famil-
iar as morning oatmeal be-
cause their parents lose no op-
portunity to make it so. such
a request is not surprising
Nora saw that wanting to
"show" a favorite toy to the
Christ Child at the creche in
the parish church was a
child's way of expressing his
faith. She granted the re-
quest, which entailed acquies-
cence to the same request
from all the other children,
naturally. Now it is a regular
thing.
Toys that have been present-
ed at the creche include: A toy
monkey, a trombone, trucks,
drums, dolls. ' a wheelbarrow,
a guitar Occasionally a certain
toy is turned down as unsuita-
ble for this occasion roller
skates as one example, the
Christmas tree as another.
And one time a toy violin al-
most made It —but was
smashed in a slight tussle en
route.
AFTER THE TOYS are
"shown” the Bcyrent kiddies
all want to light candles on
Christmas —as many as pos-
sible. And Frank Beyrent al-
ways has a supply of .change
to dole out fpr the purpose.
The children are taken U
church often, though Sunday
(lass attendance is deferred
until they are five years oM.
But they feel "at home" la
church, and they'd even find
ft “a good place to play,"
their mother confides. When
the Christmas vlsH reaches
that point, It hat reached Its
conclusion.
They leave, and the church li
quiet again, but vigil lights
blaze against the dimness
around the creche at a remind-
er that the Beyrenls have
been here.
FOR CHRISTMAS EVE the
Beyrenls have a whole pro-
gram, based upon a leaflet pub-
lished by Conception Abbey
Press, Conception, Mo.
It begins when Frank Beyrent
lightj the Christmas tree and
the candles arranged near the
Nativity scene in the fireplace.
The whole family looks on as
the Bethlehem scene comes
alive in the candlelight and the
tree becomes a blaring symbol
of joy.
Then two verses of "Silent
Night" arc sung by Nora and
Frank and their children:
Christian. 16. Anita. 14. Frank,
12. Garry, 11. Peter. 10, Hon-
oree. S, Mark. 6-1/2, Lela
Marie, S, and Timothy Gerard,
2 1 2.
Then Nora reads from the
Roman Martyrology:
In the /orly-iec ond yenr of
the Empire of Oclniint An-
guilui uhiht nil the enrth u ni
nl pence; in the Sixth Age of
the nor Id, Jriut (hr nl, F.lrr-
nnl God, nnd Son o/ the Eire-
nnl Ember, u tiling to con-
ircrnlr tht uorld by Hil
Grncioui Adeem, being con-
ceited by the Holy Ghoil, nnd
the nine mnnlhi ol Hit con-
ception being now neenm-
pliihed. in Bethlehem ol Jndn,
it horn ol the Virgin Mnry,
mndr mnn. The Rirlhdny. nc-
cording to the Eleth, ol Our
Lord, Jem I Chrnt.
Another verse of "Silent
Night" is the family's response
to the dramatic words.
NOW IT IS the father's turn
to read his part Is to read
the Christmas Gospel of St
Luke
And it enme to pnn, u hen
Ihe nngeli hnd depnrled from
fkeas, Am* kenten, ibnt the
ibepberdt uert trying to one
another, "Lai nt go o i tr to
BaibUbem and tee thn thing
the! bet com* lo put, which
the Lnrtl hn mode known to
us." So they wrnl with hair
end they found Miry ind
Imrfih, ind ih* bibe lying in
I hr nungrr. And whtn they
hid tern, they undmlood whit
bid been told ihrm concerning
ihtt child. And ill who bard
mert tiled a lb* things told
them by the ihrpberdi. But
Mirykept in mind these words
pondering them in her burl.
And the shepherds returned
glorifying end prating Cod
lor el! ihit they hod hard ind
tern, even a it un spoken lo
them.
Then all recite the Apostle's
Creed, slowly, thinking of Its
significance at Chriatma*.
Next Nora reads the Collect
from the Mass for Christmas Eve:
0 Cod, who dost g lid den ns
with the yeeely expedition of
our redemption, gnnt the! we,
who now joyfully receive
Thine only-begotten Son ss
our Redeemer, mey ilso, with-
out feer, behold Him coming
it our judge, our Lord Jesus
Christ. Thy Son Wbo livelb
end reignelh for ever end ever.
The whole family answers,
"Amen."
The singing of "Adeste Fi-
delia" closes the formal part of
Christmas Eve, with Nora and
Frank leading their children in
singing the words which they
hope will always best describe
Christmas as it is observed at
their house:
"... 0 come let us adore
Him, 0 come let us adore Him,
0 come let us adore Him,
Christ, our Lord.”
‘SHOWING’ THE TOYS: The Beyrent children pay traditional visit to the creche
in St. Margaret’s Church, bringing their favorite Christinas gifts to "show” the In-
fant. From left are: Chris and guitar, Garry and paint set, Anita and decorative
doll, Mark and another guitar, Lela Marie and doll house, Honoree and doll in bas-
sinette, Peter and scooter, Frankie and telescope, Timothy Gerard with Raggedy
Andy doll, and Frank and Nora Beyrent, the parents.
Yule Log's Heat
Lasted Two Days
The drafty castles and
houses in which people lived
during medieval times were
• the reason for the old Yule Log
.custom which survives even '.o
the present day.
.
On Feb. 2. Candlemas Day
or the Feast of the Purifica-
tion, a huge log would be cut
•nd set aside for the Christmas
-celebration 10 months hence.
On Christmas Eve the log
would be kindled, and because
It was so large it would burn
through the two-days of feast-
ing. without additional kin-
dling.
Now, though the great log
,ls not needed to heat the
house, some families like to
carry out the custom of the
■Yule Log, keeping in mind that
Christmas was celebrated joy-
ously hundreds of years ago,
as now.
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We wish this salutotion
were a personal "thankyou"
to each of our good friends!
RICHARD J. STANTON
ALLSTATE
INSURANCE COMPANIES
Ol 6-3400 • UN 6-9266 • Gi 1-2599
y : •''
•FIRST NATIONAL’S
1960 CHRISTMAS CLUB!
Time now to start saving on tchrdule with
First National’s Christmas Club, and bo
ready for the gift-buying season when
December, 1960 rolls around! Stop in at
any one of our ten convenient offices
throughout Hudson County. It takes just a
few minutes to join, and you'll And it’s
one of the easiest ways to save. Ask any of
our regular Christmas Club members.
Most of them come back year after year!
... and when you open a regular savings account,
remember: at First National,
Your savings growfaster
at Q % interest
Since 1957 . . . First National hat paid 3% inlofotl on accounts from $lO to )23,000
THK NT
FIRST I I NATIONAL BAXK
; or jkmskycity
Meaber. fe4«««l Depei t UtvreMt e* • Fede'ol leu
'MAIN OFFICE: On* fach*n(t pi*ct, Jersey City
Jyllea
'BERGEN SQUARE OFFICE:
I/O Bt'ten A.enu*. Jetty City
'OLD BERGEN OFFICE:
2400 Hudson Boulmrd, Jetty City
‘PALISADE AVENUE OFFICE:
329 Ptlittd* Artnut, Jetty City
WESTERN SLOPE OFFICE.
344/ Hudson Boultvtrd, Jetty City
'HOBOKEN OFFICE:
4/ htntik Street. Hoboken
WEST NEW YORK OFFICE:
440 -40th Street, West Nr« York
•f... parting xs.lakl* •! that* »Hkao.
‘HARRISON OFFICE.
406 Htrnton Avtnut, Htrnton
WEST HUOSON OFFICE:
326 Htruton Avtnut, Hunton
‘KEARNY OFFICE:
240 Kttrny Avtnut, Kttrny
r.
Help Fight TB
Use Chriltmas Seals
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L AMay ihe true meaning of the season
come alive in your heart with hope and
happiness for a truly Joyous Christmas!
Th# Jam** E. Marston Agency
Realtor - Inturanco
11 Center Ave.
littfo Foil*, N J.
Kotton 8 Sent
I*7-I*J How* Ay*.,
Pottaic, N. J.
Rypkema Dairy
OU Hook >4.
N. J.
Excelsior Decorator*
Pointing Snrvfco Pogor Hangin*
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So. Hockonoock. N. J.
Diamond 3*7661
Thrifty Drag Store
Sitnoy l*mor, to*. Ptior.
47* Co4or Lono
Toonock, N. J.
Tl 6-1431 - Tl 6*4680
Dyke* Lumber Company
Iwnikor t twitting Sgocinitio*
Yards A WeitKeu***
Nowork-Hok*kon-Wooiiowkon.Monhatton-lron>
Stooklyn-Owoont-Nottou.
Edward Hanten Inc.
AS Rallroot Avo.,
SM*oAH Pork, N. i.
Whit* Monument Cos.
lokoit OoNkcklo, Pro*.
17 Mnykovn, Avo..
Nowork, N. i.
• ES 3*0778
No. 1 Highway Frontage Property
Holl Agonry
I*l N Iroot St..
■ Uiokotk, tf I.
Ingra**la Construction Cos., Inc.
IL 3-3054 Eve*. FU 8-0423
40* Myrtto Avo..
Irvington. N. J.
Dan E*po*ito Old* Inc.
Colm . ftnrwi**
eea* eervMe
I*l Control Avo.
loot Orongo. N. 1.
The Boyle Company
ißfiNori and Insurer* Sinn ItOJ
Th# Colonial Building
355 JirMy Avo.,
lliiabtlh. N. J.
Arrow Fool Oil Cos.
Nawark, N. J.
ES 5-6100
Alexander J. MacKonn
CampUta landscape Service
Bloemingdale, N. J.
Buffer 9-0174
Building Mainlonanco A Janitorial
Sarvkos
Building Service* Corparation of Now Jonty
550 Newark Ave..
Jersey City 4, N. i.
OLfitld 3-1777
John L. O'Haro A Son, Inc.
Building Contractor*
Ce»*trvctioo-Altorutiooe>epelr*
15 fair St..
I. Orongo. N. J.
John Duffy Fool Cos.
Oil
154-MI kdmm. 51.
N«w«rli 5. N. J.
Paragon Oil Company, Inc-
-700 Doronia* Avo.
Newark 5. N. J.
City A Stale Mainlonanco Cos.
Complete Janitorial Sorvicat
474 Borgon St.
Newarb. N. J.
Burack Oldimobilo Cos.
'Nnwl'i Only OIA DnU»"
115 An.
N.W..V, N. J.
Chriilonton Iho Florfel
170 HccfcMMwfc 51,
IhMUp. N. i.
WEbilor 9-4645
Ideal Dairy Farmi
Mil M.rrit An.
UnUn. N. J.
Cookies and Cut-Outs Teach
Toddlers About Christmas
ATRICK Timothy Higgins is only 2Vi
years old, which means he hasn’t the
use of reason yet, which in turn means
he cannot be expected to be possessed
of a deep clear knowledge of what
Christmas is the commemoration of
God’s becoming a man for our redemp-
tion.
However, Patrick Timothy Higgins
knows quite a lot about Christmas. He
can tell you it is the birthday of Jesus
and that there were shepherds
and kings and a star. And
somehow. Patrick has gone the
ancients one better by recog-
nizing Jesus as God—he can
point to the manger and iden-
tify it as ‘‘God’s bed" or
“Jesus’ bed" and can describe
Mary similarly as the ‘'mom-
my’’ of Jesus or of God.
What’s more, Pat knows he
gets toys on Christmas and
that they are brought to him
by a person called Santa Claus
who gets the toys from God.
Pat’s knowledge is all very
simplified. Yet what part of it
is untrue? And who could deny
that an image is being built
up in the little boy’s mind
which will year-by-year come
closer to that deep clear knowl
edge which characterizes the
mature Christian?
PAT COMES BY his simple
child-sized notions of Christ-
mas through a simple, child-
sized series of projects—from
cut-outs to cookies—created by
his Mommy; His little sister,
Moira, who is only 1 1/2, looks
on. and listens to Mommy and
Pat as they talk about Bethle-
hem and the lambs and the
gifts brought by the kings. She
can’t pronounce ‘Bethlehem”
a* Pat can, but she's beginning
to get her notion of Christmas
too
Marilyn Higgins—that’s Mom-
my. and Daddy is Tom—has
a big box Tilled with an odd
assortment of Christmas cards
and construction paper and
tinsel and feathers and tiny
angels and felt ... and what
all. Some of its contents date
back to her Caldwell College
days. This is the raw material
of the pre-school education
she’s giving Pat and Moira.
MARILYN PRODUCED some
Christmas gifts handsomely
wrapped with the shepherds
and Bethlehem and the star
in silhouette on one package
and the Three Kings simi-
larly portrayed on the other.
Pat identified lh« kings and
the town of Bethlehem and the
star and the lambs in turn.
He even knew that the Three
Kings brought gifts to Jesus
and that’s why Pat gets gifts
on Jesus’ Birthday.
“I save Christmas cards that
seem to have possibilities for
something like this.” Marilyn
explained. "These silhouettes
are just Christmas card illus-
trations traced on scraps of
felt, cut out, and pasted to the
package."
“COOKIE." SAID PAT. Indi-
cating a tray of same on a
table near a pitcher of real
holly. The cookies were 1 cm
No. 2 of the "Chrir mas
School" at the H ggms'
Kearny home.
Pat picked them up one by
ooe. "God’s Bed . . . The
Mar . . . Baby Jesus . . .
Cornel
... Angel . . Jesus'
house
. . . Joseph's tool . . .
Lamb . . . Candle . . . Wreath
. . . Christmas tree . . . King’s
crown . .
And sure enough, those were
the things the cookies repre-
sented. The cnb. the stable,
a saw (Joseph s tool), the ani-
mals. the crown and others.
Also some items that are a
little beyond Patrick right
now—a key. for the Advent
antiphon. "O Rising Dawn”;
a rose, for the Mystical Rose.
"YOU CAN REALLY make
cookies in any shape you
want,” Marilyn said. "Again
I used pictures I’d found on
cards and in magazines. (I
can't draw.) I traced the
shapes on cardboard and used
the cardboard patterns as a
guide for cutting the shapes out
of cookie dough with a sharp
knife—l used a steak knife."
Her cookie recipe is a simple
one for butter cookies which
she obtained through a friend
from a baker.
Christmas Cookies
1 lb. butter 2 eggs
5 cups flour 11/2 cups sugar
1 tsp. vanilla
Cream butter. Add sugar.
Then add eggs, vanilla and
flour, one by one, In that order
and mix. Roll out to 1/4 inch
thickness.
Bake at 375 degrees for about
eight minutes. Makes three to
four dozen.
Marilyn notes that with this
recipe it Is not necessary to
grease the cardboard patterns,
though with some recipes a
light greasing might be called
for to prevent sticking.
To decorate the finished
cookies. Marilyn uses a variety
of materials. Coconut makes
straw spilling out of the crib,
tiny edible pearls ornament
th« Magi’s crowns, pink sugar
dyed with a few drops of food
coloring brightens the wreath,
and Icing in many colors out-
lines the detail on the other
shapes—the camel's harness,
the candle'e flame, the lamb's
fleece.
“IF I PLAN to hsng cookies
on the tree, I make tiny holes
in them before baking,” Mari-
lyn added, which brought up
the next project In "Christmas
School." ’
In Pat and Moira’s room
stands a small plastic Christ-
mas tree to which are tied
with pink ribbon dozens of the
Christmas cookies. This is the
"Three Kings Tree.”
"When children come to visit
us during the holidays, Pat and
Moira will Invite them into
their room and give them
cookies from the tree,” Mari-
lyn explained.
“I hope this will teach them
that Christmas is a time for
giving. And we call it the
‘Three Kings Tree’ so they’ll
make the association between
the gifts the Magi brought to
the Christ Child and the gifts
they got and give at Christ-
mas.”
WHEREUPON PATRICK
Timothy Higgins took a cookie
from the tree and gave it to
his little sister, Moira, with
the solemn words "Jesus'
Birthday
. .
.*•
♦A child’s -image of Christmas
“IT'S AN ANGEL”: Pat recognizes cookie shapes im-
mediately, names crowns, Jesus’ bed, star, candle,
camel, etc. Above, he and Moira examine batch of
cookies with their mother.
CHRISTMAS COOKIE PATTERNS: Cut these patterns, trace on to cardboard,
and use as guide for cutting shapesout of cookie dough with sharp knife. Use
coconut for straw spilling from the crib, a pearl on each peak of the crown, icing
for the camel's harness and the donkey's blanket
was growing clearer and
clearer.
STORY OF GIFTS: Christmas packages decorated
with silhouettes of the Three Kings and the shepherds
of Bethlehem attract Moira's attention, as her dad,
Tom Higgins, looks on.
GIVING TREE: Pat offers Moira a crown-shaped cookie from the Three Kings
Tree in theirroom. Tree is laden With cookies sha ped like everything from the
Star of Bethlehem to a snowy lamb, to be given to little holiday visitors.
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GIVE BOOKS
fo*
00^
JUVENILES
Desert Padre
*2 00
Alfred of Wessex
*2 00
Frontier Bishop
$2 00
The Life of Our Lord
*3 00
Mother Alfred and
Doctors Mayo
%2 °°
For General Reading
It is Paul Who Writes
$4-50
Catherine of Siena
*3 75
American Catholics
J 375
The Twenty Ecumenical
Councils of the
Catholic Church
5 3 5°
Mary - Our Blessed Lady
5475
Citadel of God
$4-50
For Religious and Clergy
The Church in the
Dark Ages
»l0 oo
All the Days of My Life
$2«
Lightning Meditations
*3 00
The God Man Jesus
$375
MKcMI 121*0
57 HALSEY ST.
NEWARK 2. N. J.
A OIFT OF
CHARTREUSE
Chartreuse liqueur is one
of the most elegant gifts
you can select for a friend
on your list who has a
taste for good living.This
rare liqueur has a color-
ful history dating back
to 1605. Today, its secret
recipe is known only by a
handful of Carthusian
Monks who produce it
in Voiron near a secluded
French monastery. Char-
treuse is delicious served
straight, on the rocks or
over ice cream or fruit.
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CHARTREUSE
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Outfitters to the Sisterhood
ROBERT EMMETT TIRRELL, INC
H CMAMMM ITMIT
jVw* l. n. v. worm Min
COMMIT! POSTULANT SUPPLIES
Dresses Underwear Luggage, Trunk*, etc.
FOR THE PRIEST OR SEMINARIAN
BLACK LUGGAGE
Two Suiter* • Club Bog* • Trunk* • Gift* for Religious
X
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Wijhin* you til the joy*
and blessings (hu holy
Yuletide Seaton
John G. Raymond
AMHERST
Appliance & Supply Cos.
Refrigerators—Radios—TV—Washers— Air Conditioners
Ironers - Ranges - HI-FI - Tope Recorders
495 CENTRAL AVI, EAST ORANGE ORange 5-7939
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THE HOWARD?
In Newark and South Orange, six Howard oHice* offer you
many excellent and special services—quickly, conveniently
ond efficiently -ai only the biggest, friendliest savings bank
in New Jersey can I
maim orrtccr
7te Broad St root
-OFFICE
BANKBOOK SERVICE
A speciol Howard convenience! Wh«n you have
on occounl ol The Howard you're equally wot
corn# to d.potil or withdraw monoy ol whkh.v.r
ol our oHlcot moot coannw.l ol tKo mom.nl.
U*TKP
DOWNTOWN BRANCH:
Straat at Maymond Boulevard
FREE PARKING at all
5 BRANCH OFFICESu
/
IT?
J
SPRUSOFICLD A VC. BRANCH!
Bs>rinftwld Annin .1 Osr*sn Slr.«t
VAILSBURQ BRANCH:
South Or.n g , Annin •( s.mjford tnnin
■ IOONfUID A VC. BRANCH:
Bloom I*l. Av.au. M Clifton Annin
NOW'S THE TIME
to join our 1960
CHRISTMAS CLUB I
You d*pout
•och w..kl
i I
2
3
5
10
N.st Nov.mb.r
you will rK.iv. i
8 50
100
150
350
500
H.r*'i Ih. .ati.il way to hav. th. mon.y
you wonl lor gifts and yoor-and expenses.
JOIN TODAY I
•N SOUTH ORA MCA I
South Orsngs Av.au.
«... ihiHtM! sutlers
Extra Banking Hourt
Mein OHIc, Bloomfield Avenue Brandt end Springfield Avenue
Brandi: Open Mondays to « PM., Tu.sday. through Fridays 9 AM.
lo 4 PM.
Valltbure Branch end South orente0rente Brandt: Open Mondays te
7 P.M. Tu.idoyi through Fridays 9 AM. to 4 pj*.
Oewnlewn Branch 1 Open Monday, te B PM end Wednesdays te
S PM. Tuesdays. Thursdays and Fridays 10 AM. to 3 PM.
YOUR SAVINGS BANK
Euablishad 1857
AhoN Over
8440,000.000
HOWARD SAVINGS
institution
MAIN OFFICE. 74S BROAD D, NEWARK ». N. J. . MhdseM $.lOOO
Christmas IsFamilySong-Fest Time
By William F. Judkins
HE MOST delightful aspect of Christmas
music in the home is its spontaneity.
We don’t mean the cacophony of
so-called carols and novelty holiday
songs which bombard the ears every
December from radio and TV.
There is something about Christ-
mas which makes you want to shut off
the electronic devices and start mak-
ing your own melodies.
You really don’t need accompani-
ment either, although the pi-
ano is coming back and even,
in many homes, the organ.
Actually the most famous of
all Christmas carols, “Silent
Night, Holy Night” was writ-
ten by a priest solely because
his organ was out of whack.
So, With or without Instru-
ments you can still enjoy fam-
ily singing and there's no time
like Christmas for that.
WE WERE LUCKY to know
intimately one family In whose
house music, vocal that is. wis
almost continuous during the
waking hours.
It was a large family, and
all the voices, soprano, alto,
tenor and base were well rep-
resented. Father had a rich
baritone, half-trained you
might say, because although
he was sought after frequent-
ly, and sang at social gather-
ings, he had never studied
music. Mother contributed an
equally rich contralto. The oth-
er parts were taken by the
boys and girls as it suited
them.
Their voices were all good
but it was the spirit that made
the house It was not uncom-
mon at all for father sitting in
the living room after dinner
to respond to an Irish inspira-
tion and start a song This
would be picked up by mother
and the daughters working in
the kitchen. The boys in their
rooms would hear and chip in
with their own contribution to
the harmony
In short order, the entire
house was ringing with sweet
music.
In other seasons, the music
was usually rollicking because
they were a happy-go-lucky
family in the best sense of the
word. At Christmas time, how-
ever, while the inspiration was
still there, the mood was
changed tor they were also a
very religious family.
ALMOST ALWAYS, as in
other seasons, it would be
father who started the song,
this time a quiet Christmas
carol. The melody and har-
mony would be picked u -and
hummed or sung unti. the
household chores were done.
Then, without announcement
—that would have spoiled the
spirit—the family would drift
into the living room and gather
‘round the piano. One of the
girls was an excellent pianist
and the family concert would
go on, perhaps for hours The
family repertoire seemed inex-
haustible.
An Important point to re-
member, however. Is that
there would have been a fam-
ily concert, with or without
the piano. The instrument
was just a material accident.
It was there and It was used.
It would be unfair to ascribe
what followed in later years,
strictly to the music. Two of
the boys are now Jesuit priest*,
two are doctors. The girls all
received college educations and
have their own families now.
ANOTHER FRIEND is a
church organist and so is his
wife. They are grandparents
many times over and like all
grandparents eagerly look for-
ward to the frequent visits of
their son and daughter with
their respective broods.
Towards Christmas, grand-
father has hardly welcomed
his little guests before he Is
at the piano teaching them
the beloved carols. The chil-
dren respond quickly be-
cause Christmas carols are
simple both in melody and
lyric.
There may be an off-key
note here and there, but grand-
father is naturally much more
indulgent than he would be
with his adult choir. The -chil-
dren, young as they are, learn
and appreciate the beautiful
music and sentiment of the
carols and have their own lit-
tle concerts right there at
home.
IN MANY PARISHES it is
customary to have a half hour
program of Christmas carols
before the start of Midnight
Mass. This is the time the 50
or 60 boy singers are busily
rehearsing.
Perhaps yon have one of
these UUIe singers in your
family. The result in your
home is inevitable. Suddenly
toward the end of November
the clear treble is wafted
through the bouse sounding
off with “Adeste Fidelia",
“O Holy Night", "We Sing
with the Angels" or “Sleep
Holy Babe.”
This can continue for weeks
and the words and music are
absorbed by the other members
of the family by a mysterious
osmosis. Before you know it,
the entire family is ainging
along with the "trained” choir
singer.
IT IS SIGNIFICANT to note
that no accompanying instru-
ment is necessary. Have you
ever heard a college glee club
or a boys choir sing an entire
program without piano, organ
or other accompaniment? It’*
called "a capclla" and there
ia no tweeter music in the
world.
If yon sing at all, you have
certainly sung with good
friends la the car during a
long trip home; around a
camp fire ia the woods; per-
haps an the shore of a quiet
lake, or even in your home
recreation room. You can
then imagine bow street it
aonads ia your own living
room before the Nativity
Crib.
Betides, you don't have to
know harmony the melodies
of the well-known and well-
beloved Christmas carols are
so peaceful and to sweet they
need no barbershop quartet
embellishment.
ONE SIXTH example is "Si-
lent Night, Holy Night." and
who doesn't know this one?
Your boy will undoubtedly be
ringing it just before Midnight
Mass.
Do you know how it came to
be?
Ia ISIS, Father Joseph
Mohr, parish priest of Obern-
dorf, Austria, was preparing
tor his Midnight Mass whea
be was told his organ, under-
doing repairs, would not he
ready la time. In order not
1 to disappoint his congrega-
tion he composed the words
of the now-famous hymn and
a friend, Fraax Gruber, mu-
»lc teacher and organist of
Arntdorf, composed the mu-
sic. All this was done in a
few hours. It was sung at
that Midnight Mata with
guitar accompaniment and
since well, you know the
rest.
"The Christmas Book," by
Rev. Francis X Wciser, S.J.,
(Harcourt. Brace and Cos)
comments: "Not only in Amer-
ica but all over the world,
'Silent Night’ has become the
most beloved of all carols, a
truly international Christmas
Anthem.”
So, Fkthor Mohr didn't need
instruments. Neither do you.
Candle Is Authentic
Christmas Symbol
The candle is without a doubt the most authentic
Christmas symbol which has survived the centuries since
Bethlehem to take its place in the churches and homes
and shops and city streets of today.
It is hard to learn just when it was that Christian
people began using the candle
as a symbol of Christ it was
that long ago. The Paschal
Candle is the chief liturgically-
symbolic use of the candle to
represent Christ, the Light of
the World.
Candles furnished the lights
of Christmas long before the
illuminated Christmas tree ap-
peared in homes and yards
and city plaxas. Originally
many candies were placed on
a pyramid-shaped device of
shelves in the home.
ELECTRIC CANDLES la
windows are a popular and
lovely ornamentation during
the Christmas season. This cus-
tom originated in the dark
days in Ireland when pries'.s
were, fugitives from the Eng-
lish rulers. Irish families
placed candles in their win-
dows to guide any priest who
might be hiding in the area,
in the hope that their home
would be sanctified by the of-
fering of a Mass during the
early hours of Christmas.
Another meaning attached to
the candle in the window ac-
tually began as an excuse of-
fered by the Irish people when
the English questioned them
about it. They told their cap-
tors the candle was meant to
guide the Holy Family on their
journey to Bethlehem.
A CUSTOM which is being
revived now is th«t of the
Christ candle which stands be-
side the creche, or on the din-
ner table, or at the family
shrine. This sort of candle can
be purchased with a figure of
the Christ Child or of the Holy
Family cut into Its base. Or
the ornamented Christ candle
can be made as a home proj-
ect. interesting to tots or older
children (see pictures above).
The Christ candle is an ef-
fective way of reminding us
that Christmas is the birthday
of the Light of the World.
MAKE A CHRIST CANDLE: Children will love de-
corating candles following these designs created espe-
cially for them by The Advocate. Construction paper
or foil can be used for the crib, star. Infant and crown,
which are attached to candles with rubber cement.
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for all our friends that ling* out:
Here'* a melody of good withes
MERRY CHRISTMAS, EVERYONE!
ROBBIE’S
PRescott 8-5709
639 Main Ave., Passaic
SHerwood 2-3818
97 Broadway, Paterson
Clifford 6-1717
RT. 46, Wayne
Diamond 2-7467
374 Main St., Hackensack
MArket 3-5038
589 Broad St., Newark
Mitchell 2-7066
470 Broad St., Newark
next Christmas merrier
for
your
whole
family..
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Chrntmot ft ofwoyi merrier in houiaholdi
/other domin'! foot oil the bill*.
Come in ond join oof Christmas Club now.
And bring your whole fomily with you.
There's o dob payment plan for everyone.
HUDSON COUNTY NATIONAL BANK
IN JIMIY CITY
* Mentfemery at Wethiafta* It.
* Jackie* at Wllilataa Ava.
* Central Ava. near la warn It.
A Pevenia Ava. at Orava It.
* 40 iaarnal ißvere
* OPIN MONDAY IVININO
IN IAYONNI
* ireedway at UN It.
IN SUTTINIIRO
A 41th It. at Bnrfenline Ava.
IN HOIOKIN
A Rivar at tint It.
• OPIN FRIDAY IVININO
Member Fvderol Dapoiit Iniuronca Corporotien
To the Religious
and all the Faithful
\
May peace and love
fill your heart... and
may the Chriat Child’*
bleeaing* bring you
great joy thi* A
Chrutma*. 'CatSi
ALBERT' H. HOPPER INC.
Monuments Mausoleums
329-341 Ridge Road
North Arlington
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m
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The Christian Brtxheri Nonlute at Meal La Salic «
in California's Napa Vaiey. Th* Valley'» akt grape*
an cultivated fat TK» Chnamn Brtxhrrt Burgundy.
From the dedicated labors
of devoted men
come the great wines of
'(the
Christian
Brothers
of California
an oaoi* rouNDip in Ptim. ii»nci
9r%mm VtM. »**.
In Thi* Holy Season . . .
Let ui give and receive in the spirit of the first
Christmas, and we will keep HIM In Christmasl
AILSBURG
W. i. SCHNIIDII. tnp.
81 MOUNT VERNON PLACE NEWARK 6, N. J.
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May the spirit of “peace on earth to
men of good will” again fill
our hearts. May we find new
vision, courage and inspiration
in the glorious promise that is
the shining wonder of Christmas.
ficnrv Grattan Saute,
FINEST RELIGIOUS
ARTICLES STORE IN SUBURBAN N. J.
UNTIL CHRISTMAS OPEN EVENINGS TILL 9 P M.
14 WASHINGTON ST., MICK CHURCH. lAST ORANOI
' 1 DOOtJ SOUTH Of (IST 4 CO.
"THANKS" to you, whose friendliness and
courtesies have made pleasant the year just
ending. May the good cheer and fellowship
of this holiday time remain with you
throughout each day of a prosperous and
HAPPY NEW YEAR.
LINCOLN
HOTEL SUPPLY CO., Inc.
(PRIME MEATS AND POULTRY)
Route 17 Wood-Ridge, N.J.
Christmas Blessings
May the peace and joyof
Christmas he with you
today and altcays
PARTICULAR COUNCIL OF JERSEY CITY, N.J.
SOCIETY OF
ST. VINCENT DE PAUL
44 STATE STREET JERSEY CITY, N.J.
SALVAGE BUREAU
DElawar* 3-7224
Christmas
JEasses at
ST. FRANCIS
of ASSISI
(MATIOMAL »H«IM€ (f ST. AUTHORT )
midnight mass
SOUOHHIGH-UPPiR CHURCH^
KH.IWAJL
CtlthTMt lav. Btrmrl Tibia. O.F.M.
FACTOR
(nil «C 11M FM.
CHRISTMAS DAY MASSBS
11. II JO. 11.41 FM.
AM. Mm Man
ST. FRANCIS of ASSISI
111 WOT Slot ST. (and Wwl 32nd St)
1 (Between 6th & 7th Avenue*)
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It was Christmas Eve on Cape Cod, and all the children were wait-
ing for Santa Claui. The night was dark, without stars, and very cold.
A light snow had fallen on the beachplum and the bayberry. The
magic old windmill looked like a frosty snowman. And across the dark
•ea the bright beam of Highland Lighthouse shone like a lovely star.
In the Church of St. Peter the Fisherman, which nestled among
the pines in Whale Pond Hollow, a choir of many voices was singing,
Silent Night, Holy Night." There was, indeed, a heavenly peace.
In the quaint Cape Cod cottages the children were ready for bed,
after setting out crackers and milk for Santa Claus beside the open
fireplaces where the stockings were hanging and waiting.
Grandfather Todd, in the Cranberry Goose cottage, was sitting be-
fore a blazing log fire with the children, Kate and Gregg, beside him.
It was past their bedtime, but because he was lonesome and did
not want to see them scurry off to bed and leave him ilone, Grand-
father Todd winked at them and asked, “Would you like me to tell you
a Christmas story?”
“Oh, yes, please!" said Kate and Gregg together.
Grandfather Todd genUy gathered them into his arms, Uckled
them with his whiskers, lit his pipe and began the Christmas story.
“It happened a long, long time ago on Cape Cod,” he said.
Once upon a time there was a
little village which was called Lob-
ster Cove. Mary fishermen lived
there with their wives and children,
their cats and dogs, their chickens
and geese, and their fishing nets
and lobster pots.
“It was a pretty place, a happy
place, except for ONE thing," said
Grandfather Todd.
“What?" asked the children in
surprise.
“Santa Claus NEVER came
there on Christmas Eve,” said
Grandfather.
No, never! He never left a sin-
gle toy for any of the children in
Lobster Cove. Not a single doll. Not even a train or a drum. Not so
much as a bag of candy.
It was the strangest thing, and it made all the children very sad.
Tearfully the children asked, “Why does Santa never visit us?”
But nobody knew the answer. It certainly was not because they
were naughty children. Indeed, no! Everyone knew that they were
among the best-behaved children on the Cape. Why, then, did Santa
atay away on Christmas Eve?
This went on for many years, and no one would ever have known
the reason if it had not been for Little Miss Stitches, the dressmaker,
who lived by herself in a cottage on the edge of the town
She was a dear, dear little dressmaker and everyone loved her.
Hwre was one thing about her that people always talked about. Imag-
ine! She always carried a Cricket in her Thimble. The Cricket made
himself at home in Little Miss Stitches’ Thimble, and chirped all day
long while she was sewing.
p Dear, dear Little Miss Stitches
Little Miss Stitches had the kindest face and the bluest eyes, and
the daintiest fingers. If you peeked in at her through the picture win-
dow of her house you would see her pinning up a frock on a dress
form, or cutting out a pattern on a piece of muslin, or just running
vp a seam on her sewing machine.
Then, one night, when Little Miss Stitches had been sewing quite
late and was very tired, she stepped out on the porch for a breath of
fresh air. As she looked upward she saw the arms of the windmill turn
round and round. This was very strange, because there was no wind.
“The windmill is spooked," she said to the Cricket-in-the-Thimble.
Then, quite suddenly, she saw three WITCHES come riding out
of the old windmill on their brooms. They sailed up Into the night sky
and across the face of the full moon.
“Dear me, I must be dreaming," said Little Miss Stitches as she
went back to the house. She returned to her sewing and thought no
more about it After all, the witches had done her no harm.
That was all very well, but about two months later, on Christmas
Eve, Little Miss Stitches was again sewing by candle-light It was al-
most midnight, and her blue eyes were very tired. So she stepped out
into the crisp, frosty air and said, “It is indeed a Holy Night”
Almost immediately she heard a strange noise. It sounded like
slelghbells and galloping hooves. She looked up and was astonished to
see Santa Claus in his sleigh, drawn by six reindeer.
“How strange!” thoughtLittle Miss SUtches. "Santa never, never
comes to Lobster Cove. I must be dreaming."
The slelghbells grew louder and louder. Miss SUtches was curious,
so she hid in the shadows of her house and watched. In a few
ments Santa and the reindeer stopped overhead, Just above the place
where Miss Stitches was hiding.
She heard Santa Claus say to the reindeer. "Hi, Prancerl HI
t't
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Vixen! Maybe we will make it this time. They do not seem tc be about
Perhaps they will let us through to the children. Hi, Ho, giddy-yap!"
As LitUe Miss SUtches watched, the reindeer galloped toward the
sleeping town and the waiUng children.
Oh, dear! said Little Miss Stitches craning her head upward to
watch. What does it mean? Who are THEY who are trying to stop
Santa?”
r
Suddenly, she knew, and was horrified. It was very frightening.
Out of the old windmill flew the three witches riding on their brooms
their black cloaks streaming in the wind.
They flew right at the reindeer, shrieking and waving their
brooms. "Begone!" cried the witches. “Away with you or we’ll bewitch
you forever. You can’t come here! This is our town!”
Round and round the reindeer the witches flew, screaming and
shouting, unUl the poor animals were frightened out of their wits.
Miss Stitches heard Santa Claus say, "It’s no use! They won’t let us
through to the children. Whoa! Turn back!”
The Reindeer were very angry
But just then Prancer and Vixen, the leading reindeer, became
quite infuriated with the witches. Disobeying Santa they charged the
witches with their horns. The witches tried to dodge, but they wero
not quick enough.
The two reindeer caught the witches’ cloaks on their horns and
ripped them to shreds. The witches, terribly angry, thrashed and beat
the reindeer with their brooms, driving them off. The frightened rein-
deer were forced to gallop away. They had tried, but failed again to
reach the children at Lobster Cove.
Sadly, Little Miss Stitches went back into the house
“Now we know," she said to the Cricket. "It was the witches all
the time. They were the ones who prevented Santa Claus from coming
to the village. Oh dear, what can we do?”
LitUe Miss SUtches went back to her sewing, with two salty tears
in the corners of her blue eyes.
As for the witches, they were terribly angry. Their cloaks were in
shreds. Humiliated and bitter, they screamed for vengeance. But they
could not fly about with their legs stick-
ing out of their torn cloaks. They had jl*
to do something about it.
The biggest witch said. “Come on! -
We’ll make HER sew us new cloaks,”
pointing down at the candle lit cottage
where Miss SUtches was working. Laugh-
ing like demons, the witches flew down,
and knocked three times on Little Miss
Stitches’ door.
"Who’s there?" asked Miss Stitches.
“Open up!" said the witches. ’’We’re
customers."
Miss Stitches opened the door and
the three witches flew in. "Oh, dear!”
said Miss SUtches, looking at them with
the experienced eyes of a dressmaker.
“You ARE a mess. Your cloaks are all
ripped. And what skinny arms and legs
you have!"
"Never mind our arms and legs,” t~
said the biggest witch. “We want you to •/
make us new cloaks.”
"Never!" cried Miss Stitches, in
alarm. “You are wicked and mean. I
saw what you did tonight. Go away! I
hope you catch pneumonia in your
ripped cloaks. It wiU serve you right.”
The medium-sixed witch said. "We’ll bewitch you if you refuse
"
“I don’t care," said Little SUtches. "Please go away
”
The witches laughed. Then the smallest witch seized the Thimble
with the Cricket in 1L “We’U eat your pet Cricket if you don't make us
new cloaks," said the witch, making believe she was going to take a
bite.
“Oh, nol" cried Miss SUtches. “How could you be so cruel?"
S
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Air. Hanson is tbi author of the popular
"Grandfather Todd of Old Capa Cod“
booh for tha 7 Id 10 year olds, and a
delightful booh to read aloud to small
children.
(V’atch out for your attic after your
children read this booh.)
“It’s up to you," said the witch. "Either
you make us new cloaks or we’ll eat your
Cricket piece by piece."
What could poor Miss Stitches do? She
had to agree. She could not let them devour
her pet Cricket. She began to sob.
"I’ll do it,” she said. "Let me take your
measurements.”
She got out her tape measure and scis-
sors. The witches were tall, medium, and
short. They stood still while Miss Stitches
measured them.
"You will need three and a quarteryards
apiece,” said Miss Stitches.
"We want the best,” said the witches. “The finest silk."
Little Miss SUtches went over to her pattern file and selected a
cloak pattern. Then she unrolled a bolt of silk. But first she did magic
things with it which the witches did
not see. “I’ll fool the wicked witch-
es," she said to herself. Then she
measured nearly four yards for
each of the witches.
"Lay aside your brooms!" said
Little Miss Stitches. "Let me pin
these up on you. Stand still."
The three witches laid aside
their magic brooms, which was a
very foolish thing for witches to do
But they had to have their black
cloaks.
Miss Stitches wrapped the
material tightly around each of the
witches. Then she took sharp pins
and pinned up the witches. Of
course she stuck each of them with
a pin, just for good measure.
“Ouch! Ouch! Ouch!” cried the witches.
“Stand still," said Miss Stitches, "or the seams will be crooked ”
"You've covered our heads. We can’t sec!" moaned the witches.
"Be still!" said Miss Stitches, sewing as fast as she could.
"And the places for our arms? Where are they?" asked the witches,
who were now all sewn up in the fabric.
"I’ll cut out the armholes and necklines later," replied Little Miss
SUtches, making her needle fly. "Be still!”
“We can’t see!” screamed the witches.
“We can’t move!" cried the witches.
Little Miss Stitches knotted the last thread and burst out laughing.
"You've tricked us!” cried the witches. "Give us back our brooms!”
"Ha! 11a! Ha!” laughed Miss Stitches. Then she took the three
brooms and thrust them into the fire-
place. She lit a match to them and they
burned fiercely. When the witches smell-
ed the broom-smoke they cried out, "You
have destroyed our magic brooms!”
Miss Stitches was happy
Little Miss Stitches laughed and
laughed til! the tears ran out of her
eyes. The witches lay on the floor kick-
ing and struggling.
When the brooms were all burned
up Little Miss Stitches took some of the
ashes and sprinkled them over the three
witches, saying:
"Ashes to ashes, and dust to dust
wicked witches turn to RUST."
And, magically, just like that, there
were no more witches. Nothing remained
but three little piles of brown rust on
the floor.
The whole village soon heard what
had happened. They all came and
decorated Miss Stitches’ house with holly
and mistletoe, Christmas bells, tinsel,
and colorful lights And one dear old
lady made her a plum pudding, with a
sprig of holly in the center.
All the children In the village sat down and w rote letters to Santa
Claus, telling him that the witches were destroyed And, surprisingly
enough. Santa came down the next night, a little late of course, but
who minded that in the midst of so much happiness.
The choir sang "Silent Night, Holy Night,” and the people of the
village marched In procession to the Church and knelt down beside
the shepherds to adore the New Born King.
CwrrUhl IM* hr a. lum. South Oiuii. N. J.
Wishing You a Gloriously Happy Christmas
